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ABSTRACT

In the course of development of wireless communications and its modern applications,
such as cloud technologies and increased consumption and sharing of multimedia, the

radio spectrum has become increasingly congested. However, temporarily and spatially
underused spectrum exists at the same time. For increasing the efficiency of spectrum
usage, the concept of dynamic spectrum access (DSA) has been proposed. Ultimately,
the DSA principle should be exploited also in cognitive radio (CR) receivers. Herein,
this paradigm is approached from the receiver architecture point-of-view, considering
software-defined radio (SDR) as a platform for the future DSA and CR devices. Par-
ticularly, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) architecture exploiting quadrature ΣΔ
modulator (QΣΔM) is studied in detail and proposed as a solution for the A/D inter-
face, being identified as a performance bottleneck in SDRs.

By exploiting a complex valued noise transfer function (NTF) enabled by the QΣΔM,
the quantization precision of the ADC can be efficiently and flexibly focused on the fre-
quency channels and the signals to be received and detected. At the same time, with
a traditional non-noise-shaping ADC, the precision is distributed equally for the whole
digitized frequency band containing also noninteresting signals. With a single QΣΔM,
it is also possible to design a multiband NTF, allowing reception of multiple noncon-
tiguous frequency channels without parallel receiver chains. Furthermore, with the help
of digital control, the QΣΔM response can be reconfigured during operation. These ca-
pabilities fit in especially well with the above mentioned DSA and CR schemes, where
the temporarily and spatially available channels might be scattered in frequency.

From the implementation point-of-view, the effects of inherent implementation in-
accuracies in the QΣΔM design need to be thoroughly understood. In this thesis, novel
closed-form matrix-algebraic expressions are presented for analyzing the transfer func-
tions of a general multistage QΣΔM with arbitrary number of arbitrary-order stages.
Altogether, the signal response of an I/Q mismatched QΣΔM has four components.
These are the NTF, an image noise transfer function, a signal transfer function (STF)
and an image signal transfer function. The image transfer functions are provoked by
the I/Q mismatches and define the frequency profile of the generated mirror-frequency
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ABSTRACT

interference (MFI), potentially deteriorating the quality of the received signal. This con-
tribution of the thesis increases the understanding of different QΣΔM structures and
allows the designers to study the effects of the implementation inaccuracies in closed
form.

In order to mitigate the MFI and improve the signal reception, a mirror-frequency
rejecting STF design is proposed herein. This design is found to be effective against I/Q
mismatches taking place in the feedback branches of the QΣΔM. This is shown with
help of the closed-form analysis and confirmed with computer simulations on realistic
reception scenarios.

When a mismatch location independent MFI suppression is the desired option, it is
a logical choice to do this processing in a digital domain, after the whole analog receiver
front-end. However, this sets demands for the information to be digitized, i.e., the source
of the MFI should be available also in the digital domain. For this purpose, a novel
multiband transfer function design is proposed herein. In addition, a QΣΔM specific
digital MFI compensation algorithm is developed. The compensation performance is
illustrated in practical single- and multiband reception scenarios, considering desired
signal bandwidths up to 20 MHz. In the multiband scenario, allowing reception and
detection of noncontiguous frequency channels with a single receiver chain, the digital
compensation processing is done sub-bandwise, securing reliable functionality also under
strongly frequency-selective interference. In the applied single- and multistage QΣΔM
architectures, the I/Q mismatches are considered in all the QΣΔM branches as well
as in the preceding receiver front-end, modeling the challenging and realistic scenario
where the whole receiver chain includes cascaded in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) mismatch
sources.

As a whole, developing digital MFI compensation is a significant step towards prac-
tical receiver implementations with QΣΔM ADCs. In consequence, this allows the
exploitation of the multiband and reconfigurability properties. The proposed design
can be implemented without additional analog components and is straightforwardly re-
configurable in dynamic signal conditions typical for DSA and CR systems, e.g., in case
of frequency hand-off because of a primary user appearance. In addition, the digital
post-compensation of the MFI eases the strict demands for the matching of the analog
circuits in SDRs.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

1.1 Background and Research Motivation

With emerging cloud technologies and increasing amount of multimedia content
sharing on wireless devices, available radio frequency (RF) spectrum is becoming

increasingly crowded. Considerable share of this increased traffic is produced by mobile
smartphones and tablets with audio and video streaming capabilities and, at the same
time, having cloud storage available for data [8, 40]. These cloud services introduce
also increasing amount of uplink traffic. This trend in the mobile industry calls for
novel solutions to make usage of the spectrum as efficient as possible. For this purpose,
concept of dynamic spectrum access (DSA) has been developed [107,120]. In DSA, the
goal is to assign temporally or spatially unused spectrum for active users in order to
maximize the efficiency. A practical example of this is the introduction of so-called white
space devices [88] taking advantage of vacant digital TV channels for other purposes,
such as wireless broadband access [45].

The DSA is also considered as an integral part of a cognitive radio (CR) concept
[7,78]. A CR device should be able to sense its environment and make smart operation
decisions based on the extracted data [84, 85]. Spectrum sensing for identification of
transmission bands left unused by the primary users (PUs), known as spectrum holes,
is a good example of this concept. This kind of tempo-spatial spectrum holes, exploited
by secondary user (SU) signals, are illustrated in Figure 1.1.

From the hardware point-of-view, DSA, and ultimately CR, set novel challenges for
the flexibility of the transceiver functionality [35,98]. The device should be able to op-
erate in dynamic radio conditions and access varying and possible scattered frequency
channels. At the same time, the mobile industry demands set strict requirements for
the power consumption, cost and size of the hardware. Especially the power consump-
tion becomes a critical factor when considering a wideband receiver, digitizing, e.g., a
whole cellular band for maximal flexibility implemented in digital domain. This kind
of software-defined radio (SDR) receiver employing a single wideband receiver chain
and pushing significant part of the signal processing into digital domain, instead of
having multiple parallel analog receivers, has been identified as a fit platform for DSA
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Figure 1.1: An example of spectrum holes being exploited by a secondary system. PUs
have privilege for transmission on the depicted bands, while the SUs can use tempo-spatially
available empty bands. The SU signals are depicted with light gray color.

and CR devices [4,39]. However, an efficient implementation is an open research topic,
gathering a lot of interest from both industry and academia. Especially, the analog-to-
digital (A/D) conversion has been identified as a performance bottleneck [66, 69]. In
the A/D conversion, there is inherent tradeoff between the resolution and speed, i.e.,
bandwidth of the analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and its power consumption. At the
same time, when the bandwidth is increased, the resolution demand tends to increase
because the reception band is more likely to include separate signals with highly vary-
ing power levels. Thus, even if the components would allow high resolution and speed,
the ADC would become unsuitable for mobile battery operated devices because of the
power consumption [20]. For this reason, it is essential to optimize the efficiency of the
A/D interface. In this thesis, novel solutions to exactly this problem are proposed.

1.2 A/D Interface in Dynamic Spectrum Access and
Cognitive Radio Receivers

The traditional idea for wideband A/D conversion in software-defined multistandard
DSA or CR receivers is to use an oversampled Nyquist ADC [4]. In this scenario,
the necessary resolution of the ADC is defined by the demanded resolution for the
desired waveform to be received and signal dynamics inside the whole conversion band.
Usually, this desired waveform is only a single sub-channel and rest of the signal content
is filtered away in the digital domain. However, this signal content outside this sub-
channel greatly affects the achieved resolution for the desired waveform. For example, if
the desired waveform is transmitted over long distance and thus significantly attenuated,
and there is another transmitter is the proximity of the receiver, the signal received from

2
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this latter transmitter might be tens of dBs stronger than the one from the far-away
transmitter [91]. This strong blocking signal might be, e.g, from an extra-system user
whose transmission power can not be tuned or an intra-system user being served with
higher data rate and thus needing higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). At the same
time, the ADC has a constant input voltage, controlled by an automatic gain control
(AGC). When combined, these characteristics lead into effective downscaling of the
desired waveform and increased resolution demand for the ADC if the resolution for
this weak sub-channel is to be kept unaffected. Now, the situation is that the strong
neighboring channel is converted into digital domain with comparatively high resolution,
even though it is to be removed in digital filtering. The traditional way to cope with
increased resolution demand are increasing sampling rate or number of quantization bits
in the ADC. These options, however, increase the complexity and power consumption
of the ADC [66,69,115,116].

In contrast to the Nyquist ADCs, the main property of a ΣΔ ADC is shaping
of the quantization error, or noise as it is often referred to [19]. This noise shaping
allows pushing most of the quantization noise to those frequency channels which are
not of interest for the receiver at hand. In this way, the quantization precision can be
concentrated on the desired sub-channel, or generally sub-channels. This means that
the above mentioned scenario, where the noninteresting neighboring signal is converted
into digital domain with high resolution, can be avoided.

The ΣΔ ADC consists of a ΣΔ modulator, containing quantizer and in discrete-time
implementations also sampler inside the modulator loop, followed by digital filtering. In
this thesis, the main focus is on the ΣΔ modulator response characteristics and related
digital signal processing. A basic lowpass ΣΔ modulator pushes the quantization noise
towards higher frequencies, i.e., there is highpass filtering response for the quantization
noise [19]. However, by using bandpass or quadrature bandpass ΣΔ modulators, it is
possible to create the noise notch, meaning the frequency band form where the quanti-
zation noise is pushed away from, also on certain intermediate frequency (IF) [60, 98].
With these modulators, it is also possible to create multiple noise notches on noncon-
tiguos frequency bands [P3]. Furthermore, the quadrature ΣΔ modulator (QΣΔM)
allows frequency asymmetric design for the noise transfer function (NTF), which de-
fines the quantization noise shaping response. This is a natural option for an I/Q re-
ceiver, having parallel I and Q signals on baseband already. A direct-conversion receiver
(DCR), employing the I/Q principle is a popular choice for modern communications re-
ceivers [72, 81, 91], and has been considered a practical option for the SDR [22, 46]. At
the same time, the SDR is considered as a promising physical layer solution for DSA
and CR systems [83].

When using analog I/Q separation in the receiver, these rails should be perfectly
matched for optimal performance [91]. However, this never happens in practice because
the inherent implementation inaccuracies on the analog circuits. Nonideal matching of
the rails induces mirror-frequency interference (MFI). This means that a copy of the
signal is mirrored in frequency domain and then added on top of the original signal.
This mirror-copy has certain attenuation which depends on the precision of the I/Q
matching and is generally frequency-selective. In addition, the response for the original
signal can be altered by the I/Q mismatches. This happens when the deviation from
the ideal response has common part on both the rails [61]. Most important mismatch
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sources, e.g., in a DCR are down-converting I/Q mixer, the baseband filters and the
ADCs [9,91]. This includes also QΣΔM based ADCs [59,60,62], in which the nature of
the MFI depends on the exact location of the mismatches and, at the same time, on the
designed quantization noise and signal responses [P3]. These are defined by the NTF
and signal transfer function (STF), respectively.

The MFI can be reduced by improving the precision of the circuit design, but this
has been considered unfeasible for demanding applications [92]. Without additional
mitigation or suppression, a typical image rejection ratio (IRR) is around 30-40 dB for
DCRs [9,27,38,42,91]. At the same time, in challenging applications, such as multiband
reception or spectrum sensing in CR, the IRR demand might be as high as 80 dB [92].
One current research trend among the industry and academia is to use simple and
cheap analog electronics, whose downfalls are thereafter mitigated or suppressed in
digital domain by digital signal processing (DSP) algorithms. A number of digital MFI
compensation algorithms have been proposed in current literature, most of them being
targeted for traditional non-noise-shaping receivers [9–12,47,52,90]. Further references
can be found, e.g., from [9].

When applying a QΣΔM for quantization noise shaping, the noise is pushed away
from the desired frequency channel, and it might make the quantization noise level very
high on the respective mirror-band [59, 60, 62]. This is especially the case when the
noise shaping notch is designed for a higher IF. In this scenario, the mirror-band is
further away from the desired band than with the close-to-zero IFs. From the digital
MFI suppression point-of-view, this phenomenon is problematic, because most of the
compensation algorithms demand knowledge of the mirror-band signal content, i.e., the
mirror-band should have a reasonably good SNR [9]. This has made post-suppression of
the MFI appearing earlier in the receiver chain, due to the I/Q mixer and the baseband
filters, challenging, even if the QΣΔM itself would be perfectly I/Q matched.

In Figure 1.2, a reconfigurable multiband receiver structure employing a multiband
QΣΔM is illustrated [P4]-[P7]. The operating band information for configuring the
QΣΔM transfer functions can be obtained from spectrum sensing or from a specific
control channel, depending on the application and system scenario at hand. This allows
also efficient reception of noncontiguous frequency channels. A concrete example of
this is kind of scenario in existing and emerging mobile cellular radio systems is intra-
band carrier aggregation in 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term
Evolution (LTE) [2, 3] and Long Term Evolution Advanced (LTE-A) [1]. Thus, in dy-
namic operation conditions typical, e.g., for DSA and CR receivers, the operation band
and the QΣΔM response can be reconfigured digitally with the help of straightforward
parametrization of the STF and NTF. Thus, the bandwise signal-to-quantization-noise
ratio (SQNR) can be optimized. The receiver principle illustrated in Figure 1.2 is the
underlying main theme and basis of this thesis work.

1.3 Thesis Objectives

The objective of the thesis is to facilitate implementation of an I/Q mismatch robust
multiband ADC using QΣΔM for quantization noise shaping. This kind of ADC is
targeted for SDR receivers in the DSA and the CR context. Moreover, the thesis offers
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Figure 1.2: Block diagram of a multiband direct-conversion quadrature receiver, based on
a frequency-agile QΣΔM. Principal spectra, where the two light gray signals are the desired
ones, are illustrating the signal compositions at each stage.

design guidelines for a reconfigurable multiband QΣΔM employing multistage structures
for increased flexibility. Both analog and digital approaches are developed for mitigating
or suppressing the MFI induced by the I/Q mismatches between the receiver signal rails.
The presented principles are applicable for both base station and mobile device receivers
with proper adjustments. In addition, noncontiguous reception of multiple frequency
channels, e.g., in carrier-aggregation scenarios of 3GPP mobile cellular radio systems,
is in principle allowed by the multiband transfer function designs.

1.4 Main Results and Organization of the Thesis
The main results obtained in the thesis work are

• thorough analysis of separate I/Q mismatch sources inside single- [P2, P3] and
multi-stage [P1, P4, P7] QΣΔMs and their respective MFI contributions, both
from the input signal and quantization noise point-of-view

• developing a mirror-frequency rejecting STF design for the single- and multistage
QΣΔMs, offering improved robustness against the I/Q mismatches in the feedback
branch of the modulator, for which the generated interference is not shaped by
the NTF [P1-P4]

• deriving a general closed-form formulation for analysis of the four transfer func-
tions (STF, NTF, image signal transfer function (ISTF) and image noise transfer
function (INTF)) of a QΣΔM having arbitrary number of arbitrary-order stages
under implementation inaccuracies [P7]
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• developing a reconfigurable multiband transfer function design with an aim for
facilitating digital post-compensation of the MFI induced by the receiver imple-
mentation inaccuracies [P5-P7]

• developing digital post-compensation of the MFI independent of the original error
source, being thus able to cover the MFI originating from the whole receiver chain
including a cascade of I/Q mismatch sources, such as I/Q mixer, baseband filters
and the QΣΔM itself [P5-P7]

• offering design guidelines for frequency-agile multiband QΣΔM as a part of a SDR
receiver with straightforward parametrization and reconfiguration of the modula-
tor stages [P4, P7].

In addition to the articles included in this thesis, a book chapter [112] giving an
overview on advanced QΣΔM concepts has been published by the author and his col-
leagues. A conference paper [75] by the author has been left out of the thesis because
the essential contributions have been included in [P3].

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapters 2 and 3 give an overview on I/Q sig-
nal processing techniques and ΣΔ modulators, respectively. The main contributions
of the thesis are discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. Chapter 4 presents the analysis of
the QΣΔM transfer functions under implementation inaccuracies. Chapter 5 gives the
reconfigurable multiband transfer function concepts developed, namely I/Q mismatch
robust mirror-frequency rejecting and digital MFI post-compensation facilitating de-
signs. Furthermore, a digital circularity restoring MFI compensation approach fit for
QΣΔM based receivers is presented in Chapter 5.

1.5 Author’s Contributions to the Publications

The research work done for the thesis was carried out at the Department of Commu-
nications Engineering, and from beginning of 2013 at the Department of Electronics
and Communications Engineering, Tampere University of Technology, Finland. The
research was part of the projects Advanced Techniques for RF Impairment Mitigation
in Future Wireless Radio systems, Enabling Methods for Dynamic Spectrum Access and
Cognitive Radio (both funded by the Finnish Funding Agency for the Technology and
Innovation), Digitally-enhanced RF for cognitive radio devices (funded by the Academy
of Finland) and Wireless Communication Technologies (funded by the Austrian Center
of Competence in Mechatronics) and is continuation for the authors Master’s thesis
finished in 2010. Originally, the topic was proposed by Prof. Mikko Valkama based on
the extensive literature study covering the challenges of the A/D techniques in modern
wireless communication, with emphasis on CR-like multistandard operation. This study
was performed by the author and M.Sc Markus Allén. The thesis research is largely
inspired by D.Sc. Stephen Jantzi’s work in [59–64].

The research was performed in co-operation with the thesis supervisor Prof. Valkama
and M.Sc. Allén. Prof. Valkama and M.Sc. Allén contributed to the final appearance
of the publications [P1]-[P7] and gave their opinions during meetings and discussions.
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In addition, D.Sc. Lauri Anttila participated the initial discussions on digital MFI post-
compensation reported in [P5]-[P7] and M.Sc. Vesa Lehtinen, gave feedback on design
and properties of infinite impulse-response (IIR) filters for [P3].

The signal models, mathematical derivations, computer simulations and performance
analysis in [P1]-[P7] were performed by the author with Prof. Valkama’s guidance. In
addition, the author wrote the initial manuscripts for [P1]-[P7], which were finalized
in co-operation with Prof. Valkama and M.Sc. Allén. The initial idea to use matrix
format for general modeling of implementation inaccuracies in [P7] came from M.Sc.
Allén. Although, the actual derivations, formulation and analysis were performed by
the author.
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CHAPTER 2

I/Q Signal Processing Basics and
Dynamic Spectrum Access

Herein the I/Q signal processing principles and the DSA basics and requirements
are presented. This forms a solid base for the discussion in the following chapters.

2.1 I/Q Signal Processing
Modern digital communication standards have widely employed complex signals, con-
sisting of in-phase and quadrature components with 90◦ phase difference. Exploiting
such signals is known as I/Q signal processing. The behavior of these signals can be
modeled using complex-valued algebra, where imaginary unit j, defined as j2 = −1, is
used [5, 73].

2.1.1 Complex Signals, Filters and Systems

The complex numbers consist of a real and an imaginary part, i.e., x = xre +jxim, where
xre and xim denote the real and imaginary parts. In complex-valued signal processing,
two parallel real signals are used to carry the information of a complex number. Thus,
an I/Q signal is written as x(t) = xI(t) + jxQ(t). In this thesis, I/Q notation is used for
transmitted/received signals, whereas real and imaginary parts of, e.g., complex filter
impulse responses are denoted with the subscripts re and im, respectively.

One of the interesting properties of complex signals is that they are not limited to
spectral symmetry, i.e., they are not conjugate symmetric, as opposed to the real-valued
signals whose spectrum is always symmetric around the zero frequency. Thus, for real
signals Xre(f) = X∗

re(−f), where Xre(f) is a Fourier transform (FT) of xre(t), denoted
as Xre(f) = F (xre(t)).

In addition to the complex-valued signals, complex-valued filters are also not limited
to the frequency-symmetry of their real-valued counterparts [73]. Herein, the impulse
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Figure 2.1: A complex-valued filter, shown with ideal complex-valued signals and parallel
real I and Q signals having perfect matching between the rails.

response of a complex digital filter is denoted as h(k) = hre(k) + jhim(k). Thus, the
filter output is defined as

y(k) =h(k) ∗ x(k)
=hre(k) ∗ xI(k) − him(k) ∗ xQ(k)

+ j(hre(k) ∗ xQ(k) + him(k) ∗ xI(k)).
(2.1)

From (2.1), it is clear that complex filtering can be realized with four real convolution
operations as shown in Figure 2.1, where the z-domain transfer function of h(k) is
denoted as H[z]. A product of a complex signal and a complex-valued scalar multiplier
is a special case of (2.1), having h(k) as a scalar single-tap quantity h = hre + him. For
example, for a complex-valued integrator illustrated in Figure 2.2 with a single complex
pole at M , the transfer function is

H[z] =
1

z − M
=

z−1

1 − z−1M
, (2.2)

where the latter form nicely illustrates the delaying nature of the integrator [60]. At
the same time, it should be noted that the real-valued implementation of a complex
integrator, shown in Figure 2.2 is a second-order system while observing the I and Q
responses separately. However, when combined into the complex form, the higher-order
components cancel, giving the transfer function of (2.2).

Furthermore, a single-tap division of two complex-valued coefficients a = are + jaim
and b = bre + jbim, is defined as

a

b
=

ab∗

|b|2 =
arebre + aimbim + j(arebim − aimbre)

b2
re + b2

im
. (2.3)

Complex signal processing is utilized, e.g., in direct-conversion transmitters and
receivers. In a direct-conversion transmitter a complex baseband waveform is multiplied
with a complex exponential tone, consisting of cosine and sine as I and Q components,
respectively, i.e., e±j2πfCt = cos(2πfCt) ± j sin(2πfCt), oscillating at the RF carrier
frequency fC. Thereafter, the real part of this up-converted RF signal is used for actual
transmission. This process is mathematically described as
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Figure 2.2: A complex-valued integrator, shown with ideal complex-valued signals and par-
allel real I and Q signals having perfect matching between the rails.

xRF(t) = 2Re[x(t)ej2πfCt]

= x(t)ej2πfCt + x∗(t)e−j2πfCt

= 2xI(t) cos(2πfCt) + 2xQ(t) sin(2πfCt),
(2.4)

where x∗(t) denotes the complex conjugate of x(t). The spectrum of x∗(t) is a conjugate
mirror image of the spectrum of x(t), i.e., F (x∗(t)) = X∗(−f). Thus, the second
line of (2.4) intuitively shows that the RF signal xRF(t) is conjugate symmetric. It is
exactly the Re[·] operator that creates spectral symmetry to xRF(t) by introducing the
x∗(t)e−j2πfCt component.

Now, on the receiver side, this RF waveform xRF(t) can be down-converted by
first frequency-shifting it with a complex exponential tone of the opposite frequency.
With real valued I/Q representation this corresponds to multiplying xRF(t) with cosine
and negative sine of the carrier frequency. The original baseband signal is thereafter
recovered with lowpass filtering the frequency shifted signal. This is mathematically
written as

x(t) = hLP(t) ∗ (xRF(t)e−j2πfCt)
= hLP(t) ∗ (xRF(t) cos(2πfCt)) − jhLP(t) ∗ (xRF(t) sin(2πfCt)),

(2.5)

where hLP(t) is the impulse response of the lowpass filter.

2.1.2 I/Q Mismatches in Complex Systems
Complex-valued linear signal processing discussed above can be extended to cover a
concept of widely-linear systems [9, 73]. This means that in addition to the x(t) itself,
also its conjugate x∗(t) is involved in the processing. In practice, this happens, for
example, in complex filtering, defined in (2.1), implemented on a true circuit if the
realizations of hre(t) and him(t) operating on I and Q signals are not exactly equal. This
phenomenon is known as I/Q mismatch or I/Q imbalance. Such a filter is illustrated in

11
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Figure 2.3 with z-domain transfer functions. In this more general scenario, the output
of the widely-linear, or I/Q mismatched, filter is

y(k) =hre,1(k) ∗ xI(k) − him,2(k) ∗ xQ(k)
+ j(hre,2(k) ∗ xQ(k) + him,1(k) ∗ xI(k))

=hnom(k) ∗ x(k) + hcm(k) ∗ x(k) + hdiff(k) ∗ x∗(k),
(2.6)

where hnom(k), hcm(k) and hdiff(k) describe the nominal response, the common-mode
error response and the differential error response, respectively [62]. The nominal re-
sponse corresponds to the perfect matching scenario, the common-mode error results
from a parallel error in the filters operating on the I and Q signals and the differ-
ential error is induced by opposite variations in the I and Q filters. Clearly, the
common-mode error adds another component of nonconjugated x(t). By combining
the nominal and common-mode responses, the output of the widely-linear filter is
y(k) = havg(k) ∗ x(k) + hdiff(k) ∗ x∗(k), where

havg(k) =
hre,1(k) + hre,2(k)

2
+ j

him,1(k) + him,2(k)
2

(2.7)

and

hdiff(k) =
hre,1(k) − hre,2(k)

2
+ j

him,1(k) − him,2(k)
2

. (2.8)

At the same time, the corresponding z-domain transfer functions are obtained with
z-transformations of (2.7) and (2.8) as

Havg[z] =
Hre,1[z] + Hre,2[z]

2
+ j

Him,1[z] + Him,2[z]
2

(2.9)

and

Hdiff[z] =
Hre,1[z] − Hre,2[z]

2
+ j

Him,1[z] − Him,2[z]
2

. (2.10)

The contribution of hdiff(k)∗x∗(k) is known as MFI because of the spectral mirroring
in the conjugation of x(t) [9,62]. The severity of this interference is measured with IRR,
being defined over the Nyquist frequency band as

IRR(ej2πfTS) = 10 log10

∣∣∣∣Havg(ej2πfTS)
Hdiff(ej2πfTS)

∣∣∣∣
2

. (2.11)

As a concrete example, the output of an I/Q mismatched complex integrator illus-
trated in Figure 2.4, given finally as Y [z] = YI[z] + jYQ[z], can be formed from the I
and Q outputs
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real I and Q signals having possible mismatch between the rails.
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Figure 2.4: A complex-valued integrator, shown with ideal complex-valued signals and par-
allel real I and Q signals having possible mismatch between the rails.

YI[z] = Hre,1[z]XI[z] − Him,2[z]XQ[z], (2.12)
YQ[z] = Hre,2[z]XQ[z] + Him,1[z]XI[z], (2.13)

where

Hre,1[z] =
z − mre,2

(z − mre,1)(z − mre,2) + mim,1mim,2
(2.14)

Hre,2[z] =
z − mre,1

(z − mre,1)(z − mre,2) + mim,1mim,2
(2.15)

Him,1[z] =
mim,1

(z − mre,1)(z − mre,2) + mim,1mim,2
(2.16)

Him,2[z] = − mim,2

(z − mre,1)(z − mre,2) + mim,1mim,2
. (2.17)

Now, the IRR of such integrator can be solved by applying (2.9)-(2.11).
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2.1.3 Matrix Representation of Complex Numbers and Transfer
Functions

Complex numbers and operations can also be represented in a matrix format [5,80]. To
start with, a 1×2 vector contains the real and imaginary parts, or I and Q components,
of a complex signal, i.e.,

x =
[

xI(k) xQ(k)
]

. (2.18)

Futhermore, widely linear operations can be written with the help of 2 × 2 matrices
containing the four coefficients, i.e.,

A =
[

are,1 aim,1
−aim,2 are,2

]
. (2.19)

Thus, the multiplication operation is written as

y = xA

=
[

xI(k) xQ(k)
] [

are,1 aim,1
−aim,2 are,2

]
=

[
are,1xI(k) − aim,2xQ(k) aim,1xI(k) + are,2xQ(k)

]
,

(2.20)

mathching with the single-tap special case of (2.6).
In similar manner, a widely-linear, or I/Q mismatched, version of the division of

complex numbers presented in (2.3) can be written in matrix format by multiplying a
matrix representing the numerator from right with an inverse of a matrix representing
the denominator, i.e.,

AB−1 =
[

are,1 aim,1
−aim,2 are,2

] [
bre,1 bim,1

−bim,2 bre,2

]−1

=
1

bre,1bre,2 + bim,1bim,2
×[

are,1bre,2 + aim,1bim,2 −are,1bim,1 + aim,1bre,1
are,2bim,2 − aim,2bre,2 are,2bre,2 + aim,2bim,1

]
.

(2.21)

This is justified when the multiplying coefficient matrix is invertible, which holds in
practical cases because of the 2 × 2 structure, where the real part (diagonal) elements
share the same sign and the imaginary part (cross diagonal) elements have opposite
signs, making the determinant nonzero.

Based on the matrix algebraic definitions for complex multiplication and division, it
is also possible to write complex-valued, widely-linear, transfer function in matrix form.
This, for example, allows studying I/Q mismatch effects in the transfer characteristics
of complex filters. Gathering the transfer functions of (2.14)-(2.17) into a single widely-
linear transfer function matrix allows presenting the total widely linear response with
a simple matrix notation, given as
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H =
[

Hre,1[z] Him,1[z]
−Him,2[z] Hre,2[z]

]

=

[
z−mre,2

(z−mre,1)(z−mre,2)+mim,1mim,2

mim,1
(z−mre,1)(z−mre,2)+mim,1mim,2

− mim,2
(z−mre,1)(z−mre,2)+mim,1mim,2

z−mre,1
(z−mre,1)(z−mre,2)+mim,1mim,2

]

=
1

(z − mre,1)(z − mre,2) + mim,1mim,2

[
z − mre,2 mim,1
−mim,2 z − mre,1

]

=
[

z − mre,1 −mim,1
mim,2 z − mre,2

]−1

=
([

z 0
0 z

]
−

[
mre,1 −mim,1
mim,2 mre,2

])−1

= (Iz − M)−1
.

(2.22)

This approach is further utilized in Chapter 4 for analyzing the transfer functions of
QΣΔMs.

2.2 Dynamic Spectrum Access Requirements for A/D
Interface

Dynamic spectrum access aims for maximally efficient utilization of available RF spec-
trum [7,23,34,55,78,103]. However, in order to exploit locally or temporarily vacant fre-
quency channels or bands, the transceiver hardware needs to be flexible [4,20,35,92,98].
In this section, these issues are discussed from the ADC point-of-view.

2.2.1 Dynamic Spectrum Access
The goal of the DSA is to find and utilize locally or temporarily unused parts of radio
spectrum [7, 78]. The identification of such bands needs as accurate as possible infor-
mation on the current spectrum usage, which can be obtained either from a central
database or from ongoing spectrum sensing [45, 78, 79, 119]. In this thesis, the focus
is on accessing the vacant operation bands in most efficient manner, assuming that
information of such bands is available for the system.

2.2.2 Quadrature Sigma-Delta Modulator and Wideband Direct-
Conversion Receiver

With a wideband DCR it is possible to access a number of transmission channels, i.e.,
frequency bands at once [72, 81, 91]. However, most of the channels might be occupied
by someone else, being thus not of interest for the particular user. At the same time,
converting these channels into digital information with high precision demands ADC
resources, such as high sampling rate or number of quantization levels, draining the
power of the device [66].
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However, with a QΣΔM, it is possible to aim the available quantization and noise
shaping resources on the bands of interest, while maintaining the ability to access mul-
tiple frequency channels, either at once or by reconfiguring the modulator response
[P4]-[P7]. The first option is of interest when multiple noncontiguous bands are avail-
able at once, while the second case is realized when it is necessary, or beneficial, to
change the operating band, e.g., in case of a frequency handoff. Such scenarios, where
the transmission band needs to be changed are typical for DSA and CR receivers [7].
This combined with the wideband reception with reduced filtering makes the receiver
signal conditions very dynamic and allows also high power level variations inside the
reception band, creating possible blocker scenarios because of, e.g., MFI or nonlinear
distortion originating from strong signals and falling on top of the weak ones [92].

2.2.3 Frequency Agile Operation
The QΣΔM response design allows noncontiguous multiband operation when the noise
shaping notches are spread on separate bands. At the same time, the notch frequencies
can be changed by tuning the modulator coefficients [P7]. In case of the transfer function
design, multiband concept refers to designing multiple noncontiguous noise shaping
notches, allowing reception of signals on noncontiguous frequency channels or slots.
However, these signals can be located inside the same radio band or the same, e.g.,
cellular, transmission band.

The multiband reception allows increased robustness in frequency handoff scenarios
were the transmission band needs to vacated. On one hand, the transmission can be
continued on the remaining band(s) possibly still available if multiband transmission
has been ongoing. On the other hand, the QΣΔM response can be reconfigured for
new transmission band. These aspects are elaborated in more detail in Section 5.5 after
discussing the transfer function design principles proposed in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 3

Sigma-Delta Modulator Background
and State-of-the-Art

Current technical literature contains a wealth of ΣΔ modulator variants, realizing
different noise shaping effects and being impelemented with different techniques

[102]. Regardless, all the architectures share common operation principle, having a
STF shaping the input signal and a NTF shaping the quantization error. For discrete-
time modulators, the ideal output of such general ΣΔ modulator can be expressed in
z-domain as

V id[z] = STF [z]U [z] + NTF [z]E[z], (3.1)

where U [z] and E[z] are the input signal and the quantization error, being shaped by
the respective transfer function responses [19, 102]. While combined with high enough
oversampling for the desired waveform to be converted, the NTF removes the quanti-
zation error efficiently from the band of this signal, allowing high SNRs even with only
1-bit quantization [19].

Later in this chapter, the most important characteristics of the common ΣΔ mod-
ulator variants are pointed out, having emphasis on the applicability to the DSA and
CR. The discussion is divided into two parts; the Sections 3.2-3.4 discuss different noise
shaping options, whereas Sections 3.5-3.8 concentrate on available implementation ar-
chitectures.

3.1 Sigma-Delta Modulator History
The principle of ΣΔ modulation was first proposed in [56, 57]. Thereafter, the modu-
lation technique was applied in A/D conversion in [28,30,31,114] and the quantization
noise structure was more thoroughly studied in [29, 30, 48, 50]. In [30], the linearized
model for the modulator, introduced in [24], was found to predict the mean-squared
quantizer error accurately. Although, the actual error is not uncorrelated with the
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input, as assumed in the linearized model [48, 51]. The effects of the nonlinear quan-
tization were discussed in case of sinusoidal inputs in [13]. The exact structure of the
quantization error is thoroughly discussed in [49, 51]. However, the linearized model
has been applied widely for the purpose of transfer function analysis in more complex
modulator structures [102].

Furthermore, higher order ΣΔ modulation with double integration was proposed
in [29]. Later, in [100], the optimization of higher order modulator transfer functions
was discussed in more detail. Multistage noise shaping A/D and digital-to-analog (D/A)
converters were discussed originally in [37,111]. At the same time, bandpass ΣΔ mod-
ulation was discussed in [63, 101] and developed further, e.g., in [64]. In parallel, also
multiband noise shaping using parallel signal branches and ΣΔ modulators was pro-
posed for the first time in [16–18]. Furthermore, complex bandpass ΣΔ modulator, i.e.,
a QΣΔM, in an ADC was discussed in [61] and implemented for the first time in [109].
Complex transfer function in case of bandpass and parallel multiband ΣΔ modulation
are discussed also in [18]. In [19], different ΣΔ variants are explained in an overview
manner.

3.2 Lowpass Modulator
A lowpass ΣΔ modulator is the traditional way of doing quantization noise shaping
[19, 102]. A general P th order modulator is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The ideal STF
and NTF of such modulator are

STF [z] = z−P , (3.2)
NTF [z] = (1 − z−1)P , (3.3)

respectively. The NTF response is of highpass type, clearly pushing the quantization
error toward higher frequencies. This is also illustrated in Figure 3.1 with simple first-
order responses. In Figure 3.2, the STF is a pure delay, but generally it can have lowpass
response, attenuating high-frequency input content. The lowpass ΣΔ modulators have
been employed extensively, e.g., in audio applications, where high oversampling is easily
attained [19]. In addition, they are suitable for narrowband direct-conversion radio
receivers. For conversion of wideband waveforms, the NTF zeros can be spread around
the zero frequency in order to obtain optimized SNR [100]. This kind of NTF is obtained
by replacing one or more of the loop integrators with a resonator having a low-frequency
pole, realizing thus a low-frequency NTF zero [19, 43]. The resonators are further
exploited as loop filters in bandpass ΣΔ modulators, where the center of the noise
shaping notch is placed on a nonzero frequency [19].

3.3 Bandpass Modulator
When the ΣΔ principle is extended to bandpass noise shaping, the poles and zeros of the
transfer functions can be moved away from the zero frequency by using bandpass res-
onators instead of integrators as loop filters [19,63,87,98,99,102]. This gives additional
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Figure 3.1: Example STF and NTF of a first-order (P = 1) lowpass ΣΔ modulator.
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Figure 3.2: A P th order lowpass ΣΔ modulator with delaying integrators placing the NTF
zeros at the baseband.

degree-of-freedom for design of the responses. In practice, the NTF is of bandstop type,
pushing quantization noise away from certain IF. At the same time, the STF can be
designed to have bandpass response. In addition, the poles and zeros can be spread over
the desired signal band in order to optimize the inband SNR [100]. However, because
of the real valued resonators as loop filters, the transfer functions are limited to behave
symmetrically around the zero frequency.

A simple example of bandpass ΣΔ modulator is shown in Figure 3.4. The ideal STF
and NTF are given as

STF [z] = z−2P , (3.4)
NTF [z] = (1 + z−2)P , (3.5)

respectively. Thus, the modulator creates a symmetric noise shaping notch on the fre-
quencies ±fS/4, pushing the noise towards low and high frequencies. This is illustrated
with example transfer functions in Figure 3.3.

The bandpass ΣΔ modulation fits well in with IF receivers implementing the analog
part with real valued signal processing [98, 99]. These include, e.g., superheterodyne
receivers or real IF sampling receivers with digital quadrature down-conversion [99].

3.4 Quadrature Bandpass Modulator
Employing complex valued signal processing, the ΣΔ principle can be extended to
quadrature bandpass modulation [19,59–61,102]. With the parallel I/Q rails and cross-
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Figure 3.3: Example STF and NTF of a first-order (P = 1) real bandpass ΣΔ modulator.
From the implementation point-of-view, the order is doubled for creating two poles and zeros
for each transfer function.
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Figure 3.4: A P th order real bandpass ΣΔ modulator with delaying bandpass resonators
placing the NTF zeros at ±fS/4.

connections between the rails, the NTF can have complex bandstop response, while the
STF can be of complex bandpass type [61]. This allows frequency asymmetric responses
for both the transfer functions.

The ideal STF and NTF of a general Nth-order QΣΔM, illustrated in Figure 3.6,
are given by

STF [z] =
A +

P∑
p=1

B(p)
p∏

i=1

z−1

1−M(i)z−1

1 −
P∑

p=1
R(p)

p∏
i=1

z−1

1−M(i)z−1

, (3.6)

NTF [z] =
1

1 −
P∑

p=1
R(p)

p∏
i=1

z−1

1−M(i)z−1

, (3.7)

respectively, [P3]-[P7]. In simplified first-order scenario, employing only the rightmost
complex integrator of Figure 3.6, the ideal ouput is given as

V id[z] =
A + (B(1) − M (1)A)z−1

1 − (R(1) + M (1)1)z−1 U [z] +
1 − M (1)z−1

1 − (R(1) + M (1))z−1 E[z]. (3.8)
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Figure 3.6: A P th order quadrature ΣΔ modulator with delaying complex-valued integrators,
where the integrator poles M (1) − M (P ) define the NTF zero positions.

From (3.8), it is visible that when the modulator coefficients A, B(1), M (1) and R(1)

have specific values, the analysis can be simplified. Specifically, when R(1) = −M (1), the
denominator of the transfer functions goes to unity, meaning that the pole is set to the
origin. At the same time, when A = 0 and B(1) = 1, the numerator of the STF equals
z−1, i.e., also the STF zero is set to the origin. The numerator of the NTF sets the NTF
zero to M (1), resulting in a noise shaping notch on the relative frequency defined by
∠M (1). This kind of first-order transfer functions are illustrated in Figure 3.5, having
∠M (1) equal to 0.175.

Generally, the loop filter feedback coefficients from M (1) to M (P ) define the positions
of the NTF zeros. This is considered as a starting point for the coefficient design and
the NTF zeros are traditionally placed on the desired signal band [100]. However, it
is possible to place certain amount of zeros, e.g., on the mirror band [60]. Second, the
input coefficients A and B(1) to B(P ) define the positions of the STF zeros [60]. These
can be used to create frequency selectivity for the STF and include, e.g., part of the
receiver selectivity inside the QΣΔM [60], [P3]. Finally, the feedback coefficients from
R(1) to R(P ) define the positions of the common poles for both of the transfer functions.
The fact that the transfer functions share common poles is emphasized in (3.6)-(3.8)
the STF and NTF having common denominators. If, e.g., a finite impulse-response
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(FIR) transfer functions are desired, the common denominator can be set to unity, thus
placing the poles into the origin.

Quadrature ΣΔ modulation is well-fitting solution for IF receivers employing analog
I/Q down-conversion, or direct-conversion wideband receivers, where the desired signal
lies on a nonzero IF frequency [59–61]. In wideband A/D conversion, where multiple
signals are to be digitized with good resolution, QΣΔM allows also multiband noise
shaping, creating noncontiguous NTF notches [P3]-[P6]. Furthermore, SNR optimiza-
tion principles similar to lowpass ΣΔ modulators [100] can be used, having lowpass
modulation as a special case with the NTF notch center frequency being exactly zero
[P4, P7]. The analysis and design of such transfer functios are further discussed in
Chapters 4 and 5.

3.5 Single-Stage vs. Multistage
The noise shaping capabilities of a ΣΔ modulator can be improved by increasing the
order of a traditional single-stage modulator, as discussed earlier in this chapter. Con-
cretely, this means, for example for a QΣΔM, that the NTF can contain higher number
of notches, making the noise shaping more efficient. However, the order is limited by the
modulator stability [19,100,102]. The stability characteristics are affected by the actual
implemented NTF and the range of the applied input signal [100, 102]. In practice, ro-
bust modulators of higher order than four are rare in the current literature, and most of
the designs implement orders even lower than that [102]. The stability analysis is highly
tortuous because of nonlinear quantization inside the modulator loop [13, 96, 100, 102].
Multiple rule-of-thumb kind of approximate criteria exist, but, after all, thorough sim-
ulations are advised [102].

Because the stability limits the noise shaping performance of a single stage, a wide
range of different multistage structures have been proposed for improving the resolution
of a ΣΔ ADC [53, 70, 94, 95], [P4-P6]. When the overall noise shaping is implemented
in, e.g., two cascaded stages, the individual stages can have lower order and thus be
more easily designed stable. The order of the overall noise shaping equals the combined
order of all the stages.

Originally, the multistage ΣΔ modulation was proposed to use output of the first
stage as an input for the latter stage [37, 53, 94, 95]. However, more recent literature
generally considers the quantization error of the first stage to be digitized by the fol-
lowing stage and then subtracted from the output of the first stage [19,32,67,68,70,94,
102, 105, 106, 110]. A general L-stage QΣΔM using previous stage quantization error
as an input for the following one is illustrated in Figure 3.7. The ideal output of such
modulator is

V id[z] =
L∑

l=1

(−1)l+1
HD

l [z]V id
l [z], (3.9)

where HD
l [z] and V id

l [z] are the digital matching filters and outputs of individual stages,
respectively [P4, P7]. The digital matching filter transfer functions are
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Figure 3.7: Multistage QΣΔM with arbitrary-order noise shaping in all the individual stages.
Filters HD

1 [z] to HD
L [z] are implemented digitally.

HD
l [z] =

HD
1 [z]

L−1∏
l=1

NTF id
l [z]

L∏
l=2

STF id
l [z]

, l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}. (3.10)

and the stage outputs are

V id
l [z] = STF id

l [z]Ul[z] + NTF id
l [z]El[z], l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L}. (3.11)

On the other hand, the output of an ideal general multistage ΣΔ modulator in (3.9)
can be rewritten using a total STF and a total NTF for the last stage quantization
error describing the transfer characteristics of the whole modulator for the respective
components. In this way, the output becomes

V id[z] =STF id
1 [z]STF D

2 [z]U [z] +

L∏
l=1

NTF id
l [z]

L∏
l=3

STF id
l [z]

EL[z]

=STF id
TOT[z]U [z] + NTF id

TOT[z]EL[z],

(3.12)

from where you can easily see that the total STF consists of the STFs of the first two
stages, having the contribution of the second-stage STF coming from the digital H1[z].
The total NTF is defined by all the L stage NTFs and STFs also. Thus, the STFs of
the latter stages do not affect the input signal itself, but only the noise shaping.
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3.6 Discrete-Time vs. Continuous-Time
The ΣΔ modulators can be divided into two classes based on at which point inside the
ADC the sampling process takes place. Depending on that, the ΣΔ loop processing is
either discrete-time or continuous-time (CT) [29,104]. In discrete-time modulators, the
sampling is done before the ΣΔ loop, whereas in the CT variant the sampling takes
place inside the loop, usually just before the quantization.

The discrete-time modulators are implemented with switched-capacitor (SC) tech-
nique. The SC implementation has certain limitations, for example, the settling time
of the circuitry limits the frequency that the ΣΔ loop filter can be driven with [102].
However, the SC circuits have good accuracy and linearity, and their accurate analysis
is more straightforward [102].

In CT ΣΔ modulators, the loop naturally operates in continuous-time. This allows
driving the circuit with higher frequency, making it possible to obtain wider bandwidths
for the whole modulator [102]. In addition, while the sampling is done inside the ΣΔ
loop, the loop filter creates inherent anti-aliasing filtering [102]. Another clear benefit
for the CT processing is that the sampling errors, like jitter, that happen inside the
ΣΔ loop are shaped by the NTF in similar manner as the quantization error [102].
However, when the feedback branch digital-to-analog converter (DAC) needs to create
a continuous-time waveform, the related jitter is acknowledged to degrade the modulator
performance [41].

Generally, also the CT modulators are designed based on a discrete-time prototype
[102]. First, a discrete-time modulator realizing the desired STF and NTF are designed
and then the loop functionality is transformed into continuous-time. Thus, designing
CT modulators has extra complexity compared to the discrete-time SC modulators.

3.7 Quadrature Bandpass Sigma-Delta Modulator
State-of-the-Art

Until now, the most classical work in the field of QΣΔMs is [60], proposing a fourth-
order modulator implementation with STF selectivity and NTF design putting one of
the zeros on the mirror-band in order to reduce mirrored noise on desired signal band.
At the same time, [62] concentrates on discussing the I/Q mismatch effects on the
QΣΔMs, introducing the ISTF and INTF. Placing an NTF zero on the image band, in
order to reduce the mirroring of the image band quantization noise to the desired signal
band is first proposed in [62]. The main results of [60,62] are used also in [59].

After the introduction, QΣΔMs have gathered increasing attention and implemented
modulators have been reported, e.g., in [14, 15, 21, 36, 54, 71]. Generally, reconfigurable
and tunable ΣΔ modulators have been considered as a promising solution for SDR A/D
interface [58,65,86,98,108,115].

From the I/Q correction point-of-view, in [59], digital post-compensation of MFI,
shortly mentioned also in [109], is noted as an interesting future work topic, in addition
to doing capacitor swapping between the channels. The DSP compensation approach
in [109] uses least-mean-square (LMS) adapted FIR filter for shaping the conjugated
mirror-band signal content and then subtracts the filter output from the desired signal
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band. Herein, this idea is developed further and the LMS adaptation is replaced with
circularity restoring algorithm published in [12]. Furthermore, a transfer function design
dealing with this problem and facilitating digital MFI post-compensation is proposed
in [P5-P7] and discussed in Chapter 5. In [109], it was speculated if the mirror-band
notch in the NTF could be removed when using digital MFI compensation. This would,
however, make compensation of the MFI originating from the mirror-band signal content
a troublesome task, the signal being masked by significant amount of quantization noise.
These problematics are elaborated in Chapter 5 and [P5-P7].

For the MFI mitigation or compensation, also multiple analog techniques have been
proposed, including swapping between the I and Q rails [82, 89], element matching
[6, 25, 26], double sampling [93] and STF modification without any additional circuitry
[P3, P4]. At the same time, another digital MFI cancellation approach using inserted
calibration signal is proposed in [117].

Generally, the mitigation and compensation approaches concentrating on mitigating
the I/Q mismatches inside the QΣΔM itself [6, 25,26,89,93,118] do not consider other
error sources, such as an I/Q mismatched quadrature mixer preceding the modulator.
However, from the receiver performance point-of-view, this is a significant point of
attention. Digital compensation methods for the mixer I/Q imbalance are proposed,
e.g., in [9–12, 47, 52, 90]. However, in these works, it is assumed that the mirror band
signal, acting as a MFI source, is available for the compensation processing in digital
domain. Thus, exploiting these approaches in QΣΔM context needs certain modification
for the STF and NTF, as well as for the filtering preceding the QΣΔM. These aspects
are discussed in [P5]-[P7], proposing a transfer function design facilitating digital post-
compensation for the MFI induced by the whole receiver chain. When this transfer
function design is combined with, e.g., the circularity restoring approach in [9–12] the
MFI compensation can be done without inserting additional calibration data.

3.8 Proposed Quadrature Bandpass Modulator Ar-
chitectures

The analysis in this thesis concentrates on the discrete-time ΣΔ modulators but most of
the concepts presented can potentially be extended to cover also CT implementations.
This is interesting direction for the scientific research because recently the CT modula-
tors have gained increasing interest, also in commercial use, especially in applications
demanding large bandwidth. Wideband, or RF sampling, SDRs are a good example of
such applications.

The ΣΔ modulators designs are usually separated into four different architectures
based on how the feedback and feedforward branches are treated and if integrators
or resonators are employed. The modulator structure studied in this thesis follows
the QΣΔM structure originally presented in [60], being a recognized work in scientific
literature. This structure is a complex variant of cascade-of-integrators with distributed
feedback (CIFB) architecture. The structure is chosen because of its generality and
flexiblity for both STF and NTF design. The zeros of the STF and NTF are controlled
by the input coefficients and loop filter coefficients, respectively. The common poles for
both the transfer functions are set by the feedback coefficients. For higher-order noise
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shaping in multiband receivers, also multistage noise shaping with cascaded QΣΔM
stages is considered.

The general transfer function analysis presented in Chapter 4 covers arbitrary-order
single-stage QΣΔMs, as well as multistage modulators with an arbitrary number of
stages. Practical examples are given with second- and fourth-order QΣΔM stages, as a
single-stage modulator or being combined to form a two- or three-stage modulator.
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CHAPTER 4

Quadrature Modulator Transfer
Function Analysis under

Implementation Inaccuracies

This chapter presents a matrix algebraic analysis method for the four transfer func-
tions (STF, ISTF, NTF and INTF) of a general multistage QΣΔM with arbitrary

number of arbitrary-order stages under implementation inaccuracies. This gives de-
signer a straightforward possibility to study the effects of, e.g., the inherent I/Q mis-
matches in more detail before implementing and measuring the actual device. This
work was started in [74] and carried on in [P1-P4], resulting finally in the generalized
matrix-algebraic analysis method presented in [P7].

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 present the derivation of the general QΣΔM mismatch model.
Thereafter, in Sections 4.3 and 4.4, the insight obtained from the presented transfer
function analysis is used to explain the roles of differing I/Q mismatch locations in a
wideband DCR employing a QΣΔM for A/D conversion. Finally, Section 4.5 discusses
the implementation inaccuracy effects on the QΣΔM stability.

4.1 Arbitrary-Order Single-Stage Modulator I/Q
Mismatch Analysis

The matrix representation of complex numbers shown in Chapter 2 is used to derive the
transfer functions and output of a single-stage QΣΔM used as a stand-alone modulator
or as an individual stage of a multistage modulator. The single-stage modulator is a
special case of the stage number L being one. The derivation is based on the ideal
transfer functions presented in Chapter 3. Now, the scalar multiplications in (3.6) and
(3.7) are replaced with matrix multiplications applying the inaccurately implemented
QΣΔM coefficients. These coefficients are illustrated in Figure 4.1 for the lth stage of a
multistage QΣΔM having order P . Therein, the complex-valued structure of Figure 3.6
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Figure 4.1: Principal implementation structure of the lth QΣΔM stage of order P in a
multistage QΣΔM with parallel real signals and coefficients taking possible mismatches into
account.

is drawn with parallel real-valued I/Q rails and coefficients. One of the benefits of this
method is that analyzing all the separate signal paths of such a complicated structure
can be avoided.

The input coefficients in the branch feeding the quantizer of the lth stage are defined
by

A(l) =

[
a

(l)
re,1 a

(l)
im,1

−a
(l)
im,2 a

(l)
re,2

]
. (4.1)

In a similar manner, the rest of the input coefficients of the lth stage are defined by

B(p,l) =

[
b

(p,l)
re,1 b

(p,l)
im,1

−b
(p,l)
im,2 b

(p,l)
re,2

]
, (4.2)

where p ∈ {1, 2, ..., P}, going through the branches. Likewise, the loop filter and feed-
back coefficients are defined by

M(p,l) =

[
m

(p,l)
re,1 m

(p,l)
im,1

−m
(p,l)
im,2 m

(p,l)
re,2

]
(4.3)

and
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4.1 Arbitrary-Order Single-Stage Modulator I/Q
Mismatch Analysis

R(p,l) =

[
r

(p,l)
re,1 r

(p,l)
im,1

−r
(p,l)
im,2 r

(p,l)
re,2

]
, (4.4)

having p ∈ {1, 2, ..., P} again.
Now, the matrices can be inserted in (3.6) in place of the ideal scalar coefficients,

resulting in

[
STF

(l)
re,1[z] STF

(l)
im,1[z]

−STF
(l)
im,2[z] STF

(l)
re,2[z]

]
=

(
A(l) +

P∑
p=1

B(p,l)
p∏

i=1

Iz−1
(

I − M(i,l)z−1
)−1

)
×

(
I −

P∑
p=1

R(p,l)
p∏

i=1

Iz−1
(

I − M(i,l)z−1
)−1

)−1

.

(4.5)

where STF
(l)
re,1[z], STF

(l)
im,1[z], STF

(l)
im,2[z] and STF

(l)
re,2[z] are the parallel real compo-

nents of the widely-linear I/Q mismatched lth stage STF denoted as STF (l)[z].
Similarly, the NTF

(l)
re,1[z], NTF

(l)
im,1[z], NTF

(l)
im,2[z] and NTF

(l)
re,2[z] can be solved by

substituting the scalar coefficients of (3.7) with the matrices (4.1)-(4.4), giving

[
NTF

(l)
re,1[z] NTF

(l)
im,1[z]

−NTF
(l)
im,2[z] NTF

(l)
re,2[z]

]
=

(
I −

P∑
p=1

R(p,l)
p∏

i=1

Iz−1
(

I − M(i,l)z−1
)−1

)−1

.

(4.6)

Now, The actual STF and the ISTF can be solved [62] by

STFl[z] =
STF

(l)
re,1[z] + STF

(l)
re,2[z]

2
+ j

STF
(l)
im,1[z] + STF

(l)
im,2[z]

2
(4.7)

and

ISTFl[z] =
STF

(l)
re,1[z] − STF

(l)
re,2[z]

2
+ j

STF
(l)
im,1[z] − STF

(l)
im,2[z]

2
, (4.8)

respectively. In parallel, the lth stage complex NTF and INTF can be solved by

NTFl[z] =
NTF

(l)
re,1[z] + NTF

(l)
re,2[z]

2
+ j

NTF
(l)
im,1[z] + NTF

(l)
im,2[z]

2
(4.9)
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and

INTFl[z] =
NTF

(l)
re,1[z] − NTF

(l)
re,2[z]

2
+ j

NTF
(l)
im,1[z] − NTF

(l)
im,2[z]

2
, (4.10)

respectively [62]. Finally, the output of such QΣΔM stage is

Vl[z] = STFl[z]U [z] + ISTFl[z]U∗
l [z∗] + NTFl[z]El[z] + INTFl[z]E∗

l [z∗], (4.11)

where Ul[z] is the input signal and U∗
l [z∗] is the complex conjugate of the input signal,

El[z] is the quantization noise and E∗
l [z∗] is the complex conjugate of the quantization

noise. This also illustrates how the individual signal components are shaped by the four
transfer functions in (4.7)-(4.10).

4.2 Multistage Modulator I/Q Mismatch Analysis

Herein, the above results are utilized in deriving the behavior of a general multistage
QΣΔM having arbitrary number of stages, as illustrated in Figure 3.7. In addition, a
simplified two-stage QΣΔM, i.e., having L = 2, is shown in Figure 3 of [P1]. With the
help of (4.11), the output of a general L-stage QΣΔM can be written as

V [z] =
L∑

l=1

(−1)l+1
HD

l [z]Vl[z], (4.12)

where HD
l [z] are the digital matching filters defined in (3.10). Assuming the quanti-

zation noise of a previous stage as input of the following one, (4.12) can be rewritten
as

V [z] =HD
1 [z]

(
STF1[z]U [z] + ISTF1[z]U∗[z∗]

+ NTF1[z]E1[z] + INTF1[z]E∗
1 [z∗]

)

+
L∑

l=2

(−1)l+1
HD

l [z]
(

STFl[z]El−1[z] + ISTFl[z]E∗
l−1[z∗]

+ NTFl[z]El[z] + INTFl[z]E∗
l [z∗]

)
.

(4.13)

Finally, from (4.13), it is possible to deduce the overall transfer functions for the input
signal and the quantization noise of all L stages and respective conjugate components,
given as
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STFTOT[z] = HD
1 [z]STF1[z],

ISTFTOT[z] = HD
1 [z]ISTF1[z],

NTFTOT,l[z] = HD
l [z]NTFl[z] − HD

l+1[z]STFl+1[z], l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L − 1},

INTFTOT,l[z] = HD
l [z]INTFl[z] + HD

l+1[z]ISTFl+1[z], l ∈ {1, 2, ..., L − 1},

NTFTOT,L[z] = HD
L [z]NTFL[z],

INTFTOT,L[z] = HD
L [z]INTFL[z].

(4.14)

With the definitions of (4.14), the overall output of an general multistage QΣΔM can
be written as

V [z] =STFTOT[z]U [z] + ISTFTOT[z]U∗[z∗]

+
L∑

l=1

NTFTOT,l[z]E[z] + INTFTOTE∗
l [z∗].

(4.15)

The behavior of the defined output signal and characteristics of the total transfer func-
tions under implementation inaccuracies are illustrated in discussed further in Sec-
tion 4.4 and illustrated with selected multistage designs in Chapter 5.

4.3 Observations on Separate I/Q Mismatch Loca-
tions in a Single-Stage Modulator

The effects of different I/Q mismatch sources inside a first-order single-stage QΣΔM
are studied in [74] and [P3]. In addition, a DCR has additional MFI sources, when con-
sidering the whole receiver chain, namely a downconverting I/Q mixer and thereafter
separate I and Q baseband rails with filters and amplifiers. Herein, the results pre-
sented in [P3] are complemented with examples using a 4th order single-stage QΣΔM
for generality. The observations in this section are based on the derivations and anal-
ysis presented in Section 4.1 and [P7] and evaluation of (4.5)-(4.10) in the discussed
scenarios. The z-domain transfer functions in presented scenarios are solved using Mat-
lab [76] Symbolic Math toolbox [77], whereafter the frequency responses are evaluated
with z ← ej2πf replacement.

4.3.1 Downconverting I/Q Mixer and Analog Baseband
From the signal response point-of-view, having I/Q mismatch in the receiver chain
preceding the QΣΔM has similar nature as the I/Q mismatches in the modulator input
coefficients discussed in detail in the following sub-section 4.3.2. Therein, the MFI is
generated because of the spectral mirroring of the QΣΔM input. Generally, without
extra calibration, the DCR IRR is considered to be between 30 and 40 dB and can be
frequency selective [9, 27,38,42,91]. Further details can be found, e.g., from [9].
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Considering the I/Q calibration and MFI suppression schemes it should kept in
mind that even if the QΣΔM would be ideal, the preceding components are creating
MFI. Furthermore, several digital MFI suppression methods proposed in the literature,
considering the analog receiver front-end and baseband, assume that also the mirror-
band MFI source signal is available in digital domain [9–12, 47, 52, 90]. Thus, if such
post-suppression is to be deployed, it should be kept in mind while designing the QΣΔM
that also the mirror-band should have reasonable SQNR.

4.3.2 Modulator Input Coefficients
In [P3], it is found out that having I/Q mismatch in the QΣΔM input coefficients
introduces an ISTF response for the modulator. This means that the input signal for
the modulator is creating MFI, i.e., the conjugate of the original input is added to the
output of the modulator shaped only by the modulator ISTF. The input I/Q mismatches
do not give rise to an INTF, meaning that they do not produce mirroring effect for the
quantization noise. This is also confirmed herein by the general analysis presented in
Section 4.1 and [P7]. This is very intuitive because the quantization error is not yet
present in the signal processed in the modulator input.

It should also be noted that the exact ISTF characteristics depend on the amount
and location of the I/Q mismatch. Two separate exemplary mismatch scenarios and
the related transfer functions are illustrated in Figure 4.2. The transfer functions are
obtained using (4.5)-(4.10). A fourth-order single-stage QΣΔM with five input branches
following the structure of Figure 3.6 is considered herein for illustration purposes. The
STF is designed to have two separate passbands for multiband reception of two signal
channels and exemplary sampling frequency of 128 MHz is assumed. In first scenario,
the solid cyan line of the top plot shows the total ISTF when all the input branches
have the same 3 % I/Q mismatch. The shape of this ISTF follows the shape of the STF
and has constant IRR around 30 dB. The dashed cyan line shows ISTF induced by the
I/Q mismathces of 1 %, 2 %, 3 %, 4 % and 5 % for the input branch coefficients A and
B(1) − B(4) or in opposite order (dotted line). Thus, the average mismatch equals 3 %
of the previous scenario. However, it is now seen that the shape of the ISTF differs
clearly from the STF and the IRR is no more constant. The same applies while having
the mismatches in reversed order, changing, however, the exact frequency behavior of
the ISTF.

This shows that having unequal or differing mismatches in the branches introduces
additional frequency selectivity to the ISTF. It is again also intuitive when the I/Q
mismatches create the z-domain transfer function for the input signal conjugate and the
branches correspond to different delays therein, having unequal mismatch contribution.

At the same time, the bottom plot of Figure 4.2 confirms that no INTF response is
present in either of the analyzed scenarios. This also matches the findings in [P3].

4.3.3 Modulator Loop-Filter Coefficients
Generally, the interference, distortion and noise added to the signal inside the ΣΔ
modulator loop experience shaping by the NTF, alleviating the contribution of these
error sources [25].
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Figure 4.2: 4th order two-band QΣΔM transfer functions in the input mismatch scenarios
having either constant or varying I/Q mismatches in the input branch coefficients A and
B(1) − B(4).

In case of I/Q mismatch only in the QΣΔM loop filter, there exists a special case,
where only mirroring of the quantization error is induced [P3]. This happens when
the STF is designed to have unity response and the input signal is entering only the
quantizer, not the modulator loop. This, however, needs the input and feedback coef-
ficients to be ideal, otherwise also the input signal leaks to the loop filters. Anyway,
this leakage has in practical cases significant attenuation, thus diminishing the amount
of MFI resulting from the mirroring of the input signal because of the loop filter I/Q
mismatches in case of the unity STF design.

On the other hand, if the STF is designed to have nonunity response, also the
input signal is entering the loop filters and experiences spectral mirroring. The IRRs
for the input signal and the quantization error in the exemplary scenario described in
Sub-Section 4.3.2 are plotted in Figure 4.3. Herein, the transfer function components
are first solved using (4.5)-(4.10) and the IRRs are evaluated with the help of (2.11).
Again, three scenarios with equal and unequal I/Q mismatches are shown, having either
constant 2.5 % mismatches or 1 %, 2 %, 3 % and 4 % mismatches for each of the loop
filter feedback coefficients from M (1) to M (4) or in opposite order. It is again visible
that having differing mismatches affects the frequency charasteristics of the QΣΔM
image rejection, even though the average levels of the mismatches and IRRs remain the
same. From the reversed order I/Q mismatch scenario, it is visible that the noise IRR is
mostly affected around the NTF notches realized by the integrators having the highest
I/Q mismatches. For example, the noise notches on the desired signal band around
+40 MHz is realized by M (1) and M (2), having the highest mismatches in the latter
scenario and resulting in lower IRR on that band.

4.3.4 Modulator Feedback Coefficients
When there is I/Q mismatch in the QΣΔM feedback coefficients, both the input signal
and the quantization error experience spectral mirroring [P3]. The MFI induced by the
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Figure 4.3: 4th order two-band QΣΔM IRRs in the loop filter mismatch scenarios havingh
either constant or varying I/Q mismatches in the loop filter feedback branch coefficients M (1) −
M (4).

I/Q mismatches in the feedback branch is considered challenging because it appears
directly at the modulator output, without NTF shaping [25]. However, the MFI origi-
nating from the input signal because of the feedback mismatches can be suppressed by
designing the STF to reject the mirror band signal content, i.e., by placing the STF
zeros on the mirror frequencies of the desired signal band. This method is called mirror-
frequency-rejecting STF design in [P1-P4] and is one of the main contributions of this
thesis. The design is discussed in further detail in Chapter 5.

With the general transfer function analysis presented in Section 4.1, it can be shown
that similar to the input and the loop filter I/Q mismatches, the relative locations of
the mismatches affect the resulting IRR frequency characteristics. This is shown in
an exemplary scenario, discussed already in sub-sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, in Figure 4.4.
Again, the mismatches in the studied scenarios are constant 2.5 % and 1 %, 2 %, 3 %
and 4 % for the feedback coefficients from R(1) to R(4) or in opposite order. Also in here,
the transfer function components are derived using (4.5)-(4.10), allowing evaluation of
the IRRs.

4.4 Observations on Separate I/Q Mismatch Loca-
tions in a Multi-Stage Modulator

Herein, the I/Q mismatch effects in a multistage QΣΔM are illustrated using a three-
stage modulator as a concrete example. The base for the analysis is formed by evaluating
(4.13), including the matching filters HD

l [z] of (3.10), when the number of stages is three,
i.e., L = 3. This gives
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Figure 4.4: 4th order two-band QΣΔM IRRs in the feedback mismatch scenarios having either
constant or varying I/Q mismatches in the modulator feedback branch coefficients R(1) − R(4).
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1 [z]NTF D
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3 [z]INTF3[z]E∗
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(4.16)

from where the total transfer functions for the eight signal components can be extracted.
Thus, these are given as
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STFTOT[z] = STF D
2 [z]STF1[z]

ISTFTOT[z] = STF D
2 [z]ISTF1[z]

NTFTOT,1[z] = STF D
2 [z]NTF1[z] − NTF D

1 [z]STF2[z]
INTFTOT,1[z] = STF D

2 [z]INTF1[z] + NTF D
1 [z]ISTF2[z]

NTFTOT,2[z] = −NTF D
1 [z]NTF2[z] + NTF D

1 [z]NTF D
2 [z]/STF D

3 [z]STF3[z]
INTFTOT,2[z] = −NTF D

1 [z]INTF2[z] + NTF D
1 [z]NTF D

2 [z]/STF D
3 [z]ISTF3[z]

NTFTOT,3[z] = NTF D
1 [z]NTF D

2 [z]/STF D
3 [z]NTF3[z]

INTFTOT,3[z] = NTF D
1 [z]NTF D

2 [z]/STF D
3 [z]INTF3[z].

(4.17)

The total transfer function equations show that in case of perfect I/Q matching, meaning
zero response for the image transfer functions, and perfect matching between the analog
and the digital transfer functions, only STFTOT[z] and NTFTOT,3[z] remain nonzero.

The responses for each of the total transfer functions are also illustrated in Fig-
ure 4.5 in case of second-order stages, making the overall noise shaping order six, and
incorporating feedback branch I/Q mismatches. Therein, reception of two noncontigu-
ous frequency channels is assumed, dividing the NTF zeros on those bands and using
simple frequency-flat STF design for all the stages. The sampling frequency is assumed
to be 128 MHz and the received signal bandwidths to be 10 MHz each. These channels
to be received are marked with gray solid lines in Figure 4.5. This simplified design
is used herein to illustrate the I/Q mismatch effects. Further aspects of the transfer
function design in a multistage QΣΔM are discussed in Chapter 5.

From the signal response point-of-view, it is clear from STFTOT[z] and ISTFTOT[z]
that only the characteristics of the first-stage affect that. Both responses contain the
digital copy of STF D

2 [z], which in the designs discussed in this thesis is a pure delay.
Furthermore, ISTF2[z] and ISTF3[z] do not affect the signal response, because only
quantization error components are processed in the respective modulator stages.

As mentioned earlier, in case of perfect matching the first-stage quantization error
does not appear at the modulator output due to the zero response of NTFTOT,1[z] and
INTFTOT,1[z]. However, under I/Q mismatches in the stages, both direct and image
components do appear. The NTFTOT,1[z] has nonzero response even if the matching
of the digital transfer functions STF D

2 [z] and NTF D
1 [z] would be perfect. This is

because complex transfer functions are no more commutative under I/Q imbalance [110].
Furthermore, introduction of INTF1[z] and ISTF2[z] induce also image response for
the first-stage quantization error.

With perfect matching, also the response for the second-stage quantization error
components go to zero and only the shaped third-stage quantization error appears
at the output. From the total transfer functions of (4.17), it is clear that the two
terms in the second-stage noise total responses cancel each other in perfect conditions.
However, with the I/Q mismatches, and thus the image transfer function components
included, the conjugate of the second-stage quantization error is leaking to the output.
The direct quantization error component is still canceled, assuming that the digital
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Figure 4.5: Three-stage QΣΔM STF and ISTF (top) together with NTF and INTF for first-,
second- and third-stage quantization errors. Five independent realizations in real gain values
of the feedback branches of all the stages are drawn from a uniform distribution between ±1%
around the ideal value. Multiband reception of two information signals with center frequencies
of 36.74 and -15.74 MHz is assumed. These bands are marked with gray solid lines in the plots.

transfer function components are matched to the analog ones. In both NTFTOT,2[z] and
INTFTOT,2[z] the latter term describes contribution appearing through the third-stage.
In case of NTFTOT,2[z], this is the part designed to cancel the original second-stage
quantization error.

As a final component generated by the I/Q mismatches in a three-stage QΣΔM, the
image response for the third-stage quantization error is induced by the I/Q mismatches
in the third stage. This is illustrated by the INTF3[z] in INTFTOT,3[z].

The discussion for separate I/Q mismatch locations in a single-stage QΣΔM in
Section 4.3 applies for all the stages in a multi-stage QΣΔM. For example, if the third
stage has mismatches only in the input branch coefficient(s), no image response is
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induced for the third-stage quantization error. This is because this mismatch affects
only response of the third-stage input, which is the second-stage quantization error.
This is included in INTFTOT,2[z] latter term, having contribution from ISTF3[z].

4.5 Modulator Stability Under Implementation In-
accuracies

The ΣΔ modulator stability is mainly defined by the NTF response and the input signal
level and behavior. The linear model predicts the effect of the NTF [102]. The role
of the input signal is highlighted because of the nonlinear quantizer taking place in an
actual ΣΔ ADC. For example, if the input signal is large enough direct current (DC),
exceeding the highest quantization level, the input for the first integrator will be always
positive and the loop will be unstable [102]. The modulator input is not affected by the
possible I/Q mismatches inside the modulator. However, the exact NTF characteristics
and the signal entering the quantizer can be altered because of the implementation
inaccuracies, such as I/Q mismatches.

For the NTF, there are certain approximate criteria, while the exact and general
conditions are not known [102]. For example, Lee’s Criterion [33, 102] states that the
amplitude response of the NTF should be less than 1.5. At the same time, to guarantee
stable operation from input signal level point-of-view, the loop components, i.e., the op
amps and the quantizer, are not heavily overloaded. Furthermore, this depends also on
the STF response prior each of the components [102].

Thus, the modulator stability is prone for increased amplitude response in both the
STF and NTF. However, when implementing random inaccuracies for all the QΣΔM
coefficients for the exemplary modulator case discussed in Section 4.3, the STF and
ISTF show significant peaking, illustrated in Figure 4.6. The coefficient values are drawn
from a uniform distribution between ± 1 % around the ideal value and ten responses
are plotted for all the four transfer functions. From Figure 4.6 it is visible that the
NTF remains practically unchanged. Consequently, the designer should pay attention
for the STF behavior under implementation inaccuracies by avoiding the peaking, or
limiting the applied input to stable range. The stable range in design at hand should
be confirmed by simulations [102].
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CHAPTER 5

Multiband Transfer Function Designs
and Digital Post-Processing for

Improved Image Rejection

This chapter proposes a complex-valued multiband designs for QΣΔM transfer func-
tions, allowing reception of multiple waveforms of interest on noncontiguos fre-

quency bands in parallel [P3]. This can be done with a single QΣΔM without imple-
mentation of parallel ADC branches.

First, target values for maximum tolerable interference, because of the implementa-
tion inaccuracies, is studied with receiver system level calculations and targeted inter-
ference rejection ratio is defined. Thereafter, two methods for improving the QΣΔM
image rejection are discussed. These are mirror-frequency rejecting STF design [P1]-
[P4] and digital MFI suppression facilitated by appropriate QΣΔM transfer function
design [P5]-[P6]. The first one is effective against MFI induced in the QΣΔM feedback
branches and the latter one allows suppression of the MFI generated by the whole re-
ceiver chain in DCRs. Furthermore, a digital circularity restoring MFI suppression is
proposed in QΣΔM context. The QΣΔM specific signal modeling is introduced bringing
insight into the contribution of separate transfer components. Finally, reconfigurability
of the multiband transfer function is considered. At the same time, role of the DSA,
contributing to the operation conditions, is discussed.

5.1 Receiver System Level Considerations

The performance of the transfer function designs, combined with digital post-processing
in Section 5.4, is measured with interference rejection ratio, Γ, as a figure-of-merit. This
is defined as the ratio of the output power of an ideal QΣΔM on certain band and the
power increase because of the nonidealities on the same band, i.e.,
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Γ1 =

∫
f∈ΩC,1

Gσ(ej2πfTS)df
∫

f∈ΩC,1

Gτ (ej2πfTS)df
, (5.1)

where the integration is done over the desired signal band to be received, defined as
ΩC,1 = {fC,1 − W1/2, ..., fC,1 + W1/2}. Herein, fC,1 and W1 are the center frequency
and bandwidth of the signal to be received, respectively. In addition, Gσ(ej2πfTS) and
Gτ (ej2πfTS) are the spectral densities of the ideal modulator output and the additional
interference generated by the nonidealities, respectively.

The target value for this measure in certain reception scenario can be obtained with
system calculations, considering, for example, the receiver SNR, the ADC SQNR and the
targeted signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) on the reception band at hand.
Herein, an exemplary scenario is used to derive a rule-of-thumb value, against which the
results in the following sections are compared. The parameters applied in this scenario
are summarized in Table 5.1. The detection of a 16-QAM waveform with bandwidth
of W16-QAM=10 MHz is assumed as a part of a multiband reception scenario, having
sampling frequency of fC=128 MHz. The received desired signal power is assumed to be
-84 dBm (sensitivity level), remaining 20 dB above the thermal noise floor at -104 dBm.
Taking a typical receiver overall noise figure of 7 dB into account, this gives a SNR of
13 dB at the input of the ADC (SNRPRE= 13 dB). Thus, with a digital SINR target
of, say, 10 dB (SINRtarget=10 dB) for detection, implementation margin of 3 dB is
allowed.

For the QΣΔM, different combinations of noise shaping and quantization are studied,
considering first, third and sixth order noise shaping for the band at hand (P16−QAM =
{1, 3, 6}) combined with 1- and 3-bit quantization (bQ = {1, 3}). For the noise shaping,
the zero-optimization gains of ZOGdB = {0, 8, 23} are found from [100] for the three
chosen noise shaping orders.

Based on these parameters, the SQNR of a QΣΔM is defined as

Table 5.1: A summary of receiver system level and A/D interface properties used in the
interference rejection example

Property Value
Desired signal waveform 16-QAM
Desired signal bandwidth W16-QAM 10 MHz
Thermal noise kT W16-QAM -104 dBm
Receiver overall noise figure 7 dB
Implementation margin 3 dB
SINRtarget for detection 10 dB
Received desired signal power -84 dBm
Sampling frequency fC 128 MHz
Number of quantization bits bQ {1,3}
Noise-shaping order P16-QAM {1,3,6}
Zero-optimization gain {0,8,23} dB
SNRPRE at the ADC input 13 dB
Full-band Crest-factor CFdB 5 dB
Full-band signal power relative to the desired signal power 0...140 dB
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SQNR = 6.02bQ + 4.76 − CFdB − 10log10

(
π2P16−QAM

2P16−QAM + 1

)

+ (20P16−QAM + 10)log10

(
fS

W16−QAM

)
+ ZOGdB − 10log10

(
Sfull−band

S16−QAM

)
,

(5.2)

where, in addition to the values in Table 5.1, Sfull-band is the power of the whole ADC
input containing also possible blockers and S16−QAM is the desired signal power. Thus,
the total SNR after the ADC, considering the thermal noise NPRE and the quantization
error NQ (NTOT = NPRE + NQ) on the desired signal band, is given as

SNRTOT = 10log10

(
S16−QAM

NTOT

)

= 10log10

(
S16−QAM

NPRE + NQ

)

= 10log10

(
1

10−SNRPRE/10 + 10−SQNR/10

)
.

(5.3)

Now, the maximum amount of tolerable interference, still allowing SINRtarget set
for the detection, is defined as IMAX. With the help of this, also the needed interference
rejection ratio can be solved as a ratio of the outputs of an ideal QΣΔM (S16−QAM +
NTOT) to the IMAX, i.e.,

Γdemand = 10log10

(
S16−QAM + NTOT

IMAX

)

= 10log10

(
1 + 10−SNRTOT/10

10−SINRtarget/10 − 10−SNRTOT/10

)
, SNRTOT > SINRtarget.

(5.4)

In Figure 5.1, the interference rejection ratio is plotted as a function of full-band
signal power relative to the desired signal power, implicating relative power level of the
possible blocking signals. Different quantization and noise shaping combinations de-
noted in Table 5.1 are depicted. It is clearly visible that different noise shaping orders
give differing tolerance against the interference because of the varying amount of quan-
tization noise appearing inside the desired signal band. However, as a main conclusion
herein, it should be noted that 14 dB interference rejection ratio can be considered as
a rule-of-thumb. In certain scenarios higher values give additional performance benefit,
but with each noise-shaping order, the demand starts to climb towards infinity withing
close vicinity of the 14 dB limit. This difference is less than 10 dB change in the full-
band signal power relative to the desired signal power. Thus, 14 dB is considered as a
target value in the following studies in this chapter. More detailed system level analysis
can be found in [P4].
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Figure 5.1: Required interference rejection ratio with different QΣΔM setups as a function
of full-band signal power relative to the desired signal power. SNRPRE at the ADC input and
SINRtarget for detection are assumed 13 dB and 10 dB, respectively, giving implementation
margin of 3 dB.

5.2 Mirror-frequency Rejecting Signal Transfer Func-
tion Design

The MFI induced by the I/Q mismatches in the QΣΔM feedback branches can be
alleviated by designing the STF to reject the mirror-band of the information signal(s) of
interest. The details and effects of this design are discussed in the following sub-sections
in case of two different QΣΔM architectures. These are examples of architectures where
the design principle can be applied. The same mirror-frequency rejecting principle can
be followed with other designs also.

5.2.1 Single-Stage Second-Order Modulator

First, the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design is demonstrated with a second-order
QΣΔM having a single conversion stage. Furthermore, the multiband transfer function
design is illustrated by assuming reception of two noncontiguous frequency channels
around center frequencies of f1=48 MHz and f2=19 MHz, resulting in relative frequen-
cies f̄1 = 0.38 and f̄2 = −0.15 with sampling frequency of fS=128 MHz [P2].

For a second-order QΣΔM following the architecture presented in Section 3.4 and
in Figure 3.6, the transfer functions are defined as
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STF [z] =
A + (B(1) − M (1)A − M (2)A)z−1 + (B(2) − M (1)B(1) + M (1)M (2)A)z−2

1 − (M (1) + M (2) + R(1))z−1 + (M (1)M (2) + M (1)R(1) − R(2))z−2 (5.5)

NTF [z] =
1 − (M (1) + M (2))z−1 + (M (1)M (2))z−2

1 − (M (1) + M (2) + R(1))z−1 + (M (1)M (2) + M (1)R(1) − R(2))z−2 . (5.6)

Therein, the loop filter feedback coefficients M (1) and M (2) define the positions of the
NTF poles. In case of two-band reception, these are set to the desired band center
frequencies on unit-circle. Thus, M (1) = ej2πf̄1 and M (1) = ej2πf̄2 .

Furthermore, if frequency-flat STF design is desired, the STF zeros should be placed
in the origin, by setting the STF numerator to unity. This actualizes when A = 1,
B(1) = M (1)A + M (2)A and B(2) = M (1)B(1) − M (1)M (2)A. On the other hand, in
case of mirror-frequency rejecting STF design, the STF zeros should be placed on the
unit-circle at the mirror-frequencies −f̄1 and −f̄2. For this, A = 1, B(1) = M (1)A +
M (2)A − e−j2πf̄1 −e−j2πf̄2 and B(2) = M (2)B(1) −M (2)M (1)A +e−j2πf̄1e−j2πf̄2 , setting
the numerator to 1 + (e−j2πf̄1 + e−j2πf̄1)z−1 − (e−j2πf̄1e−j2πf̄2)z−2, whose roots, and
thus the zero placements, are the two given exponents.

Finally, if FIR transfer functions are desired, the common denominator should be
set to unity. For this, R(1) = M (1) + M (2) and R(2) = M (1)M (2) + M (1)R(1).

In Figure 5.2, both the flat and the mirror-frequency rejecting STF frequency re-
sponses are illustrated together with the NTF which remains the same in both scenarios.
Furthermore, five independent I/Q mismatched realizations of feedback coefficients R(1)

and R(2) are drawn from a uniform distribution between ±1% around the ideal value.
This results in the ISTF and INTF responses shown in Figure 5.2. Therein, it is clearly
visible that the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design attenuates the ISTF response
around the desired signal bands denoted with the vertical lines. The additional atten-
uation allowed by this design is in the order of 20 dB. In the following sub-section,
the performance of the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design is further illustrated in a
multistage QΣΔM, using also computer simulations of a realistic reception scenario.

5.2.2 Three-Stage Modulator with Second-Order Stages
Herein, a three-stage QΣΔM is used to illustrate the mirror-frequency rejecting STF de-
sign in case of a multistage modulator. Furthermore, the additional degrees-of-freedom
for the NTF design allowed by the multistage architecture are highlighted.

Using three second-order stages allows the overall NTF to have an order of six,
being generally the combined order of all the stages. When considering, e.g., two-band
reception, this configuration allows placing three NTF zeros on both the bands to be
received and detected. The zero locations inside the band can be optimized according
to [100]. Furthermore, realization of the overall NTF zeros needs to be divided between
the three stage NTFs. Ideally, it would not make any difference in which order the zeros
would be created. However, having I/Q mismatches included, the designer should pay
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Figure 5.2: Second-order single-stage QΣΔM STF, ISTF (above) and NTF and INTF (be-
low). Five independent random variations in real gain values of both modulator feedback
branches with frequency-flat STF design (”Flat Design”) and mirror-frequency rejecting STF
design (“Reject Design”).

attention to the INTF responses also. For example, in a three-stage QΣΔM the mirror
version, i.e., the conjugate, of the first-stage quantization error E∗

1 [z∗] is shaped by
ISTFTOT,1[z] = NTF D

1 [z]ISTF2[z] and the conjugate of the second-stage quantization
error E∗

2 [z∗] is shaped by ISTFTOT,2[z] = −NTF D
1 [z]INTF2[z] [P4]. Thus, having

the digital copy NTF D
1 [z] of the first-stage NTF present in both the conjugate error

responses, the first-stage NTF is proposed to have the zeros in the centers of both the
reception bands, in order to attenuate also the conjugate error therein [P4]. Thereafter,
the latter stages are used to widen the noise shaping notches around the first-stage
zeros.

From the STF design point-of-view, in case of I/Q mismatches present, the most
attention should be paid to the ISTF of the first stage, where it is possible to have
stronger blocking signals present on the mirror bands. The latter stages process the
quantization error of the previous stage as inputs and are thus less likely to have high
dynamics in the input power levels with realistic, rich enough, inputs. In addition, the
latter stage STFs do not contribute to the overall STF, which is defined solely by the
first-stage STF and the digital copy of the second-stage STF. Furthermore, the latter one
being implemented in the digital domain, its response can not be used to alleviate the
I/Q mismatch problem in the analog components. Thus, the mirror-frequency rejecting
STF design is applied in the first stage, the second and third stage STFs being designed
as frequency-flat. The design flow is summarized in Table 5.2. The detailed equations
for solving the coefficient values in this design can be found from [P4].

The performance of this design is illustrated with computer simulations assuming
two-band reception of 16-QAM and QPSK waveforms with 10 MHz bandwidths while
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Table 5.2: Overall design flow of a three stage two-band QΣΔM [P4]

Preliminary Reception and Spectrum Sensing Information

1. Obtain the desired signal center frequencies ( C,1f  and C,2f )

2. Obtain the desired signal bandwidths

3. Find the optimal frequency offsets ( offset,1f  and offset,2f ) for the NTF zero placements inside

the desired signal bands, e.g., from [96]

4. Based on the spectrum sensing information, find the most harmful blockers ( int,1f  and int,2f )

 In case of mirror-frequency rejecting STF design int,1 C,1f f  and int,2 C,2f f

Design of a Three-Stage Two-Band QΣΔM with Mirror-Frequency Rejecting First-Stage STF

Transfer function design for the first-stage (two-band NTF and mirror-frequency rejecting STF)

1. Place the NTF zeros: C,1 S2(1)
NTF,1

j f Te , C,2 S2(1)
NTF,2

j f Te

2. Place the STF zeros: int,1 S2(1)
STF,1

j f Te , int,2 S2(1)
NTF,2

j f Te

3. Place the common poles: C,1 S2(1)
common,1 0.5 j f Te  and C,2 S2(1)

common,2 0.5 j f Te

4. Solve the modulator loop filter coefficients (1)
1M  and (2)

1M ; input coefficients 1A , (1)
1B  and

(2)
1B ; and feedback coefficients (1)

1R  and (2)
1R .

Transfer function design for the second-stage (two-band NTF and frequency-flat STF)

5. Place the NTF zeros: C,1 offset,1 S2 ( )(2)
NTF,1

j f f Te , C,2 offset,2 S2 ( )(2)
NTF,2

j f f Te

6. Place the STF zeros: (2)
STF,1 0 , (2)

NTF,2 0

7. Place the common poles: (2)
common,1 0  and (2)

common,2 0

8. Solve the modulator loop filter coefficients (1)
2M  and (2)

2M ; input coefficients 2A , (1)
2B  and

(2)
2B ; and feedback coefficients (1)

2R  and (2)
2R .

Transfer function design for the third-stage (two-band NTF and frequency-flat STF)

9. Place the NTF zeros: C,1 offset,1 S2 ( )(3)
NTF,1

j f f Te , C,2 offset,2 S2 ( )(3)
NTF,1

j f f Te

10. Place the STF zeros: (3)
STF,1 0 , (3)

NTF,2 0

11. Place the common poles: (3)
common,1 0  and (3)

common,2 0

12. Solve the modulator loop filter coefficients (1)
3M  and (2)

3M ; input coefficients 3A , (1)
3B  and

(2)
3B ; and feedback coefficients (1)

3R  and (2)
3R .

mirror-band blockers are also present. In the simulations, the real valued I/Q model
shown in Figure 4.1 is employed, having true quantizers on both the signal branches.
The output spectrum of the QΣΔM illustrating the signal scenario and the STF effects
is shown in Figure 5.3. In all the stages, 3-bit I and Q quantizers are used and the
sampling frequencies are 128 MHz. The performance is measured with interference
rejection ratio Γ1 and Γ2 for the 16-QAM and QPSK signal bands, respectively.

Finally, the simulation results while having random I/Q mismatches in the feedback
coefficients of all the stages are shown in Figure 5.4. The mismatched coefficient values
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Figure 5.3: Example power spectral densities of output signals used in simulations with
frequency-flat and mirror-frequency-rejecting STF designs with 16-QAM information signal
around center frequency of 36.74 MHz disabled to highlight image rejection properties. 3-bit
quantizers are used in all the three stages.

are drawn from a uniform distribution ranging ±1% around the ideal coefficient values.
The interference rejection ratios are averaged over 25 independent realizations. From
Figure 5.4 it is clear the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design improves the interference
rejection ratios compared to the frequency-flat STF design. The gains are around
15 dB and 10 dB for the 16-QAM and QPSK waveforms, respectively, with the relative
mirror-band blocker powers between +10 and +60 dB. This is the practical range where
heavy MFI is falling on top of the desired waveforms if no means are taken to prevent
that. At the same, e.g., for the 16-QAM carrier the range where interference rejection
ratio stays above 14 dB is extended from +22 dB relative blocker power to +40 dB,
denoting significant increase in the blocker tolerance. In Section 5.1, this 14 dB level
was indeed found to be valid rule-of-thumb for interference rejection ratio demand by
receiver system calculations in a practical reception scenario like the one simulated
herein.

As a summary, the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design is efficient in mitigating
the I/Q mismatch effects of the QΣΔM feedback branch coefficients and suppressing
the induced MFI, as shown with further examples in [P1]-[P4]. However, it does not
alleviate the MFI problem, if there are I/Q mismatches in the QΣΔM input or loop-filter
coefficients or in the preceding receiver front-end.

5.3 Facilitating Digital Mirror-Frequency Interference
Suppression

The QΣΔM transfer functions have traditionally been designed to shape the quantiza-
tion noise away from the desired signal band and to have the signal response as close
to the unity as possible or to filter the out-of-band signal content away [60]. This is
an efficient design when the quantization error is considered as the main error source.
However, when taking other receiver nonidealities and implementation inaccuracies into
account, the distortion and interference generated at the preceding receiver analog front-
end and the QΣΔM itself need to be considered also. Exactly this is done in [P5-P7].
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Figure 5.4: Interference rejection ratios for the desired signals with three-stage QΣΔM using
3-bit quantizers at each stage, as a function of blocker signal power. Frequency-flat (“Flat
STF”) and mirror-frequency-rejecting STF (“Selective STF”) designs are simulated

In recent past, there has been significant advances in digital compensation of these
so-called dirty-RF impairments, such as the MFI originating from the mismatches of
I/Q circuits [44, 92, 97, 113]. This kind of compensation algorithms typically need dig-
itized information of the original sources of the interference. Thus, in the case of I/Q
mismatches and MFI considered herein, the mirror-band signal should be converted
into the digital domain with reasonable resolution. This is where the above-described
traditional NTF design (possibly combined with the STF filtering) becomes unsuitable.
If all the NTF zeros are placed on the desired signal band, the noise load of the mirror-
band is potentially very high, resulting in a very low SQNR. This is, of course, even
more emphasized if the STF is attenuating the mirror-band decreasing the signal power.
In [60], a mirror-band NTF notch was proposed to avoid mirroring of the quantization
noise pushed on the mirror-band. However, the STF was used to attenuate the mirror-
band signal content, impeding the actual post-compensation of MFI originating from
the possible mirror-band blocker signal.

The MFI inside the QΣΔM can be controlled partly by mirror-frequency rejecting
STF design [P3, P4] or other analog techniques [6, 25, 89, 93]. However, problems arise
when the I/Q mismatches of the preceding receiver components are taken into account.
For example, when the I/Q mixer, used to bring the desired signal down to the IF,
creates MFI and the original mirror-band blocker is filtered out before or inside the
QΣΔM. The interference remains on top of the desired signal but the information of
the interference source is removed, making post-compensation a troublesome task.

The STF and NTF designs solving this problem are based on the single-band NTF
design with one mirror-band zero of [60], being extended to complex multiband concept
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of [P3]. The main idea is to preserve the possible mirror-band blockers by creating
STF passbands on those bands. While the mirror-band NTF zero helps in decreasing
the MFI from the conjugated quantization error [60], it is used herein also in purpose
of increasing the SQNR on the mirror-band. This is done in order to use the mirror-
band signal content thereafter in digital MFI suppression. Without this information
the compensation task would become very challenging or even impossible. There is also
a clear benefit doing the MFI suppression in digital domain, namely this processing
considering the MFI induced by the whole receiver, independent of exact locations of the
I/Q mismatches. For example, even if the QΣΔM would be ideal, the downconverting
I/Q mixer and the analog baseband I and Q components create MFI in a DCR anyway.
Generally, similar design flow as described in Table 5.2 can be followed also in this
scenario. However, it should be taken into account that the STF zeros are not used
to block the mirror-bands, but to attenuate other possible blocking or noninteresting
signals.

5.3.1 Two-Stage Modulator with Fourth-Order Stages
Herein, a concrete design example is given for the digital MFI suppression facilitating
transfer function principle described above. The design is concretized with a two-stage
QΣΔM with fourth-order stages, having thus an overall noise shaping order of eight.
Multiband reception and detection of two noncontiguous information signals of interest
is assumed.

For both the desired signal bands, three NTF zeros are used for the noise shaping
and the remaining two zeros are placed on the mirror-bands in order to keep the SQNR
reasonable also therein. In simplest, the STF could have unity response, the main point
being that neither the desired bands nor the mirror-bands are attenuated. However,
the STF zeros can utilized in attenuating other noninteresting signal content and thus
limiting overall signal dynamics. As in Sub-Section 5.2.2 for the latter stages of a three-
stage QΣΔM, the second stage STF is designed frequency-flat. This is because of the
minimized delay and the input, being the quantization error of the first-stage, is less
likely to have high dynamics. Further discussion on the general transfer function design
principles for a two-stage QΣΔM can be found in [P1, P7].

It should be noticed that the transfer functions can be straightforwardly reconfig-
ured using information available about the center frequencies, bandwidths, resolution
demands and spectrum sensing information about the strongest blocking signals pos-
sibly present within the overall conversion band. The last one can be used to place
the first-stage STF zeros on those frequencies while the other information is used to
optimize the NTF responses with help of, e.g., [100].

For concisety of presentation, the mathematical details of solving the QΣΔM co-
efficients is omitted herein. However, this information can be found in [P7], where
equations are given for straightforwardly deriving the QΣΔM coefficients when having
knowledge of the frequency bands to be received. The total transfer functions describing
the response for an ideal modulator, where the shaped versions of the input signal and
the second-stage quantization error are present at the output, are shown in Figure 5.5
together with an exemplary input spectrum. The sampling frequency is assumed to be
128 MHz. The desired information signal are 16-QAM and QPSK waveforms around
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Figure 5.5: The ideal designed transfer functions (overall response) together with an ex-
ample spectrum of input signal used in the simulations. The desired information signals are
located around center frequencies of 40 MHz and -15 MHz with 16-QAM and QPSK wave-
forms, respectively. The blocking signals are located on the mirror frequencies of the desired
signals.

40 MHz and -15 MHz center frequencies, respectively, both having 10 MHz bandwidth.
The blocking signals are located on the respective mirror-frequencies. It should be noted
that the NTF notches and STF passbands are designed exactly on those bands.

For reception of a single wider-bandwidth information signal, the QΣΔM responses
can also be reconfigured, following the design guidelines discussed above. An example of
this kind of design, with 20 MHz desired 16-QAM waveform, is illustrated in Figure 5.6.
Therein, six NTF zeros are placed on the desired signal band and two on the mirror-
band. The STF passbands are designed on both these bands and the STF zeros are
used to attenuate noninteresting signal content.

Examples of the compensation performance in these two scenarios are given in the
following sub-section, after describing the digital MFI suppression algorithm applied.
Furthermore, the exact transfer functions and image transfer function characteristics
under implementation inaccuracies are illustrated and analyzed in [P7].

5.4 Digital Post-Processing for Mirror-frequency In-
terference Suppression

In this section, the actual MFI suppression algorithm is described, the digital post-
compensation being facilitated by the transfer function design discussed above. The
QΣΔM specific sub-bandwise frequency-selective algorithm is developed herein based
on [12]. This blind block-based algorithm was chosen because of its simplicity and
independency of any calibration signals.

Herein, the digital compensator coefficients applied for MFI suppression are derived
in a multiband reception case, where S noncontiguous signal bands are received and
detected, for generality. Thereafter, in the computer simulations two-band [P7] and
single-wideband cases [P6] (having S = 2 and S = 1, respectively) are applied. This
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Figure 5.6: The ideal designed transfer functions for single-band reception (overall response)
together with an example spectrum of input signal used in the simulations. The desired
information signal is located around center frequency of 40 MHz with 16-QAM waveform. The
blocking signal is located on the mirror frequency of the desired signal.

also highlights the reconfigurability and degrees-of-freedom allowed by the two-stage
QΣΔM transfer function design discussed in Sub-Section 5.3.1.

Now, the QΣΔM input, including the MFI created by the receiver front-end, e.g.,
because of the nonideal I/Q mixer is written in z-domain as

U [z] = STFFE[z]X[z] + ISTFFE[z]X∗[z∗], (5.7)

where STFFE[z] and ISTFFE[z] denote the STF and ISTF of the receiver front-end,
being unknown. When this nonideal signal as a whole is fed into an I/Q mismatched
QΣΔM, the digitized signal is given by

V [z] = STFSD[z]U [z] + ISTFSD[z]U∗[z∗] + NTF [z]E[z] + INTF [z]E∗[z∗]
= STFTOT[z]X[z] + ISTFTOT[z]X∗[z∗] + NTF [z]E[z] + INTF [z]E∗[z∗],

(5.8)

where STFSD[z] and ISTFSD[z] describe the QΣΔM signal and image signal responses
and STFTOT[z] and ISTFTOT[z] include the total contribution of both the front-end
and the QΣΔM. It should be noted that these are frequency-selective functions, having
notable dynamics over frequency when a wide signal band is considered. In addition,
X[z] is the ideally down-converted MFI-free baseband signal.

From the digitized waveform v(k), the desired signal bands and the respective mirror
bands are picked with the filters n1 to nS and n∗

1 to n∗
S as shown in Figure 5.7. The

desired band filter coefficients are given as ns = [ns,1, ns,2, ..., ns,M+1]T , where s ∈
{1, 2, ..., S} and M equals the filter order and the mirror-band filters are their complex-
conjugates, having conjugation performed elementwise.

Now, the inband responses of the transfer functions are denoted with impulse-
responses. Thus, hTOT

STF,x̄s
and hTOT

ISTF,x̄s
contain the total STF and ISTF responses

on the sub-band s. By assuming practical (clearly above 0 dB) inband SNR and thus
neglecting the lower power noise components, the compensated bandwise output signals
ys(k) are given in time-domain by
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Figure 5.7: Digital frequency-selective MFI post-compensation structure for general multi-
band reception, processing S parallel information signals to be received and detected. The
filters n1 to nS and n∗

1 to n∗
S are used to pick the desired signals and the related mirror-bands,

respectively.

ys(k) ≈hTOT
STF,x̄s

∗ x̄s(k) + hTOT
ISTF,x̄s

∗ x̄∗
s(k)

+ ws ∗ [hTOT
ISTF,x̄s

∗ x̄∗
s(k) + hTOT

STF,x̄s
∗ x̄s(k)].

(5.9)

Herein, the aim is in minimizing the MFI originaring from the mirror-band blocker(s)
because of the receiver front-end and the QΣΔM I/Q mismatches.

The bandwise N -tap compensation vectors ws = [ws,1, ws,2, ..., ns,N ]T are estimated
for band s using the frequency-selective circularity restoring MFI compensation algo-
rithm published in [12]. Therein, the circularity is defined as the complementary au-
tocorrelation function cys of ys(k) being zero, i.e., cys(τ) = E [ys(k)ys(k − τ)] = 0,
meaning that real and imaginary parts of the compensated outputs are equally pow-
erful and instantaneously mutually uncorrelated. Similarly, the traditional autocor-
relation function γys is given by γys = E[ys(k)y∗

s (k − τ)]. Now, the compensator
coefficients ws, restoring the circularity of the compensated signal, can be solved by
using the observed subband signal second-order statistics cv̄s(τ) = E [v̄s(k)v̄s(k − τ)]
and γv̄s(τ) = E[v̄s(k)v̄∗

s (k − τ)]. The complementary autocorrelation values are placed
in a column-vector

cv̄s
= E [v̄s(k)v̄s(k)] = [cv̄s

(0) , cv̄s
(1) , ..., cv̄s

(N − 1)]T , (5.10)

where

v̄s(k) = [v̄s(k), v̄s(k − 1), ..., v̄s(k − N + 1)]T , (5.11)

having the length of N . In parallel, the autocorrelation function values are used to
create the matrices
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Γv̄s =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

γv̄s(0) γv̄s(1) · · · γv̄s v̄s(N − 1)
γ∗

v̄s
(1) γv̄s

(0) · · · γv̄s
(N − 2)

...
...

. . .
...

γ∗
v̄s

(N − 1) γ∗
v̄s

(N − 2) · · · γv̄s(0)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (5.12)

and

Γ′
v̄s

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

γv̄s
(0) γv̄s

(1) · · · γv̄s
(N − 1)

γv̄s
(1) γv̄s

(0) · · · γv̄s
(N − 2)

...
...

. . .
...

γv̄s
(N − 1) γv̄s

(N − 2) · · · γv̄s
(0)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ . (5.13)

Finally, the approximately optimal compensator coefficients are given by

ws = −(Γv̄s
+ Γ′

v̄s
)−1cv̄s

. (5.14)

In a simplified single-tap, frequency-independent, compensation scenario, this results in

ws = − cv̄s(0)
γv̄s(0) +

√
γv̄s(0)2 − |cv̄s(0)2| . (5.15)

In above, s = 1 for single-band reception and generally s ∈ {1, ..., S} for reception of
S signal bands. In practice, sample estimates of the second-order statistics cv̄s(τ) and
γv̄s(τ) are used and calculated over a block of received data samples.

The gains achieved with the proposed transfer function design combined with digital
compensation described above are illustrated in Figure 5.8, when single-tap compensa-
tion is used in two-band reception scenario illustrated in Figure 5.5 and described in
detail in [P7]. Therein, I/Q mismatches are assumed in all the coefficients of a two-
stage QΣΔM described in Section 5.3.1. The coefficient values are again drawn from a
uniform distribution ranging ±1% around the ideal values. In addition, the preceding
analog front-end is assumed to have 30 dB IRR. The interference rejection ratio (defined
in (5.1)) results are averaged over 150 independent realizations. The real valued I/Q
signal modeling is again employed in the simulations together with true 3-bit I and Q
quantizers for both the stages.

This scenario is realistic and challenging, considering multiple sources of MFI in a
practical reception scenario. Figure 5.8 shows the post-processing based MFI suppres-
sion outperforming the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design in this scenario, while
having even more significant gain over the noncompensated scenario. The achieved
gains are between 6 dB and 14 dB when the relative blocker powers are from +20 dB to
+50 dB. Furthermore, the interference rejection ratio of 14 dB, found to be practical in
Section 5.1, can be maintained up to the relative blocker levels close to +25 dB while
with other approaches the corresponding number is +15 dB.

The mirror-frequency rejecting STF design does not gain from the digital processing,
because it is removing exactly the information that would be needed by the STF filtering.
On the very highest blocker powers, the interference rejection ratio becomes limited by
the quantization errors of the stages and their conjugate terms, which are not suppressed
by the post-processing as efficiently as the input signal originating MFI.
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Figure 5.8: Interference rejection ratios for a 16-QAM signal with two-stage QΣΔM, in
a two-band reception scenario, as a function of blocker signal power. The proposed STF,
frequency-flat (“Flat STF”) and mirror-frequency rejecting STF [P4] (“Reject STF”) designs
are simulated. I/Q mismatches are considered in all the coefficients of both stages together
with image rejection ratio of 30 dB for the preceding receiver chain. [P7]

Furthermore, in a single-band reception scenario, illustrated in Figure 5.6, multi-tap
frequency-selective compensation is applied. The interference rejection ratio results are
shown in Figure 5.9. Therein, 200 independent random realizations of I/Q mismatched
QΣΔM coefficients are used. From the results, it is clearly visible that in this wideband
reception scenario, adding another tap for the compensation benefits the performance.
For example, the 14 dB interference rejection ratio can be maintained up to +20 dB
relative blocker power with the two-tap compensation while the corresponding numbers
are +10 dB and +5 dB with the single-tap compensation and without compensation,
respectively. These results also show that improved blocker tolerance can be obtained by
suppressing MFI with the digital processing, which is facilitated by the transfer function
design proposed herein. This is a significant benefit in dynamic signal conditions typical
for DSA and CR receivers.

5.5 Transfer Function Reconfigurability in Dynamic
Operation Conditions

With straightforward parametrization of the QΣΔM coefficients as function of the de-
sired waveform center frequencies and bandwidths, the transfer functions can be easily
reconfigured for varying reception scenarios. For example, in Table 5.2, a step-by-
step design guide is given for a three-stage two-band QΣΔM. With this procedure, the
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MULTIBAND TRANSFER FUNCTION DESIGNS AND DIGITAL
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Figure 5.9: Interference rejection ratios for a 16-QAM signal with two-stage QΣΔM, in a sin-
gle band reception scenario, as a function of blocker signal power. No compensation (“comp0”),
single-tap compensation (“comp1”) [P7] and two-tap compensation (“comp2”) cases are sim-
ulated. I/Q mismatches are considered in all the coefficients of both the stages together with
image rejection ratio of 30 dB for the preceding receiver chain. [P6]

transfer functions can be adapted in case of, e.g., a frequency handoff, being a typical
scenario for the DSA and CR receivers, when the user is operating on unlicensed spec-
trum. There, the transmission should be moved to another band if the current band
needs to be vacated for the PU. At the same time, the multiband reception allowed by
the multiband transfer functions in the QΣΔM bring additional robustness for the SUs
when the transmission can be continued on another band even if the other one needs to
be vacated.

The transfer functions can also be reconfigured for reception of different number of
information signals. For example, for a single wideband carrier with 20 MHz bandwidth,
the NTF zeros can be placed contiguously inside this band, as discussed in [P7] in case
of two-stage QΣΔM with overall noise-shaping order of eight, allowing efficient noise
shaping even with lower oversampling ratios. On the other hand, noncontiguous NTF
design allows reception of multiple distinct information signals on separate frequency
bands. With the QΣΔM of [P7] theoretically eight separate narrowband waveforms
could be received when having a single noise shaping notch for each band.

From practical point-of-view, tuning of the QΣΔM coefficients is implemented with
digital control, having 6-8 bit resolution, resulting in sufficient dynamics and coefficient
accuracy when operating on, for example, TV white spaces, where the channel spacing
and the center frequency resolution is 8 MHz while the ADC sampling frequency being
in the order of 100 MHz [P7]. The actual implementation of this control is an interesting
future work topic.

With these reconfiguration options, a multistage QΣΔM is a potential option for
DSA and CR receivers operating in dynamic signal conditions. At the same time, the
power dissipation of the quantization process can be directed to the desired signal band.
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CHAPTER 6

Conclusion

6.1 Main Results
This thesis discussed frequency-agile multiband transfer function designs for single- and
multistage QΣΔMs intended for DSA and CR receivers. Employing a complex-valued
NTF for quantization noise shaping allows more efficient utilization of receiver resources,
such as battery power, through optimization of quantization precision and sampling
frequency. The multiband quantization noise shaping allows also use of a number of
noncontiguous frequency channels that are available, e.g., at a certain moment in a
certain location in a DSA system. This kind of frequency agile spectrum access helps
in improving efficiency of the spectrum usage, which is gathering a lot of academic and
industrial attention at the moment. In parallel, the effects of I/Q mismatches because
of unavoidable implementation inaccuracies were analyzed in detail, taking into account
the QΣΔM itself as well as the preceding radio front-end. These components produce
the combined MFI observed in digital domain. This was done with the help of a general
closed-form transfer function analysis method which uses matrix-representation of I/Q
mismatched QΣΔM coefficients. Furthermore, the transfer functions were designed with
an aim of minimizing the MFI on desired signal bands to be received and detected. For
this, two approaches were proposed. These are mirror-frequency rejecting STF design
and transfer function design facilitating digital MFI post-compensation.

With the help of the closed-form expressions presented in this thesis, the four transfer
functions (NTF, STF, INTF and ISTF) of the QΣΔM can be solved for any modulator
order or number of stages. Furthermore, a closed-form equation for the output of such
a modulator under coefficient mismatches was given. The transfer function analysis
showed that the characteristics of the induced MFI depends significantly on the exact
location of the I/Q mismatches inside a QΣΔM, or an analog radio front-end. The
I/Q mismatches in the radio front-end or input branches of the QΣΔM create a mirror
response only for the QΣΔM input signal, not for the quantization error. At the same
time, mismatches in the loop filters and the modulator feedbacks generally cause also
mirroring of the quantization error. Furthermore, the roles of the I/Q errors in the
different stages of a multistage QΣΔM were analyzed. It was found that only the
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transfer characteristics of the two first stages affect the signal response while the errors
in the latter stages modify only the quantization error response.

From the MFI mitigation point-of-view, the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design
was found to be effective against the interference induced by the I/Q mismatches in
the QΣΔM feedback branches. This was initially shown with the closed-form trans-
fer function analysis illustrating the ISTF notch on the desired signal band indicating
attenuated MFI and confirmed with simulations in realistic reception scenarios. The
advantages of this approach include the fact that no changes to the circuitry or addi-
tional processing is needed. However, the MFI generated by other error sources are not
mitigated.

In order to mitigate the MFI independent of the I/Q mismatch location, digital in-
terference suppression is a logical choice. For application of this kind of algorithms in a
receiver employing a QΣΔM for efficient signal digitization, a specific transfer function
design scheme was proposed in this thesis work. With the design, the mirror-band sig-
nal acting as an interference source was used to digitally remove the MFI falling on top
of the desired information signal because of the multiple I/Q mismatches included in a
complete receiver chain. The analysis and simulations showed significant interference
suppression, achieved by straightforwardly implementable blind post-compensation al-
gorithm developed for QΣΔMs. Earlier digital MFI suppression approaches in QΣΔM
receivers have relied on injected calibration signals or other non-blind approaches.

Overall, the transfer function analysis deepens the understanding of the behavior of
different QΣΔM structures under I/Q mismatch and allows the designers to examine
the effects of the inherent implementation inaccuracies in more detail already before
measuring the actual implementation. In addition, facilitating digital compensation of
MFI is an important step towards robust receiver implementations using quadrature
QΣΔM ADCs, allowing the promising multiband and reconfigurability properties to
be exploited in practice. The proposed design can be implemented without additional
analog components and is straightforwardly reconfigurable in dynamic signal conditions
typical for DSA and CR systems, e.g., in case of frequency hand-off because of a PU
appearance. In addition, facilitating the digital post-compensation of the receiver front-
end originating interference eases the demands for the matching of these circuits.

6.2 Future Work
The research work done for this thesis points towards several future research topics.
The digital control for the transfer function reconfiguration should be studied in further
detail in order to secure robust operation. This, of course, includes also analog circuit
design with tunable modulator coefficients. Related to the actual circuit implementation
of the modulator, there are multiple items that need to be studied in further detail.
These include, e.g., amplitude scaling depending on the applied supply voltage, effects of
the circuit settling times, use of non-delaying integrators and possible need for dynamic
element matching in multibit feedback DACs.

Another concrete work item is the extension of the reported analysis to cover continuous-
time QΣΔM variants, which have gathered increasing interest recently, allowing driving
the feedback loop with higher frequencies and thus using also higher sampling rates.
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This brings potential for even wider bandwidth operation and when combined with re-
configurable multiband transfer function designs has significant potential for frequency-
agile wideband spectrum access.

Furthermore, research on time-interleaved ADCs and their unique characteristics
and nonidealities has increased lately and extending the QΣΔM concept into that direc-
tion is a very interesting topic for the future research. As a matter of fact, an I/Q system
is inherently time-interleaved but interleaving number of QΣΔM branches has potential
for increasing the processing bandwidth even further. With all the cross-connections
between the signal rails and different implementation options this is a cumbersome
analysis but would bring valuable insight into the available potential.

Altogether, designing and implementing a viable and efficient A/D interface for
SDRs and DSA or CR systems pose a research challenge valid for a great deal of future
research. Especially when considering mobile devices and increasing number of cellular
base stations, setting stringent requirements for power consumption, size and price of
the devices.
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Abstract — In this article, the design and analysis of sophisticated 
multi-band quadrature  modulators (Q M) are addressed,
offering a high-performance and easily-reconfigurable solution for 
the analog-to-digital (A/D) interface of cognitive radio receivers. 
Based on spectrum sensing information, the multi-band principle 
stemming from multi-stage converter implementation enables mul-
tiple reconfigurable noise transfer function (NTF) notches for effi-
cient quantization noise shaping. Also mirror-frequency-rejecting
signal transfer function (STF) design is proposed for multi-stage
Q M, which implements part of the receiver selectivity and offers 
also robustness against certain circuit implementation nonidealities.
More specifically, we concentrate here on the so-called in-phase /
quadrature (I/Q) imbalance problem, being an unavoidable problem 
in quadrature circuits and thus also in Q Ms. An analytical
closed-form model is derived for a two-stage Q M under imple-
mentation nonidealities, realizing multi-band noise shaping with 
first-order building blocks. Stemming from this analysis, it is shown 
that clever design of the NTF and the STF of the multi-stage Q M 
offers both straightforward reconfigurability and robustness against 
converter implementation mismatches. 

Index Terms — Analog-digital conversion, bandpass filters,
complex filters, cognitive radio, digital radio, I/Q imbalance, mirror-
frequency interference, radio receivers, sigma-delta modulation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Nowadays, growing number of parallel wireless communication

standards, together with ever-increasing traffic amounts, create a
widely acknowledged need for novel radio solutions, such as emerg-
ing cognitive radio paradigm [1]. On the other hand, transceiver 
implementations should be small-sized, power efficient, highly in-
tegrable and cheap [2], [3]. At the same time, operating band should 
be extremely wide (even gigahertz range), dynamic range of the 
wideband receiver should be high (tens of dBs) and the transceiver 
should be able to adapt to numerous different transmission schemes
and waveforms [3], [4]. These demands create a big challenge par-
ticularly for the mobile receiver design. Therein, especially the ana-
log-to-digital interface has been identified as a key performance 
limiting bottleneck [2], [3]. 

A promising solution for the receiver design in this kind of scena-
rio is low-IF architecture with a quadrature  analog-to-digital 
(A/D) converter [5]. Furthermore, a multiband modulator aimed to 
cognitive radio receivers is proposed in [6] and illustrated with re-
ceiver block diagram and principal spectra in Fig. 1. This kind of 
multi-band design for quadrature  modulator (Q M) offers fre-
quency agile flexibility and reconfigurability together with capability
of receiving multiple parallel frequency bands [6], which are consi-
dered essential when realizing A/D interface for cognitive radio solu- 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of multi-band low-IF quadrature receiver, based on
Q M together with principal spectra, where two light grey signals are the
desired ones, illustrating the signal composition at each stage. 

tions [1]. The characteristics of such Q M can be directly adapted to 
different reception scenarios based on spectrum sensing information. 

However, implementing quadrature circuits brings always a
challenge of matching the I and Q rails and controlling mismatch 
induced mirror-frequency interference (MFI) [5]. In Q M, the
mismatch generates image response for both the input signal and the
quantization error [5], [6], [7]. From the noise point of view, placing
a noise transfer function (NTF) notch also on the mirror-frequency 
to cancel MFI is proposed in [5]. This however wastes shaping per-
formance from the desired signal point of view and restricts design 
freedom, especially in multi-band scenarios. In addition, this does
not take mirroring of the input signal into account. Furthermore,
modifications to analog circuitry have been proposed in [8]–[10] to 
minimize the interference. However, additional components add to
the circuit area and power dissipation of the modulator [8]. On the
other hand, sharing the components between the branches [9], [10] 
degrades sampling properties of the modulator. In [6] and [7], the
authors found that mirror-frequency-rejecting signal transfer func-
tion (STF) design can mitigate the input signal originating MFI in 
case of mismatch in the feedback branch of a first-order Q M. In
this article, the idea is extended to cover multiband designs realized
with multi-stage Q M, which offer valuable degrees of freedom 
and flexibility for the response design. The feedback I/Q imbalance
effects and related digital calibration in multi-stage Q M are ad-
dressed also in [11]. However, therein main emphasis is on noise
originating MFI and only a frequency-flat STF is considered. 

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Section II ba-
sics of quadrature  modulation are reviewed. Section III proposes
a new closed-form transfer function model for I/Q imbalance effects 
in a two-stage Q M. Design of the modulator transfer functions in
presence of I/Q mismatches is discussed in Section IV. Finally, Sec-
tion V presents the results of the designs and Section VI concludes
the article. 

This work was supported by the Academy of Finland, the Finnish Fund-
ing Agency for Technology and Innovation (Tekes), HPY Research Founda-
tion and Nokia Foundation. 



II. QUADRATURE  MODULATION

Quadrature variant of the  modulator is presented in [5]. The
concept is based on the modulator structure similar to the one used 
in real lowpass and bandpass modulators, but employing complex-
valued input and output signals together with complex loop filters
(integrators). This complex signal processing gives additional degree 
of freedom to response design, allowing frequency-asymmetric
noise and signal transfer functions. For analysis purposes, a linear 
model of the modulator can be used. In other words, this means that
quantization error is assumed to be additive and having no correla-
tion with the input signal. Although not being exactly true, this al-
lows analytical derivation of the transfer functions and has thus been 
applied widely, e.g. in [5] and [12]. Now, the output of ordinary 
quadrature  modulator is defined as  

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]V z STF zU z NTF z E z (1)

where [ ]STF z  and [ ]NTF z  are generally complex-valued func-
tions. To further illustrate the composition, a block diagram of a
general N’th order Q M is given in Fig. 2.  

In the following subsections, multi-stage and multi-band prin-
ciples will be presented. These are important concepts, considering
reconfigurability in the A/D interface and frequency agile conver-
sion with high-enough resolution. 
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Fig. 2. Discrete-time linearized model of an N’th-order Q M with 
complex-valued signals and coefficients. 

A. Multi-Stage Quadrature  Modulator 
Multi-stage  modulators have been introduced to improve 

resolution, e.g., in case of wideband information signal, when attain-
able oversampling is limited. This principle was first proposed with 
lowpass modulator [12], but has thereafter been extended to Q Ms 
[8], [11]. The block diagram of two-stage Q M is given in Fig. 3, 
where both individual stages are of arbitrary order. 

The main goal in multi-stage Q M is to digitize quantization 
error of the first stage with the second stage and thereafter subtract it 
from the original output. Due to the noise shaping in the first stage, 
the digitized error estimate must be filtered in the same way to
achieve effective cancellation. Similarly, the output of the first stage
must be filtered with digital equivalent of the second-stage signal
transfer function. These filters are depicted in Fig. 3 with 1 [ ]DH z  and 

2 [ ]DH z . Now, the final output becomes 

1 1 1 1 1

2 2 1 2 2 2

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].

D D

D D

V z H z STF zU z H z NTF z E z

H STF E z H z NTF z E z
(2) 

Assuming ideal matching of the digital filters, i.e., 
1 2[ ] [ ]D DH z STF z  and 2 1[ ] [ ]D DH z NTF z , the first-stage noise  

components are reduced, giving 

 2 1 1 2 2[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].D D
idealV z STF z STF zU z NTF z NTF z E z (3)
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Fig. 3. Two-stage Q M with arbitrary-order noise shaping on both 
individual stages. Filters 1 [ ]DH z  and 2 [ ]DH z  are implemented digitally. 

From (3) it can be seen that the overall shaping for the signal and
second-stage noise components are the products of the transfer func-
tions of the individual stages and thus of the combined order. 

B. Multi-Band Principle for Cognitive Radio
With Q M transfer functions of higher than the first order, it is 

possible to place multiple NTF zeros on the conversion band [5]. 
Traditional way of exploiting this property has been making the 
noise shaping notch wider, thus improving the resolution of the in-
teresting wideband information signal [5]. However, in cognitive
radio based systems, it is desirable to be able to receive more than
one detached frequency bands – and signals – in parallel [1]. 

Complex multi-band noise shaping without restriction to fre-
quency-symmetry is able to respond to this need with noncontiguous 
NTF notches. This is the central theme of this article. In addition, the 
frequencies of the notches can be tuned straightforwardly and inde-
pendently, e.g., in case of frequency handoff. The frequency bands
of the desired signals and the most harmful blockers are obtained 
with spectrum sensing. Thereafter, the modulator coefficients (see
Fig. 2) are tuned in order to realize as efficient NTF and STF as
possible. The zeros and the poles of the transfer functions are
straightforwardly defined by the coefficients. Further details on pa-
rametrization of multi-band transfer functions can be found in [6]. 

III. I/Q IMBALANCE IN MULTI-STAGE Q M
Ideally, the I and Q rails of a Q M are matched perfectly. With

this ideal matching, (1)–(3) are valid. However, in true circuit imple-
mentation, coefficient values are never exact. In this section, a novel
analytical closed-form model for modeling I/Q imbalance in multi-
stage Q M is derived. First, mismatch effects in individual stage
are reviewed based on previous analyses on single-stage modulators
[6], [7]. Thereafter, the model is extended to cover the whole multi-
stage structure, assuming a Q M with two stages. Such analysis is 
missing from the existing literature. 

A. I/Q Imbalance Effects on Individual Q M Stage 
Quadrature signal processing is implemented with parallel real 

signals and coefficients. In Fig. 4, this is demonstrated in case of a 
single first-order Q M stage (parallel real signal I and Q rails) and
taking mismatches in the coefficients into account. Deviation be-
tween coefficient-values of the rails, which should ideally be the
same, results in MFI. This interference can be presented mathemati-
cally with conjugate response of the signal and the noise compo-
nents. Thus, image signal transfer function (ISTF) and image noise
transfer function (INTF) are introduced to describe the output under  
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Fig. 4. Implementation structure of a single Q M stage with parallel real 
signals and coefficients, taking possible coefficient mismatches into account. 

I/Q imbalance. In the following, an analytical model is presented, 
first for individual stages of a two-stage Q M. For simplicity of 
notation, first-order stages are assumed in this section. With help of
this analysis, a closed-form model is then developed for an I/Q mis-
matched two-stage Q M as a whole. 

The I/Q imbalance analysis for a single stage is based on the
block diagram given in Fig. 4. There, real and imaginary parts of the 
coefficients of Fig. 3 (for 1N ) are marked with subscripts re and 
im, whereas nonideal implementation values of the signal rails are 
separated with subscripts 1 and 2. The independent coefficients of
the stages are denoted with superscript l . Thus, in order to obtain 
the complex outputs , ,[ ] [ ] [ ]l I l Q lV z V z jV z  of the stages (assum-
ing two stages, i.e., {1,2}l ), the I branch outputs are given by 

( ) ( )

, , ,( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

, , ,( ) ( ) ( )

[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ],

[ ] [ ] [ ]

l l
I I

I l I l Q ll l
I I

l l l
I I I

I l Q l Q ll l l
I I I

z z
V z U z U z

z z

z z z
E z E z V z

z z z

(4)

where the auxiliary variables multiplying the signal components are
defined by the coefficients (see Fig. 4) in the following manner: 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1
,1 ,1 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,1[ ] ( ) ,l l l l l l l

re re re re im imI z a b m a m a z (5)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1

,2 ,1 ,1 ,2 ,2 ,2[ ] ( ) ,l l l l l l l
im im re im im reI z a b m a m a z (6)

( ) ( ) 1
,1[ ] 1 ,l l

reI z m z  (7)
( ) ( ) 1

,2[ ] ,l l
imI z m z  (8) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 1
,2 ,2[ ] ( ) ,l l l

im imI z g m z (9) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 1

,1 ,1[ ] 1 ( ) .l l l
re reI z g m z  (10) 

This follows directly from a step-by-step signal analysis of the im-
plementation structure in Fig. 4. Similarly, the real-valued Q branch 
outputs are given by 

( ) ( )

, , ,( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

, , ,( ) ( ) ( )

[ ] [ ]
[ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ]
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Q Q

l l l
Q Q Q

Q l I l I ll l l
Q Q Q
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V z U z U z

z z

z z z
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z z z

(11)

where 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1
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re re re re im imQ z a b m a p a z (12)
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 1

,1 ,1 ,2 ,1 ,1 ,1[ ] ( ) ,l l l l l l l
im im re im im reQ z a b m a m a z (13)

( ) ( ) 1
,2[ ] 1 ,l l

reQ z m z (14)
( ) ( ) 1

,1[ ] ,l l
imQ z m z (15)

( ) ( ) ( ) 1
,1 ,1[ ] ( ) ,l l l

im imQ z g m z (16)
( ) ( ) ( ) 1

,2 ,2[ ] 1 ( ) .l l l
re reQ z g m z (17)

In this way, the complex-valued output and the exact behavior of 
each transfer function can be solved analytically in different I/Q
mismatch scenarios. As a result, the output of an individual stage 
with nonideal matching of the I and Q branches becomes 

* *
, ,

* *

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

l I l Q l l l l l

l l l l

V z V z jV z STF zU z ISTF zU z

NTF z E z INTF z E z
(18)

where superscript asterisk (* ) denotes complex conjugation and the 
transfer functions are, based on (4) and (11) (omitting [ ]z  from the
modulator coefficient variables of (5)–(10) and (12)–(17) for nota-
tional convenience), given by 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

[ ]
2( )

,
2( )

l l l l l l l l
Q I I Q Q I I Q

l l l l l
I Q I Q

l l l l l l l l
I Q Q I Q I I Q

l l l l
I Q I Q

STF z

j

(19)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

[ ]
2( )

,
2( )

l l l l l l l l
Q I I Q Q I I Q

l l l l l
I Q I Q

l l l l l l l l
Q I I Q I Q Q I

l l l l
I Q I Q

ISTF z

j

(20)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

[ ]
2( )

,
2( )

l l l l l l l l
Q I I Q I Q Q I

l l l l l
I Q I Q

l l l l l l l l
I Q Q I Q I I Q

l l l l
I Q I Q

NTF z

j

(21)

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

[ ]
2( )

.
2( )

l l l l l l l l
Q I I Q I Q Q I

l l l l l
I Q I Q

l l l l l l l l
Q I I Q Q I I Q

l l l l
I Q I Q

INTF z

j

(22)

For the latter stage ( 2l ), the quantization error of the previous
stage is used as an input, meaning that 2 1[ ] [ ]U z E z . In the follow-
ing, the above analysis for the individual stages {1,2}l  is com-
bined in order to complete the closed form overall model for the
two-stage Q M. 

B. I/Q Imbalance Model for Two-Stage Q M 
For multi-stage Q M, the final output signal is defined as a

difference of digitally filtered output signals of the stages [12]. In
two-stage structure (ideal modulator graphically illustrated in Fig. 3) 
the output of the first stage, given by (18) with 1l , is filtered 
with digital filter 1 [ ]DH z  (usually matched to the STF of the second 
stage) and the output of the second stage, similarly given by (18)
with 2l , is filtered with 2 [ ]DH z  (usually matched to the NTF of 
the first stage). Thus, the final output can now be expressed as 



1 1 2 2[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]D DV z H zV z H zV z (23)

in case of I/Q mismatches in both the stages. Replacing 1[ ]V z  and
2[ ]V z  in (23) with (18) for {1,2}l  gives now an expression for the 

output as 

* *
2 1 2 1

* *
2 1 1 2 1 1

* *
1 2 1 1 2 1

* *
1 2 2 1 2 2

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ],

D D

D D

D D

D D

V z STF z STF zU z STF z ISTF zU z

STF z NTF z E z STF z INTF z E z

NTF z STF z E z NTF z ISTF z E z

NTF z NTF z E z NTF z INTF z E z

(24)

where the transfer functions are as defined in (19)–(22). Again, the
digital filters are assumed matched to the analog transfer functions
with 1 2[ ] [ ]D DH z STF z  and 2 1[ ] [ ]D DH z NTF z . It should be no-
ticed that the first-stage quantization noise terms 

2 1 1[ ] [ ] [ ]DSTF z NTF z E z  and 1 2 1[ ] [ ] [ ]DNTF z STF z E z  do not reduce to 
zero due to noncommutativity of the complex transfer functions
under I/Q imbalance [11]. Now, it is clear that filtered versions of
the original and conjugate components of the input, the first-stage 
quantization error and the second-stage quantization error are all
present at the output. The roles of the separate signal components
are further illustrated with numerical results in Section V. 

IV. Q M TRANSFER FUNCTION DESIGN FOR COGNITIVE 
RADIO UNDER I/Q IMBALANCE 

In cognitive radio type receiver, signal dynamics can be tens of
(even 50–60) dBs [4]. With such signal composition, controlling, 
e.g., image rejection of the receiver components is essential. Herein, 
we concentrate on Q M transfer function design under I/Q imbal-
ance, having minimization of input signal oriented MFI as the goal. 

The NTF and the STF of a Q M can be designed by placing
transfer function zeros and poles, parameterized and tuned (allowing 
reconfigurability) by the Q M coefficients, inside the unit circle 
[5]. In cognitive radio receiver, this is assumed to be done based on 
the spectrum sensing information as illustrated in Fig. 1. With this
information about frequency bands of the desired and blocking sig-
nals, the modulator coefficients can be reconfigured to give the best
achievable noise and signal responses (NTF and STF). An example
of this parametrization and design of the coefficient values are fur-
ther illustrated for a single-stage Q M in [6]. The design is con-
strained because the transfer functions share common poles due to
the modulator structure, but the zeros can be placed independent of 
each other [6]. It is exactly the zeros, which define the notches of the 
transfer functions. Thus, a common choice is to place NTF zeros on
the desired signal band(s), generating the desired noise shaping ef-
fect. In [5], the STF design, for one, is used to attenuate out-of-band 
frequencies of the input signal uniformly. Multi-stage and higher-
order Q Ms also allow multi-band noise shaping, which means
that the NTF zeros are placed on noncontiguous frequencies [6]. 
Consequently, such multi-band capability offers, e.g., additional 
capacity and robustness in cognitive radio transmission scheme [1]. 

In Q Ms, the modulator feedback branch mismatches have
been considered most crucial [8], [9], [11]. Exactly this problem can
be fought against with clever transfer function design, which is pro-
posed herein for multi-stage Q Ms. The signal fed to the feedback
branch of the modulator is the same as in the output, so the STF and
NTF effect is seen therein in full extent. Taking this into account,
together with potential blocking signal energy on the mirror band,
mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design is a recommended choice for 

single-stage Q Ms based on the analysis in [6], [7]. The main
difference in this design compared to the one proposed in [5] is dee-
per notching of the mirror-band(s) in order to attenuate possible
input blocker(s) as effectively as possible. 

In addition to the previous studies [6], [7], the analysis in this ar-
ticle shows that the first stage of a multi-stage modulator benefits
substantially from the mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design pro-
posed herein. This will be further illustrated with numerical exam-
ples in Section V. The role of the first-stage is emphasized because
of the possible blocking signals. The input of the latter stage(s) is the 
error of the previous stage(s) and thus likely having less power vari-
ations along frequency axis. Albeit the overall STF is a product of 
the stage STFs, only the first-stage STF can offer robustness against
input signal originating MFI stemming from the mismatches in the
feedback branch of that stage. Thus, design of the first-stage STF
should be considered carefully in presence of I/Q mismatches. 

V. RESULTS ON TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS 
Herein, the model derived in Section III is used to analytically 

calculate the transfer functions for two-stage Q Ms under I/Q
imbalance, having both stages of order two. Thus, the overall STF
and NTF orders are four. The transfer functions are analyzed with
randomly deviated modulator feedback gain values ( ( )

1
lG  and ( )

2
lG  

for {1,2}l ) to model implementation inaccuracies. The devia-
tion values are drawn from uniform distribution with maximum of
±1% relative to the ideal value. Thus, for example one realization of
the real part of the mismatched modulator feedback gain becomes

(1)
(1) (1)

,1 (1 ) rere gg g , where (1)
,1reg  is the implementation value and

(1)
reg  the ideal value. Five independent mismatched realizations of 

each transfer function are plotted to demonstrate the effects of inac-
curacies on the responses. Multi-band reception [6] of two parallel
information signals around relative center frequencies of 0.38 and
0.15 is assumed as an example. These bands (relative bandwidth of
0.05) are marked in the following figures with black solid lines. 

With ordinary frequency-flat STF design for both stages, the 
transfer functions are plotted in Fig. 5. The three plots present the
responses for the input signal, first-stage quantization error and
second-stage quantization error, respectively. The ISTF response 
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Fig. 5. Two-stage Q M STF and ISTF (top) together with NTF and INTF 
for first- (middle) and second-stage quantization noise (bottom). Five
independent random realizations in real gain values of feedback branches of
both stages and frequency flat STF designs. 



averages at -50 dB level, varying between -40 dB and -60 dB over 
the desired signal bands. Noise responses in middle and bottom plots 
show that second-stage error is well shaped, but first-stage error is
leaking to the output due to noncommutativity of mismatched com-
plex transfer functions. However, attenuation is still at the level of 
-40 dB, image response exceeding the original one with approx-
imately 15 dB. The second-stage noise is shown to be shaped effec-
tively, the four noise notches being visible. The noise attenuation is
at the level of -40 dB. 

In Fig. 6, the proposed mirror-frequency-rejecting STF of the
first-stage improves image rejection from the input signal point of
view, showing on average 30 dB increase in image rejection over the 
desired bands. The noise shaping results remain essentially similar 
compared to the previous case. If the second stage STF is also de-
signed to reject mirror frequencies, as in Fig. 7, image rejection of
the mirror bands is clearly improved (ISTF notches on the mirror 
bands). However, no significant image rejection improvements are 
achieved from the desired band point of view compared to the case 
with mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design only on the first stage.
However, the STF notches in the mirror bands are widened because
of digital filter 1 [ ]DH z  is matched to the mirror-frequency-rejecting 
STF of the second stage. This result highlights the importance of the 
first-stage STF design, as discussed above in Section IV. The noise
shaping results are again very similar to the previous cases. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper provided an analytical transfer function model for I/Q 
imbalance effects in a two-stage Q M. Based on the derived mod-
el, it was concluded that the proposed mirror-frequency-rejecting 
STF design applied in the first stage of a two-stage Q M was able
to improve the image rejection of the input signal component in the
modulator by 30 dB when considering feedback branch I/Q mis-
matches. This technique improves the image rejection of a multi-
stage Q M without additional electronics, enabling more robust
operation under challenging signal dynamics typical for cognitive
radio receivers. 
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Fig. 6. Two-stage Q M STF and ISTF (top) together with NTF and INTF 
for first- (middle) and second-stage quantization noise (bottom). Five
independent random realizations in real gain values of feedback branches of
both stages and proposed mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design in first
stage. 
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Fig. 7. Two-stage Q M STF and ISTF (top) together with NTF and INTF 
for first- (middle) and second-stage quantization noise (bottom). Five
independent random realizations in real gain values of feedback branches of
both stages and mirror-frequency-rejecting STF designs in both stages. 
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Abstract — In this article, a novel analytical closed-form model
is derived for second-order quadrature  modulators (Q M) 
taking implementation inaccuracies of Q M coefficients into 
account. The model enables analytical examination of the mod-
ulator I/Q imbalance effects on input-output relation as well as 
signal and noise transfer functions (STF and NTF) independent-
ly. Thus, the image rejection of the Q M can be evaluated both 
from the input signal and quantization error point-of-view. With 
the help of the model, it is shown analytically that a mirror-
frequency rejecting STF design is an efficient way to mitigate
mirror-frequency interference originating from blocking signals 
at the input of the modulator because of the Q M feedback 
branch I/Q mismatches. The straightforward parametrization 
allows reconfigurability of the transfer functions which can be 
exploited, e.g., together with multi-band noise shaping capabili-
ties. These concepts are valuable in A/D converters aimed to
cognitive radio (CR) solutions. In CR receivers, A/D interface
has been considered as a major bottleneck and Q M offers
frequency agile performance well fit for the purpose. 

Index Terms — Analog-to-digital conversion, complex filters, 
cognitive radio, digital radio, I/Q imbalance, mirror-frequency
interference, radio receivers, sigma-delta modulation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Lately, increased traffic amounts in wireless networks 

have generated a widely acknowledged need for more efficient 
utilization of the limited accessible frequency spectrum. This 
is the goal, to which the emerging cognitive radio paradigm is 
aiming [1]. However, numerous technical challenges lie in the
way to this target. Transceiver electronics should be small-
sized, cheap and power efficient, especially in mass-market 
mobile devices [2]. However, ideally the same transceiver 
should be able to operate on gigahertz range bandwidth and
receiver dynamic range of several tens of dBs, with altering 
transmission schemes and waveforms [3]. These demands 
become most evident when concerning analog-to-digital con-
version, which has been identified as a performance-limiting 
bottleneck in mobile receivers [2]. 

A potential solution for this problem in the A/D interface 
is quadrature  modulator (Q M) based low-IF receiver 
[4]. Furthermore, a multi-band extension of this reception 
scheme aimed to the cognitive radio devices is proposed in [5] 
and illustrated with receiver block diagram and principal spec 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of multi-band low-IF quadrature receiver using 
Q M, together with principal spectra, where the two light grey signals are 
the desired ones, illustrating the signal composition at each stage. 

tra of the stages in Fig. 1. The multi-band scheme for Q M 
offers frequency agile flexibility and reconfigurability together 
with the capability of receiving multiple parallel frequency-
slices [5]. These are considered as essential characteristics 
when realizing an A/D interface for the cognitive radio [1]. 

The quadrature circuit implementation has, however, an 
inherent problem of matching the I and Q rails. These mis-
matches induce mirror-frequency interference (MFI), which is 
thus a problem also in Q M-based receivers [4]. In Q Ms 
generally, both the input signal and quantization error have 
mirror-responses [4], [5], [6]. The MFI originating from the 
quantization error due to the I/Q mismatches can be mitigated 
by placing noise transfer function (NTF) notch on the mirror-
frequency of the desired signal band [4]. However, this wastes 
noise shaping capabilities on noninteresting frequency band 
and restricts the design freedom, particularly if combined with 
the multi-band reception. At the same time, input signal origi-
nating MFI remains unmitigated. In addition, analog circuit 
modifications have been proposed to reduce the MFI [7], [8], 
[9]. However, additional components add to the circuit area 
and power dissipation of the modulator [7]. On the other hand, 
sharing the components between the rails degrades sampling 
properties of the modulator [8], [9]. In [5] and [6], the authors 
initially showed that mirror-frequency-rejecting signal transfer 
function (STF) design can mitigate the input signal originating 
MFI in case of mismatch in the feedback branch of a first-
order Q M. In this article the idea is extended to cover the
multi-band design of [5] with a second-order Q M. A novel 
closed-form model is proposed for the output of the modula-
tor, taking implementation inaccuracies into account. 

This work was supported by the Academy of Finland, the Finnish Fund-
ing Agency for Technology and Innovation (Tekes), Austrian Center of 
Competence in Mechatronics (ACCM), HPY Research Foundation and No-
kia Foundation. 



The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, basics of quadrature  modulation are reviewed. Sec-
tion III proposes a new closed-form model for I/Q imbalance
effects in a second-order Q M. Finally, Section IV presents 
the results of the transfer function analysis and Section V con-
cludes the article. 

II. QUADRATURE  MODULATION AND MULTI-BAND 
PRINCIPLE 

The main Q M principle is presented in [4]. This con-
cept is based on the modulator structure similar to the one 
used in real lowpass and bandpass modulators, but employing 
complex-valued input and output signals together with com-
plex integrators as loop filters. This complex signal processing
gives an additional degree of freedom to the response design, 
allowing frequency-asymmetric NTF and STF. For analysis 
purposes, a linear model of the modulator can be used. This 
means that quantization error is assumed to be additive and 
having no correlation with the input signal. Although not be-
ing exactly true, this allows analytical derivation of the trans-
fer functions and has thus been applied widely, e.g., in [4] and
[10]. In this way, the output of the Q M is defined as  

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]V z STF zU z NTF z E z (1) 

where [ ]STF z  and [ ]NTF z  are generally complex-valued 
transfer functions. To further illustrate the composition, a 
block diagram of a second-order Q M is given in Fig. 2.  

The complex NTF allows also frequency-asymmetric mul-
ti-band noise shaping. This is an important concept, consider-
ing the reconfigurability of the A/D interface and frequency 
agile conversion with high enough resolution. With Q M of 
higher than first order, it is possible to place multiple NTF 
zeros on the conversion band. Traditional way of exploiting 
this property has been making the noise shaping notch wider,
thus improving the resolution of the interesting information 
signal [4]. However, in cognitive radio based systems, it is 
desirable to be able to receive multiple detached frequency 
bands – and signals – in parallel [1]. The possible number of 
these notches is defined by the overall order of the Q M. In 
addition, the frequencies of the notches can be tuned
straightforwardly, e.g., in case of frequency handoff. Further
details on design and parametrization of multi-band transfer 
functions can be found in [5]. 

III. I/Q IMBALANCE IN QUADRATURE  MODULATORS

Ideally, I and Q rails of a Q M are matched perfectly.
With this perfect matching, (1) is valid. However, in true cir-
cuit implementation, coefficient values are never exact. In Fig. 
3, this is demonstrated with a second-order Q M having 
parallel real signal rails (I and Q) and taking mismatches in the 
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Fig. 3. Discrete-time linearized model of a second-order Q M with 
parallel real signals and coefficients taking possible mismatches into account. 

coefficients into account. Deviation between coefficient values 
of the rails, which ideally should be the same, results in MFI.
This interference can be presented mathematically with the 
conjugate response of the signal and the noise components. 
Thus, image signal transfer function (ISTF) and image noise
transfer function (INTF) are introduced to describe the output 
under I/Q imbalance. In the following, a novel analytical 
model is presented for the second-order Q M. 

The output of a Q M with nonideal matching of the I
and Q rails (assuming linearized model) becomes

* *

* *

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

V z STF zU z ISTF zU z

NTF z E z INTF z E z
(2) 

where superscript asterisk denotes complex conjugation. The
image rejection of a first-order Q M was analyzed based on 
the transfer functions in [5], [6]. Now, we present the novel 
analytical model for second-order Q Ms based on the block 
diagram of a mismatched second-order Q M given in Fig. 3.
Therein, real and imaginary parts of the coefficients of Fig. 2 
are marked with subscripts re and im respectively whereas 
nonideal implementation values of the signal rails are sepa-
rated with subscripts 1 and 2. Thus, in order to obtain the final 
complex-valued output [ ] [ ] [ ]I QV z V z jV z  of the modula-
tor, the I rail output is given as (with the help of auxiliary va-
riables) 
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where the variables multiplying the signal components are de-
fined by the modulator coefficients (see Fig. 3) in the follow-
ing manner: 
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Similarly, the real-valued Q rail output is given by 
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where
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Based on (3) and (10), omitting [ ]z  from the modulator coef-
ficient variables of (4)–(9) and (11)–(16) for notational con-
venience, the final complex-valued output is given as 
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Now, the four transfer functions of the mismatched mod-
ulator (STF, ISTF, NTF and INTF) can be separated as mul-
tipliers of [ ]U z , * *[ ]U z , [ ]E z  and * *[ ]E z , respectively. In 
this way, the exact behavior of each transfer function can be 
solved analytically in different I/Q mismatch scenarios. These 
results will be highlighted in case of a second-order Q M in 
Section IV with numerical examples. 

IV. RESULTS ON TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS

Herein, the models derived in Section III are used to ana-
lytically calculate the transfer functions for a second-order 
Q M under I/Q imbalance. The transfer functions are ana-
lyzed with randomly deviated real gain values (on I and Q 
rails) to model implementation inaccuracies. The deviation 
values are drawn from uniform distribution with maximum of 
±1% relative to the ideal value. Thus, for example one realiza-
tion of the real part of the mismatched modulator feedback 
gain is ,1 (1 )re g reg g , where ,1reg  is the implementa-
tion value and reg  the ideal value. Five independent realiza-
tions of each transfer function, calculated with the described 
mismatches, are plotted to demonstrate effects of inaccuracies 
on the modulator response. In the plots, multi-band reception 
of two parallel information signals around relative center fre-
quencies of 0.38 and -0.15 is assumed. These bands (band-
width of 0.05 relative to the sampling frequency) are marked
in the following figures with black solid lines. 

The transfer functions used in the analysis are derived 
based on the information of the desired signal center frequen-
cies and bandwidths. In case of mirror-frequency rejecting
STF design, the STF notches are placed on the mirror fre-
quencies of the desired signals. This design can be reconfi-
gured based on the reception scenario at hand. Further details 
on the multi-band reception and transfer function parameteri-
zation can be found in [5].

The differing effects of separate I/Q imbalance sources are 
demonstrated by introducing mismatch first to the quantizer-
feeding input branch (coefficient A in Fig. 2) and thereafter to  
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Fig. 5. Second-order single-stage Q M STF, ISTF (above) and NTF 
(below). Five independent random variations in real gain values of both 
modulator feedback branches and frequency-flat STF design. 

the feedback branches (coefficients G and H in Fig. 2). In Fig.
4, the results for the input mismatch case with frequency-flat 
STF design are shown. It is seen that the resulting ISTF is 
clearly notched on the assumed desired bands, having image
gain at the level of -80 dB in all random realizations. This 
results in robust image rejection in this mismatch case. The 
INTF response does not exist because the quantization noise is 
not yet present in the input branch of the modulator. 

Next, the transfer functions are presented in case of feed-
back mismatches with frequency-flat STF design in Fig. 5. The
ISTF response averages at -50 dB level, varying between 
-40 dB and -60 dB, giving level of 30 dB less image rejection 
on the desired bands compared to the previous case with input 
mismatch. In addition, an INTF response is introduced, infor-
mation band responses varying from -35 dB to -55 dB, ex-
ceeding the level of the original NTF (around 50 dB attenua-
tion). However, when discussing noise responses, it should be 
noted that large power variations as in the input blocker scena-
rio are improbable. Finally in Fig. 6, it is shown that mirror-
frequency-rejecting STF design, introduced in [5], [6] for the 
first-order Q M, can effectively improve image rejection in 
case of feedback branch mismatches also in second-order 
Q M realizing multi-band conversion. The analysis con-
firms the ISTF notches on the desired signal center frequen-
cies and shows 30 dB average improvements in image reject- 
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Fig. 6. Second-order single-stage Q M STF, ISTF (above) and NTF 
(below). Five independent random variations in real gain values of both 
modulator feedback branches and mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design. 

tion over the desired signal bands (-80 dB ISTF response)
compared to the frequency-flat STF design. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper provided an analytical model for I/Q imbalance 

effects in a second-order Q M. Input branches, loop filters 
and feedback branches were modeled as potential mismatch 
sources. Mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design was proposed
for single-stage and multi-stage Q Ms. Thereafter, based on
the derived models, it was concluded that in single-stage case 
the mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design was able to im-
prove the image rejection of the modulator by 30 dB when 
feedback branch I/Q mismatches were considered. This tech-
nique improves the image rejection of a Q M without any 
additional electronics. 
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Abstract This article discusses the applicability of quadrature �� modulator
(Q��M) based analog-to-digital (A/D) conversion in cognitive radio (CR) receivers.
First, unavoidable in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) mismatch effects, limiting the dynamic
range, are analyzed in closed-form in the case of a first-order modulator. In addition,
using the derived analytical converter model, it is shown that notching the signal
transfer function (STF) of the modulator at the mirror frequencies of the desired sig-
nals will effectively cancel the I/Q imbalance induced mirror-frequency interference
in case of the modulator feedback mismatch. In practice, such STF design is easy
to implement within the existing converter circuitry, as will be demonstrated in this
article. The latter part of the article proposes a novel complex multiband Q��M
scheme, particularly aimed for the CR receivers. This multiband scheme allows par-
allel reception of scattered frequency chunks in the CR context and is stemming from
the additional degrees of freedom in noise transfer function (NTF) design, provided
by the Q��M principle. Here multiple noise shaping notches on distinct frequen-
cies are effectively realized through proper design of complex NTF. The modulator
structure also allows flexible reconfigurability of the notches with straightforward pa-
rameterization of the modulator transfer functions. When combined with the above
mirror-frequency rejecting STF design, the concept is demonstrated and proved ef-
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fective and robust against I/Q imbalances using practical radio signal simulations in
realistic received signal conditions.

Keywords A/D converter · Bandpass sigma–delta modulation · Cognitive radio
receiver · Complex signals and systems · Image rejection · I/Q imbalance ·
Quadrature sigma–delta modulation

1 Introduction

The diverse and mobile nature of modern wireless communications calls for flexible
radio transceivers. The biggest challenges are set on the mobile terminals, where the
functionalities should be implemented in small size with low power consumption and
low price for the mass-market. These demands have encouraged the drive toward in-
creasing the role of digital signal processing in such systems. In this way, the analog
front-end of the receiver can be simplified and made independent of the particular
communication standard in use. Thus, designing complicated receivers with multi-
ple radio frequency (RF) chains can basically be avoided. However, this sets very
strict requirements for the A/D converter (ADC) in such systems, which is one of
the biggest bottlenecks in the transition toward software-defined radio receivers [5, 9,
15, 16, 21, 30]. In addition, several RF standards being adopted to use, also the radio
spectrum is a very scarce resource, demanding efficient allocation and utilization of
the signal and system bands [1]. A practical example of such a system is the emerging
cognitive radio (CR) principle [19, 20].
One of the most promising radio architectures in this context is the low-IF or wide-

band direct-conversion [7] multi-standard receiver principle with a bandpass (BP)
��ADC [9, 26]. The�� principle allows shaping the quantization noise away from
the band of interest, thus enabling exploitation of the whole quantization precision at
the desired signal [4, 8, 28]. In addition, the quadrature version of the converter al-
lows designing complex noise and signal transfer functions (NTF and STF) not being
restricted to be symmetric in respect of the zero-frequency (DC) [3, 4, 10, 12, 28].
This property can be put to use particularly in modern quadrature image rejecting
receivers [10, 12]. At the same time, the Q��M has been shown to have several
benefits, e.g., improved signal-to-noise ratio, over two parallel real BP �� modula-
tors [14]. Such quadrature �� modulator based receiver principle, following [12],
is demonstrated in Fig. 1, where the essential signal characteristics are also shown
with principal spectra. After coarse RF filtering, the signal is in-phase/quadrature
(I/Q) down-converted to the intermediate frequency, where A/D conversion is done.
Thereafter, final filtering and mixing are done in digital domain. To limit the dynamic
range and frequency content of the signal entering the ADC stage, a complex BP fil-
ter can be deployed prior to the Q��M. However, such filtering can also limit the
flexibility of the receiver. The Q��M principle will be described in more detail in
Sect. 2.
At the same time, the push toward cost-efficiency and lower-cost electronics gives

also rise to various circuit nonidealities, such as nonlinearities [9, 23, 24], amplitude
and phase mismatches of the I and Q rails [10–12, 23, 24, 29], timing jitter in the
sampling circuit [29] and oscillator phase noise [9, 24]. This article will concentrate
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Fig. 1 A block diagram of a Q��M based low-IF quadrature receiver with principal spectra, where the
light grey signal is the desired one, illustrating the essential signal characteristics at each stage

on the I/Q mismatch and resulting mirror-frequency interference (MFI) related to the
aforementioned quadrature�� converter [6, 10–12, 22, 25, 32]. This is because com-
plex or I/Q signal processing is obviously playing a key role in the Q��M principle,
and is thus vulnerable to component mismatches. The mirror-frequency interference
mechanisms due to I/Q mismatch in Q��Mbased receiver will be discussed in detail
in Sect. 3. An analytic model for the imbalance effects, preliminary addressed by the
authors in [17, 18], will be derived for a first-order Q��M. Based on this model, the
effect of four distinct imbalance sources will be identified and analyzed in respective
cases. In addition, mitigation of the MFI through sophisticated STF design will be
addressed and identified. For reference, the properties of mirror-frequency rejecting
NTF have been discussed already in [10–12, 32] and a brief analysis on the related
STF phenomenon has been given earlier in [10, 12]. However, closed-form analysis
of the imbalance phenomenon, presented in this article, gives more complete under-
standing on the generated interference, which in turn is essential in order to develop
efficient mitigation methods. The STF—and input signal—related imbalance effects
become of great interest especially when reducing analog selectivity of the receiver,
which indeed is the goal when designing flexible receiver structures for CRs [31].
In this kind of solutions, it is essential to be able to deal with differing signal band-
widths, center frequencies, waveforms and presence of blocking signals [13]. In the
literature, some quadrature �� specific analog I/Q mismatch mitigation methods
[6, 22, 25] have also been presented. These solutions, however, demand alteration
of the original modulator structure degrading the sampling properties [22] or adding
supplementary analog electronics affecting the size and the power dissipation of the
modulator [6, 25]. Thus, a technique for mitigating I/Q imbalance effects without
having to modify the modulator structure would be of great value. In this article, the
proposed sophisticated STF design is shown to do exactly that in case of modulator
feedback mismatch.
Finally, the freedom that Q��M gives to the placement of the transfer function

zeros and poles will be put to use by proposing a multiband converter setup hav-
ing several separate noise notches. For simplicity, the concept is demonstrated with
a second-order Q��M, which allows parallel reception of two distinct information
signals on respective center frequencies. This will be particularly useful in the CR
context, where information signals can be located on scattered center frequencies.
The tuning of the notch frequencies is straightforwardly parameterized allowing sim-
ple reconfiguration of the received signal bands when necessary. Thus, the concept
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Fig. 2 Discrete-time linearized
model of a first-order quadrature
�� modulator with
complex-valued signals and
coefficients

allows simple adaptation to varying demands set by the desired waveforms. In [2],
similar kind of idea is realized with multiple parallel real �� modulators, but with
Q��M no parallel branches are needed because of the available additional degrees
of freedom in transfer function design. The need for development of multichannel
ADCs for software-defined and cognitive radio solutions has been acknowledged,
e.g., in [15, 30]. Multichannel systems with parallel ADCs, however, set additional
burden for size, cost and power dissipation of the receiver implementation [15]. At the
same time, quadrature �� noise shaping makes exploitation of whole quantization
precision on the desired signal bands possible. Particularly, based on the compari-
son of real and complex �� modulators in [14], it can be concluded that the overall
filter order can be reduced by applying Q��M in this kind of receiver. Thus, the
complexity is decreased and the implementation size can be brought down.
Following notations are used throughout the article. Z-transform of discrete-time

sequence u(k) is denoted with U [z] and complex conjugate of u(k) is given as u∗(k).
In addition, quantity U∗[z∗] is the Z-transform of complex conjugated sequence
u∗(k). Normalized frequency is defined as the actual frequency f (measured in Hz)
divided by the sampling frequency fS and is thus denoted with f = f/fS .

2 Quadrature �� Modulation for ADCs

Q��M extends the principle of lowpass and bandpass noise shaping employed in
real modulators to allow also complex transfer functions [3, 10, 12, 28]. Thus, the
output of the modulator is given essentially by V [z] = STF[z]U [z] + NTF[z]E[z]
where both transfer functions (STF and NTF) as well as input-, quantization noise-
and output signals (u(k), e(k) and v(k)) are arbitrary complex-valued quantities. The
complex transfer functions allow, e.g., frequency asymmetric noise shaping typical
for Q��M. A Q��M can be implemented in practice with a complex input, loop
filter, feedback and output [3, 10, 12, 28]. The complex loop filter can be realized as a
complex integrator when considering the first-order modulator. Higher-order systems
usually have multiple integrators included. Details of the modulator implementation
are thoroughly discussed, e.g., in [10, 12], and thus only the main design principles
will be highlighted in the following.

2.1 First-Order Modulator

The basic structure of the first-order �� modulator is presented in Fig. 2, where
u(k), e(k) and v(k) denote the complex input, the linearized complex quantization
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Fig. 3 Discrete-time linearized
model of a Q��M with parallel
real signals and coefficients with
ideal matching of the I and Q
branches

error and the complex output signals, respectively. The multipliers A, B and G are
complex valued and affect the input signal fed straight to quantizer, the input signal
fed to the loop filter (complex integrator with pole M) and the feedback signal from
the output of the modulator, respectively.
This kind of complex-valued system can be implemented with parallel real-valued

signals representing both the real and imaginary parts. In addition, complex multipli-
cations can be realized with four real multiplications. Based on this, the implementa-
tion structure of the first-order Q��M is as shown in Fig. 3. The real and imaginary
parts of the complex gains are denoted with subscripts re and im, respectively, i.e.,
A = are + jaim, and so on. From the block diagram, e.g., multiple cross-connections
between the branches are visible.
Based on the shown structure, the Z-domain transfer functions for input and quan-

tization noise can be easily derived. Thus, the output V [z] of the modulator can be
expressed in terms of the input U [z] and the quantization error E[z] as

V [z] = A + (B − MA)z−1

1− (G + M)z−1 U [z] + 1− Mz−1

1− (G + M)z−1E[z]. (1)

The equation pronounces the significance of modulator coefficients, A, B ,M and G,
and defines the STF and NTF as

STF[z] = A + (B − MA)z−1

1− (G + M)z−1 , NTF[z] = 1− Mz−1

1− (G + M)z−1 . (2)

In practice, the STF and NTF can be used to create selectivity for the modulator signal
response and to shape the quantization noise away from the band (or bands) of the
desired information signal.
Subsequently, based on (2), the zeros and the poles, which define the filtering

properties of the transfer functions, are given as zSTF = (MA−B)/A, zNTF = M and
pcommon = G+M , where zSTF, zNTF and pcommon denote the zero of the STF, the zero
of the NTF and the common pole for both the transfer functions, respectively. In this
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Fig. 4 Discrete-time linearized
model of an N th-order
quadrature �� modulator with
complex-valued signals and
coefficients

way, straightforward reconfiguration of the overall modulator response is possible by
tuning the complex gain values. As a practical example, setting zSTF and pcommon to
zero results in a unity STF while the NTF zero, defining the notch frequency, can be
tuned independently. This unity signal transfer function design will be applied, and
discussed in more detail, in Sect. 4.

2.2 Higher-Order Modulator

A more general model for an arbitrary-order Q��M can be derived by adding N

loop filters [28] H1[z] to HN [z], and the corresponding input and feedback branches
(coefficientsA0 toAN andG1 toGN , respectively) to the structure. This is illustrated
in Fig. 4. With N th-order modulator, N zeros and poles can basically be used to
shape the STF and NTF. Similar to above, the overall transfer function for input and
quantization noise can again be derived. Fairly straightforward analysis, stemming
from the structure in Fig. 4, yields the following form for the output V [z]:

V [z] = A0 + ∑N
i=1Ai

∏i
j=1Hj [z]

1− ∑N
k=1Gk

∏k
l=1Hl[z]

U [z] + 1

1− ∑N
k=1Gk

∏k
l=1Hl[z]

E[z]. (3)

Based on above, the STF and NTF are of the form

STF[z] = A0 + ∑N
i=1Ai

∏i
j=1Hj [z]

1− ∑N
k=1Gk

∏k
l=1Hl[z]

, NTF[z] = 1

1− ∑N
k=1Gk

∏k
l=1Hl[z]

. (4)

3 I/Q Imbalance Model for Quadrature �� ADC

The main principle and impact of I/Q mismatch is quite extensively documented in
the scientific literature [23, 24, 29, 32] in ordinary receiver context. In this section,
the main objective is to obtain an analytical model for the imbalance effects in case
of a quadrature �� modulator used in an ADC. The model was briefly introduced in
[17] and the discussion and analysis are extended in more detail here. For illustration
purposes and to simplify the notations, the mismatch effects will be studied here
based on the model of the first-order system presented in Sect. 2.1.
The practical implementation structure (based on Fig. 3) with possible mismatches

between the I and Q branches is presented in Fig. 5, where subscripts 1 and 2 denote
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Fig. 5 Discrete-time linearized
model of a Q��M with parallel
real signals and coefficients
taking possible mismatches into
account

the possibly mismatched realizations of the ideally symmetric coefficients on each
branch. The structure shows that mismatches are possible in either of the inputs, in
the feedback of the loop filter or in the feedback of the modulator.
Traditionally, any mismatch in a complex multiplication causes mirror-frequency

interference due to a conjugate response for the input signal [7, 23, 29]. This is the
case also for the �� modulator [6, 10–12, 22, 25, 32]. On the other hand, the quanti-
zation noise, generated inside the modulator loop, has also an image response in case
of the mismatch [6, 10–12, 22, 25, 32]. This results, in addition to the STF and the
NTF, in two additional transfer functions, which are called an image signal transfer
function (ISTF) and an image noise transfer function (INTF). Thus, the output of the
mismatched modulator can generally be given in the form [11]

V [z] = STF[z]U [z] + ISTF[z]U∗[z∗] +NTF[z]E[z] + INTF[z]E∗[z∗]. (5)

These four transfer functions allow measuring image rejection ratios (IRR) of the
signal and noise components as

IRRSTF
[
ej2πf TS

] = 10 log10
(∣∣STF[ej2πf TS

]∣∣2/∣∣ISTF[ej2πf TS
]∣∣2) (6)

and

IRRNTF
[
ej2πf TS

] = 10 log10
(∣∣NTF[ej2πf TS

]∣∣2/∣∣INTF[ej2πf TS
]∣∣2), (7)

where actual frequency domain responses are attained with the substitution
z ← ej2πf TS to the above transfer functions. These IRR quantities describe the rela-
tion of the original input signal and noise energy to the respective mismatch induced
MFI at the output signal. As an example, IRRNTF(ej2πf T s) = 20 dB means that the
power of the mismatch induced (mirrored) conjugate noise at a particular frequency
f is 20 dB lower than the “original” quantization noise.
The feasible IRR range in practical quadrature receivers as a whole is typically

reported to be around 20–40 dB [7, 23], which considering a gain mismatch between
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the real coefficients of the branches means values in the order of 1–10%. Because the
IRR of a single receiver component should be higher than that of the whole receiver
with multiple mirror-frequency interference sources, mismatches from 10−1 to 10−5
will be considered to cover the realistic range. It should also be emphasized that only
the differential error is causing the mirroring effect. This means that the deviation
from the nominal value is opposite in the two channels. If the error is common and
parallel between the branches, the desired response (STF or NTF) is affected but no
mirror-frequency interference is present [11].
Next, based on the principle and the modulator structure shown above, a closed-

form expression for the mismatched first-order Q��M will be derived. Taking the
possible mismatch into account, the real outputs of the modulator VI [z] and VQ[z]
can be derived resulting, after fairly straightforward manipulations, in the following
expressions:

VI [z] = are1 + (bre1 − mre1are1 + mim2aim1)z
−1

1− (gre1 + mre1)z−1 UI [z]

− aim2 + (bim1 − mre1aim2 − mim2are2)z
−1

1− (gre1 + mre1)z−1 UQ[z]

+ 1− mre1z
−1

1− (gre1 + mre1)z−1EI [z] + mim2z
−1

1− (gre1 + mre1)z−1EQ[z]

− (gim2 + mim2)z
−1

1− (gre1 + mre1)z−1VQ[z] (8)

and

VQ[z] = aim1 + (bim1 − mre2aim1 − mim1are1)z
−1

1− (gre2 + mre2)z−1 UI [z]

+ are2 + (bre2 − mre2are2 + mim1aim2)z
−1

1− (gre2 + mre2)z−1 UQ[z]

− mim1z
−1

1− (gre2 + mre2)z−1EI [z] + 1− mre2z
−1

1− (gre2 + mre2)z−1EQ[z]

+ (gim1 + mim1)z
−1

1− (gre2 + mre2)z−1VI [z]. (9)

Now, in order to obtain an expression for the complex-valued output V [z] = VI [z] +
jVQ[z] in the form given in (5), the following response variables are taken into use:

αI [z] = are1 + (bre1 − mre1are1 + mim2aim1)z
−1,

βI [z] = aim2 + (bim1 − mre1aim2 − mim2are2)z
−1,

εI [z] = 1− mre1z
−1,

(10)
ηI [z] = mim2z

−1,
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ρI [z] = (gim2 + mim2)z
−1,

γI [z] = 1− (gre1 + mre1)z
−1,

denoting the numerators and the common denominator of the terms multiplying the
input, the error and the output signals in (8), respectively. Similar definitions are made
for (9), meaning

αQ[z] = are2 + (bre2 − mre2are2 + pim1aim2)z
−1,

βQ[z] = aim1 + (bim1 − mre2aim1 − mim1are1)z
−1,

εQ[z] = 1− mre2z
−1,

ηQ[z] = mim1z
−1,

ρQ[z] = (gim1 + mim1)z
−1,

γQ[z] = 1− (gre2 + mre2)z
−1.

(11)

With these notations and some rearrangements, the complex output signal V [z] can
be written as

V [z] =
[

γQ[z]αI [z] + γI [z]αQ[z] − ρQ[z]βI [z] − ρI [z]βQ[z]
2(γI [z]γQ[z] + ρI [z]ρQ[z])

+ j
ρI [z]αQ[z] + ρQ[z]αI [z] + γQ[z]βI [z] + γI [z]βQ[z]

2(γI [z]γQ[z] + ρI [z]ρQ[z])
]
U [z]

+
[
γQ[z]αI [z] − γI [z]αQ[z] + ρQ[z]βI [z] − ρI [z]βQ[z]

2(γI [z]γQ[z] + ρI [z]ρQ[z])

+ j
ρQ[z]αI [z] − ρI [z]αQ[z] + γI [z]βQ[z] − γQ[z]βI [z]

2(γI [z]γQ[z] + ρI [z]ρQ[z])
]
U∗[z∗]

+
[
γQ[z]εI [z] + γI [z]εQ[z] + ρI [z]ηQ[z] + ρQ[z]ηI [z]

2(γI [z]γQ[z] + ρI [z]ρQ[z])

+ j
ρI [z]εQ[z] + ρQ[z]εI [z] − γQ[z]ηI [z] − γI [z]ηQ[z]

2(γI [z]γQ[z] + ρI [z]ρQ[z])
]
E[z]

+
[
γQ[z]εI [z] − γI [z]εQ[z] + ρI [z]ηQ[z] − ρQ[z]ηI [z]

2(γI [z]γQ[z] + ρI [z]ρQ[z])

+ j
γQ[z]ηI [z] − γI [z]ηQ[z] + ρQ[z]εI [z] − ρI [z]εQ[z]

2(γI [z]γQ[z] + ρI [z]ρQ[z])
]
E∗[z∗], (12)

which corresponds to (5). Based on this analogy, the STF, the ISTF, the NTF and the
INTF can be separated as the multipliers of U [z], U∗[z∗], V [z] and V ∗[z∗] in (12),
respectively. Now, these expression can be used to calculate the signal and noise
IRRs of the mismatched modulator, based on (6) and (7). These results will be ana-
lyzed and discussed next in Sects. 4 and 5 in more detail for the unity STF and the
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mirror-frequency notched STF designs, respectively. The effects of four distinct I/Q
mismatch sources will be analyzed from both the signal and noise mirroring point of
view.

4 IRR Analysis and Interpretations with Flat STF Design

In this section, IRRs of the first-order Q��M will be evaluated and analyzed in
different mismatch scenarios based on the derived expressions (Sect. 3). Here we
concentrate on the basic case where modulator has ideally a unity STF and a NTF
notch on the desired signal band. Based on (1)–(2), the unity STF is achieved with
following complex gain values: A = 1,B = MA and G = −M . At the same time,M
defines the zero of the NTF and can be modified to tune the notch frequency f pass,

being M = ej2πf pass . As a concrete example, we will consider the case where the
desired signal is located at a center-frequency of 0.375 relative to the used sampling
frequency. Mismatch effects will be examined from both the noise shaping effective-
ness and signal distortion point of view. IRR values are given for the STF and the
NTF when appropriate.

4.1 Effects of Input Mismatches

In the first-order Q��M, with two input branches (see Figs. 2 and 5), there are two
separate mismatch sources (complex multipliers A and B). The mismatch �A in the
branch feeding the quantizer is defined as the opposite alteration of the circuit im-
plementations of the real and imaginary parts of the complex multiplier on I and Q
branches. Based on the notation in Fig. 5, this can be expressed as are,1 = (1+�A)are
and are,2 = (1 − �A)are, where are is the ideal real part and are,1 and are,2 are the
mismatched implementation values on the I and Q branches, respectively. Similar
notation is maintained also in the following mismatch scenarios. In this particular
case with flat STF, A is all real and thus no mismatch appears in the imaginary part.
With mismatch�B in the branch feeding the loop filter with complex gain B , the im-
plementation values are as follows: bre,1 = (1+�B)bre, bre,2 = (1−�B)bre, bim,1 =
(1+ �B)bim and bim,2 = (1− �B)bim. Symmetric mismatches (1± �) in both real
and imaginary parts were chosen for simplicity of analysis. This is because it was
shown in [11] that only the relative difference between the branch values affects the
mirror responses. In addition, it was confirmed in simulations that no significant dif-
ferences appear between the transfer functions with symmetric and asymmetric mis-
matches.
With input coefficient mismatches only, INTF is all-zero. This is because the quan-

tization noise is not processed in the input of the modulator. Thus, IRR values are
given only for the STF. In case of imbalance in the multiplier (see Figs. 2 and 5)
on the branch feeding the quantizer, the ISTF response has a notch exactly at the as-
sumed desired signal band, which is marked with the solid black line in the IRR plots.
This can be seen as an IRR peak at that frequency in the left plot of Fig. 6. Based on
this observation, it can be concluded that the structure itself is mitigating the possi-
ble mirror-frequency interference, if the imbalance appears in the real-valued input
multiplier.
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Fig. 6 Signal IRR as a function of frequency relative to fS with mismatch in the input branch feeding the
signal to the quantizer (left) and mismatch in the input branch feeding the signal to the loop filter (right),
having frequency flat STF design in both cases. The assumed desired signal band is marked with a solid
black line

On the other hand, if the mismatch takes place in the complex-valued multiplier
of the branch feeding the quantizer (see again Figs. 2 and 5), the resulting signal IRR
appears frequency flat as seen in the right side plot of Fig. 6. In both cases, the levels
follow the traditional model where IRR is improved by 20 dB for every decade of
improvement in matching of the branches.

4.2 Effect of Loop Filter Mismatch

For the loop filter, the mismatch source is assumed to be the complex multiplier
M in the integrator feedback (see Figs. 2 and 5). Now, with the mismatch �M ,
the implementation of the real and imaginary parts results in the following values:
mre,1 = (1 + �M)mre,mre,2 = (1 − �M)mre,mim,1 = (1 + �M)mim and mim,2 =
(1− �M)mim.
The main difference in a case of loop filter coefficient mismatch compared to the

two cases of the input mismatches presented in the previous subsection is that no con-
jugate response of the input signal is generated. This holds for the unity STF design
when the circuitry is considered otherwise ideal except for the mismatch in question.
In this case, the resulting INTF is frequency flat meaning that the conjugated version
of the noise is seen in the output of the modulator without any selectivity. Thus, with
relatively high values of mismatch, the conjugate noise can be more significant on
the desired signal band than the original nonconjugated noise, which is shaped by the
NTF. Due to the flat INTF, the shape of the IRR curves in Fig. 7 is determined by
the NTF and the amount of mismatch affects the level of the curve. With higher mis-
match values, the IRR is even negative at the desired signal band, indicating clearly
the dominance of the conjugate noise due to mismatch. As a practical example, as-
sume 60 dB of noise attenuation for the original NTF notch and −20 dB noise IRR
at the desired band, thus the conjugated quantization noise signal is attenuated by
only 60− 20= 40 dB defining the overall noise floor level in this case. In addition,
it should be noted that 0 dB NTF IRR at the desired band indicates that the levels of
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Fig. 7 Quantization noise IRR
as a function of frequency
relative to fS with mismatch in
the loop filter and frequency flat
STF design. The assumed
desired signal band is marked
with a solid black line

the original noise and the mirrored noise are similar, which, in case of efficient NTF,
means that both are well attenuated.
Mismatch in the loop filter is also slightly disturbing the response of the origi-

nal NTF. The notch frequency is shifted from its original location and, at the same
time, the notch becomes shallower. However, the effect is mild with practical imbal-
ance values and can be assumed negligible when compared to the mirror interference
generated by the conjugate response of the noise.

4.3 Effect of Feedback Mismatch

For the modulator feedback (see Figs. 2 and 5), the mismatch source is assumed to
be the complex multiplier G, wherein the mismatch �G in the implementation of
the real and imaginary parts results in the following: gre,1 = (1 + �G)gre, gre,2 =
(1 − �G)gre, gim,1 = (1 + �G)gim and gim,2 = (1 − �G)gim. Now, in the case of
modulator feedback branch I/Q imbalance, both the input signal and the quantization
noise are causing mirror-frequency interference. While having a frequency flat STF,
also the ISTF appears frequency flat. These transfer functions result in frequency flat
signal IRR behavior demonstrated on the left side of Fig. 8 following again 20 dB per
matching decade rule.
The NTF notch at the positive frequencies and the opposite INTF notch at the neg-

ative band explain the noise IRR shape on the right side of Fig. 8. At the NTF notch
band, the original nonconjugated noise is shaped away and when the INTF has no
attenuation there, the IRR values are low or even negative. On the contrary, the NTF
has no attenuation at negative frequencies and the INTF is notched leading to high
IRR values. When compared to the previous case with the loop filter mismatch, the
desired band NTF IRR values are lower, which results from the undistorted NTF re-
sponse with the feedback mismatch. In addition to that, the noise mirroring principle
in the previous subsection applies also here.

5 IRR Analysis and Interpretations with Mirror Band Rejecting STF Design

In this section, the image rejection behavior will be examined in a case of selective
STF. The STF is designed such that there is a notch at the normalized frequency
of −0.361, targeting to attenuate the energy of the desired signal’s mirrorband. The
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Fig. 8 Signal (left) and quantization noise (right) IRRs as a function of frequency relative to fS with
mismatch in the modulator feedback branch and frequency flat STF design. The assumed desired signal
band is marked with solid black line

chosen notch frequency is intentionally shifted slightly off the exact mirror band of
the desired signal (−0.375) for illustration purposes. In this way, the frequencies of
the complex conjugate of the STF notch and the original NTF notch can be visually
separated. The desired STF is achieved with following complex gains (see Fig. 2 and
(1)–(2)): A = 1, B = M + ej2π(0.5+f int) and G = −M + ej2πf int/2, where f int =
−0.361 is the assumed interference frequency at which the STF notch is designed.
At the same time, M is again the desired NTF zero inside the unit-circle defined as

M = ej2πf pass allowing simple tuning of the notch. In addition, definition of the STF
zero (in Sect. 2.1) gives now zNTF = M + B = ej2πf int confirming the STF notch at
the normalized frequency f int.
The purpose of the study is to demonstrate that the mirror-frequency rejecting STF

can be used to mitigate the I/Q imbalance effects in a Q��M. The resulting IRRs are
presented in a similar manner as with the flat STF design in Sect. 4. In the following
subsections, the modulator mismatches are also defined similarly as was done for the
flat STF design in the Sects. 4.1–4.3.

5.1 Effects of Input Mismatches

With mismatch in the branch feeding the quantizer, the STF notch effect in the IRR
can be seen on the left side in Fig. 9. The modest IRR values at the notch frequency
band are due to the high attenuation of the input signal and the relatively low rejection
of the conjugate signal. However, the frequencies around the desired signal center-
frequency, being mostly of interest, have high IRR values because of the ISTF notch
at the desired band. Even with as severe as 10% mismatch the IRR peaks at the level
of 60 dB, which is usually considered adequate. From this point of view, the mismatch
behavior is remarkably similar to the case of the flat STF, discussed in Sect. 4.1.
In case of mismatch in the branch feeding the loop filter, the resulting IRR curves

are presented on the right in Fig. 9. The lower IRR values at the mirror band are due
to the relatively flat ISTF and the STF notch, which is rejecting the original input.
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Fig. 9 Signal IRR as a function of frequency relative to fS with mismatch in the input branch feeding the
quantizer (left) and mismatch in the input branch feeding the loop filter (right), having mirror-frequency
rejecting STF design in both cases. The assumed desired signal band is marked with solid black line

However, this is irrelevant from the desired signal point of view. At the desired signal
band, the image rejection ratios seem to follow the 20-dB-per-decade rule of thumb
nicely.

5.2 Effect of Loop Filter Mismatch

Designing the STF to reject the mirror frequencies affects the IRR behavior signif-
icantly in case of mismatch in the loop filter of the modulator. With the frequency
flat STF in Sect. 4.2, the input signal did not suffer from mirror interference because
the modulator feedback canceled the input to the loop filter. When considering the
selective STF design, this is not the case and thus the mismatch in the filter is adding
a conjugate response for the input signal as well.
In this case, because of the gently sloping behavior of both the image transfer func-

tions, most of the IRR characteristics are defined by the STF and the NTF, as shown
in Fig. 10. The IRR curves have notches at the frequencies of the original transfer
function notches. The notches describe the rejection of the desired band quantization
noise and the image band input signal power. Similarly as in the previous case of
mismatch in the loop filter feeding branch, the output signal IRR is behaving quite
smoothly at the desired signal band and giving image attenuation in the order of 20
dB per matching decade.
From the noise shaping point of view, the IRR results on the right side of Fig. 10

are similar to the ones achieved with flat STF in Fig. 7. This is of course intuitive,
because the STF shape does not affect the noise response of the modulator. Thus, also
the NTF IRR observations of Sect. 4.2 apply here.

5.3 Effect of Feedback Mismatch

The mirror-frequency rejecting STF has the most effect on the generated mirror-
frequency distortion when considering the case of mismatched modulator feedback
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Fig. 10 Signal (left) and quantization noise (right) IRRs as a function of frequency relative to fS with
mismatch in the loop filter and mirror-frequency rejecting STF design. The assumed desired signal band
is marked with solid black line

Fig. 11 Signal (left) and quantization noise (right) IRRs as a function of frequency relative to fS with
mismatch in the modulator feedback and mirror-frequency rejecting STF design. The assumed desired
signal band is marked with solid black line

branch. This is illustrated in Fig. 11. The signal IRR peaks at the positive frequencies,
seen in the left hand plot of the figure, are due to the ISTF notch there. This notch,
and thus also peak IRR frequencies, can be tuned with the selection of the original
STF notch frequency, because the STF and ISTF notches are at the opposite frequen-
cies symmetrically around DC. The peak IRR values are in the order of 70 dB better
than what was achieved with flat STF in Fig. 8.
Again, the quantization noise related IRR results on the right side of Fig. 11 are

similar to the corresponding ones with flat STF. The IRR values are modest at the
desired band, because the original nonconjugated noise is shaped with the NTF.
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Fig. 12 Output spectrum of an ideal first-order quadrature modulator, consisting of desired QPSK sig-
nal around 48 MHz center-frequency and +35 dB Gaussian blocking signal on the mirror band, and the
corresponding QPSK constellation after digital down conversion and filtering

6 Simulation Demonstration on I/Q Imbalance Analysis

To validate and demonstrate the results of the IRR analysis in the previous sections,
a mismatched Q��M is simulated with corresponding mismatches. Different imbal-
ance sources are tested separately with 1% mismatch level and the cases with both
flat and mirror-frequency rejecting STF designs are demonstrated. The quantization
noise source is assumed Gaussian, white, uncorrelated with the input and having a
variance equal to 1-bit quantizer. The uncorrelatedness assumption was adopted also
earlier in deriving the linearized model for the modulator. The spectrum of the modu-
lator output signal, clarifying the composition used in the simulations is given on the
left side of Fig. 12. The desired QPSK signal is located around +48 MHz having a
band-limited Gaussian blocking signal with 35 dB higher power level at the mirror-
frequency band. The bandwidth of both signals is around 3 MHz and the sampling
frequency is 128 MHz. The constellation plot on the right side shows the obtained
QPSK signal after digital down conversion and filtering, with perfect I/Q matching in
the converter. This is used as the reference in evaluating the performance of the same
setup but with I/Q mismatches included in the converter.
The obtained QPSK constellations with I/Q imbalances included and with the flat

STF design are given in Fig. 13. The received symbols are plotted in black and the
ideal constellation points in red color. Based on the plots, it is clear that the signals
of the left side constellations have only marginal noise or interference and can thus
be assumed practically free of MFI. These cases correspond to the mismatch in quan-
tizer feeding branch (a) and loop filter (c). The earlier closed-form IRR analysis gave
around 60 dB of signal IRR for the quantizer feeding branch with 1% mismatch,
which is clearly enough to avoid any significant interference. At the same time, the
loop filter imbalance was analyzed not to cause any input signal MFI in otherwise
ideal setup. Thus, based on the constellation plots, it can be confirmed that neither
the noise mirroring effect due to the loop filter mismatch nor the input signal mirror-
ing is a concern in this scenario.
On the other hand, the other two constellations are heavily corrupted. This is due

to frequency flat IRRs with mismatch in the loop filter feeding input branch and
modulator feedback branch. In these cases, the signal IRR values are around 20 dB
with the applied 1% mismatch. The 40 dB difference (compared to the earlier case)
in image rejection is thus playing a great role in this scenario. At the same time, with
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Fig. 13 Obtained desired signal
constellations with frequency
flat STF design and 1%
mismatch in (a) quantizer
feeding branch, (b) loop filter
feeding branch, (c) loop filter
feedback and (d) modulator
feedback

Fig. 14 Obtained desired signal
constellations with mirror band
rejecting STF design and 1%
mismatch in (a) quantizer
feeding branch, (b) loop filter
feeding branch, (c) loop filter
feedback and (d) modulator
feedback

mirror-frequency rejecting STF design, the interference level with input mismatch
remains at the same level as in the previous flat STF case. This can be seen from
the top constellations (a) and (b) of Fig. 14. The analytical model also predicted this,
because the noise conjugate does not appear and the signal IRR values are on the
same level despite of the STF design.
With 1% mismatch in the loop filter and using mirror-frequency rejecting STF

(constellation c in Fig. 14), the interference level is clearly increased when compared
to the frequency flat STF results above. This is because with the selective STF, the
input signal is actually entering the loop filter and thus suffers from the related mis-
match. However, the interference is milder when compared to the mismatch in the
loop filter input (constellation b in Fig. 14), because the errors on the forward branch
of the modulator are shaped by the NTF.
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Finally, the improvement attained with the STF notch on the mirror band is visible
in the case of 1% mismatch in the feedback branch of the modulator. The interfer-
ence, which was clearly visible with the flat STF (constellation d in Fig. 13) is well
mitigated as can be seen from constellation d in Fig. 14. The result is close to the
ideal constellation in Fig. 12 and thus ascertains the improved IRR predicted by the
analytical model.
The simulation results are equivalent with the closed-form model and obtained re-

sults were clearly verified. In addition, the MFI mitigation properties of the notched
STF design were confirmed in the case of modulator feedback mismatch. The loop
filter mismatch performance was degraded with the nonunity STF design, which cre-
ates a design trade-off. However, it should be taken into account that forward branch
errors are shaped by the NTF and the perfect cancellation of the input signal entering
the loop filter might not be achieved in a circuit implementation even with the unity
STF.

7 Complex Multiband Converter Design for Cognitive Radio

With emerging CR and spectrum-sensing based communication systems, it is essen-
tial to be able to adapt to varying waveforms, especially on the receiver side, in terms
of the used radio spectrum. The Q��Moffers a great possibility in this respect, espe-
cially in cases with scattered spectrum use, since the design of the transfer functions
is not restricted to any symmetry with respect to zero frequency. With an N th-order
modulator structure, it is possible to design N separate notches in the NTF (as was
noted in Sect. 2.2), allowing reception of signals on N separate frequency slices. On
the other hand, if wideband waveforms (with overall bandwidth in the order of tens
of MHz) are deployed, the NTF zeros can also be placed next to each other forming
a wide uniform notch. This is actually the traditional way of exploiting higher-order
modulators and has been discussed extensively in the literature, e.g., in [12, 27, 28].
Thus, we concentrate here on the complex multiband design approach. The principle
is first introduced in more detail in the following and then the proposed concept is
verified with computer simulations in Sect. 8.
The receiver principle is demonstrated with a block diagram in Fig. 15. In the

principal spectra of different stages, the two light grey channels are the desired infor-
mation signals. The front-end of the receiver is similar to the one described in Sect. 1
(see Fig. 1) but the A/D conversion is now done with a quadrature �� ADC making
use of the multiband concept. Finally, digital filtering is done with a pair of complex
BP filters, whereafter both the information signals are down-converted and detected
separately.
For the sake of simplicity, the multiband quadrature �� modulator design is

demonstrated here with a second-order quadrature modulator. One possible trans-
fer function setup is illustrated graphically in Fig. 16, where the NTF notches are
placed on the assumed desired signal frequencies (here 0.375 and −0.121 relative to
sampling rate). The STF, in turn, is used to create selectivity for the overall modu-
lator response. More specifically, the zeros of the signal transfer function are placed
at the mirror frequencies of the desired signals (−0.375 and 0.121), applying the
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Fig. 15 A block diagram of a
Q��M based multiband low-IF
quadrature receiver with
principal spectra, where the two
light grey signals are the desired
ones, illustrating the signal
composition at each stage

Fig. 16 Example multiband
transfer functions with the
desired signal spectrum slices at
normalized frequencies of 0.375
and −0.121. NTF notches are
placed at those frequencies and
STF notches at the
corresponding mirror
frequencies

I/Q mismatch mitigation principle discussed in Sects. 3–6. Such a design principle
was concluded earlier to be effective way to mitigate the mirror-frequency inter-
ference caused by the mismatches located in the modulator feedback branch. The
poles of the transfer functions, in turn, are placed at the NTF notch frequencies in
order to elevate the STF response at those bands. This particular second-order design
(see Sect. 2.2) is achieved with the following complex gains on the input branches:
A0 = 1, A1 = M2 + M1 − (ej2πf int1 + ej2πf int2) and A2 = M2A1 − M1M2 +
(ej2πf int1 + ej2πf int2), while the corresponding gains on the feedback branches have

valuesG1 = −M1−M2+(0.6ej2πf pass1 +0.6ej2πf pass2) andG2 = M1M2+M2G1−
(0.6ej2πf pass1 + 0.6ej2πf pass2), where f int1 = −0.375, f int2 = 0.121, f pass1 = 0.375
and f pass2 = −0.121 denote the normalized frequencies of the two STF notches and
the two NTF notches, respectively. The coefficients M1 and M2 are the complex-
valued feedback gains of the two loop integrators (H1[z] and H2[z]) giving the zeros
of the NTF, being defined as M = ej2πf pass1 and M2 = ej2πf pass2 . At the same time,

the terms 0.6ej2πf pass1 and 0.6ej2πf pass2 define the positions of the two common poles
for the STF and the NTF.
All the NTF and the STF notches can be tuned independently of each other, giv-

ing the needed degree of freedom for the design of the receiver. In the second-order
case, modifying the aforementioned frequency values (f int1, f int2, f pass1 and f pass2)

based on the signal composition at hand (spectrum sensing), allows straightforward
reconfigurability of the system. The principle was demonstrated in more detail for the
first-order system, including the derivation the actual zeros and the poles, in Sect. 2.1.
Thus in cognitive radio context, when the center-frequencies of the desired signal
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spectrum slices change, the NTF and STF designs are modified accordingly based on
the information from a spectrum-sensing unit. Additionally, with STF design-based
selectivity built in the modulator, the selectivity of the actual analog RF front-end can
be reduced, improving the flexibility of the receiver.

8 Receiver Simulation Example on Complex Multiband Transfer Function
Design

The receiver principle presented above is next simulated with true-like radio signals
in order to verify the applicability. The spectrum of the signal composition used in
the simulation is given in the top of Fig. 17 assuming intermediate frequency A/D
conversion. The overall desired signal consists of two sub-waveforms, a 16-QAM
signal around 48 MHz center-frequency with 6 MHz bandwidth and a QPSK signal
around−15MHz center-frequency with 8MHz bandwidth. There are also two block-
ing signals consisting of band-limited Gaussian noise at center-frequencies 15 MHz
and −48 MHz. The relative power levels of the 16-QAM desired signal, the blocker
around+15MHz and the blocker around−48 MHz are+5 dB,+15 dB and+25 dB,
respectively, when compared to the QPSK signal at−15MHz. The quantization noise
is assumed Gaussian, white, uncorrelated with the input and having a variance equal
to 1-bit quantization error (as was the case in Sect. 6). In addition, I/Q mismatch of
1% is introduced in both the modulator feedback branches (complex gains G1 and
G2). The mismatches are implemented in similar manner as was described for first-
order Q��M with one feedback branch in Sect. 4.3. The signal and noise transfer
functions of the Q��M are designed in such a way as shown in Fig. 16 to attenuate
the mirror-frequency blocking signals and to shape the noise away from the desired
signal bands, respectively.
The output spectrum of the Q��M is given in the bottom of Fig. 17, demonstrat-

ing clearly the filtering effect of the selective STF design described in Sect. 7. The
blocking signals are pushed to the noise floor. The constellations of both the interest-
ing signals are given in Fig. 18. The signals, despite being noisy, have less than 1%
bit error ratios. In the spectrum plot, the weak QPSK signal appears to be buried in
the noise but the applied noise shaping is pushing the noise level down exactly at that
frequency band, thus enabling reliable enough detection of the signal.
Also the MFI is kept at minimum, despite the I/Q mismatches, due to proposed

transfer function design.
Based on these findings, the complex multiband principle is found to be valid. In

this way, it is possible to design a highly reconfigurable and efficient A/D stage with
built-in selectivity and robustness against I/Q mismatches. The Q��M offers higher
flexibility and degree of freedom when compared to real��modulators and thus the
multiband structure can be implemented more efficiently.

9 Conclusion

In this article, a closed-form model for the I/Q imbalanced first-order Q��M was
first derived and then used to analyze the effects of distinct mismatch sources in two
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Fig. 17 Input (top) and output (bottom) spectra of the multiband quadrature modulator with mirror-fre-
quency rejecting STF design, consisting of the desired 16-QAM signal (roughly 48 MHz center-fre-
quency), the desired QPSK signal (roughly −15 MHz center-frequency) and the two Gaussian blocking
signals at the mirror bands

Fig. 18 Received constellations
in multiband setup for
(a) 16-QAM signal around
48 MHz and (b) QPSK signal
around −15 MHz

cases: flat STF and mirror-frequency rejecting STF designs. The two input branches,
the loop filter and the modulator feedback branch were considered as possible mis-
match sources. One of the main findings of this analysis was that the amount of
mirror-frequency interference due to I/Q imbalances at the desired signal band is
highly dependent on the exact location of the mismatch inside the modulator struc-
ture. At the same time, the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design was proven able to
mitigate the mirror-frequency interference caused by the complex-conjugation of the
modulator input signal, in case of the modulator feedback I/Q mismatch, giving close
to ideal results. The latter part of the article proposed a novel complex multiband
scheme for cognitive radio type receivers, where the NTF of the Q��M is designed
to have multiple scattered notches, thus allowing simultaneous reception of more than
one distinct interesting information signals with a single modulator branch. The va-
lidity of the proposed concept was confirmed with a computer simulation, and the
flexibility, achieved with the straightforward parametrization and reconfigurability,
was pointed out.
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Multistage quadrature sigma-delta
modulators for reconfigurable multi-band
analog-digital interface in cognitive
radio devices
Jaakko Marttila*, Markus Allén and Mikko Valkama

Abstract
This article addresses the design, analysis, and parameterization of reconfigurable multi-band noise and signal

transfer functions (NTF and STF), realized with multistage quadrature �� modulator (Q��M) concept and

complex-valued in-phase/quadrature (I/Q) signal processing. Such multi-band scheme was already proposed earlier

by the authors at a preliminary level, and is here developed further toward flexible and reconfigurable A/D interface

for cognitive radio (CR) receivers enabling efficient parallel reception of multiple noncontiguous frequency slices.

Owing to straightforward parameterization, the NTF and the STF of the multistage Q��M can be adapted to input

signal conditions based on spectrum-sensing information. It is also shown in the article through closed-form

response analysis that the so-called mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design can offer additional operating robustness

in challenging scenarios, such as the presence of strong mirror-frequency blocking signals under I/Q imbalance,

which is an unavoidable practical problem with quadrature circuits. The mirror-frequency interference stemming

from these blockers is analyzed with a novel analytic closed-form I/Q imbalance model for multistage Q��Ms with

arbitrary number of stages. Concrete examples are given with three-stage Q��M, which gives valuable degrees of

freedom for the transfer function design. High-order frequency asymmetric multi-band noise shaping is, in general, a

valuable asset in CR context offering flexible and frequency agile adaptation capability to differing waveforms to be

received and detected. As demonstrated by this article, multistage Q��Ms can indeed offer these properties

together with robust operation without risking stability of the modulator.

1 Introduction
Nowadays, a growing number of parallel wireless com-

munication standards, together with ever-increasing traf-

fic amounts, create a widely acknowledged need for novel

radio solutions, such as emerging cognitive radio (CR)

paradigm [, ]. On the other hand, transceiver implemen-

tations, especially in mobile terminals, should be small-

sized, power efficient, highly integrable, and cheap [–].

Thus, it would be valuable to avoid implementing paral-

lel transceiver units for separate communication modes.

However, operating band of this kind of software defined

radio (SDR) should be extremely wide (even GHz range),

*Correspondence: jaakko.marttila@tut.fi

Department of Communications Engineering, Tampere University of

Technology, P.O. Box 553, Tampere 33101, Finland

and dynamic range of the receiver should be high (several

tens of dBs) [–]. In addition, the transceiver should be

able to adapt to numerous different transmission schemes

and waveforms [–, ]. The SDR concept is considered

as a physical layer foundation for CR [], but these de-

mands create a big challenge for transceiver design, espe-

cially for mobile devices.

Particularly, the analog-to-digital (A/D) interface has

been identified as a key performance-limiting bottleneck

[, , , , –]. For example, GSM reception demands

high dynamic range, and WLAN and LTE bandwidths, in

turn, can be up to  MHz. Combining this kind of dif-

fering radio characteristics set massive demands for the

A/D converter (ADC) in the receiver. Traditional Nyquist

ADCs (possibly with oversampling) divide the conversion

resolution equally on all the frequencies, and thus, if -bit

© 2011 Marttila et al; licensee Springer. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons

Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction

in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited.
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resolution is needed for one of the signals converted, then
similar resolution is used over the whole band even if it
would not be necessary []. At the same time, inwideband
SDR receiver, the resolution demandmight be even higher
because of the increased dynamic range due to multiple
waveforms with differing power levels entering the ADC.
On the other hand, �� ADCs have inherent tradeoff be-
tween the sampling frequency and resolution []. With
narrowband signals (such as GSM), e.g., -bit resolution
can be achieved with -bit quantization because of high
oversampling and digital filtering. At the same time, mod-
ulator structure can be reconfigured for reception of wide-
band waveforms to meet differing requirements set by, for
example, WLAN or LTE standards [, , ].
Based on this, one promising solution for the receiver de-

sign in this kind of scenario is wideband direct-conversion
or low-IF architecture [] with a bandpass �� ADC [,
]. Additional degrees of freedom can be obtained by
introducing quadrature �� modulator (Q��M) in the
receiver, allowing efficient frequency asymmetric quanti-
zation noise shaping [, ]. Furthermore, a multi-band
modulator aimed to CR receivers is preliminary proposed
in [] and illustrated with receiver block diagram and
principal spectra in Figure . This kind of multi-band de-
sign for Q��M offers frequency agile flexibility and re-
configurability based on spectrum-sensing information
[] together with capability of receiving multiple paral-
lel frequency bands [], which are considered essential
when realizing A/D interface for CR solutions []. In prac-
tice, multiple noise-shaping notches can be created on in-
dependent, noncontiguous signal bands. In addition, the
center frequencies of these noise notches can be tuned
based on the spectrum-sensing information obtained in
the receiver.
Noise-shaping capabilities of a single-stage Q��M are

limited by the order of the modulator []. However, the

order of the overall noise transfer function (NTF) can be

increased using cascaded multistage modulator [–].

Therein, the overall noise shaping is of the combined or-

der of the stages. In amultistageQ��M, the noise notches

of the stages can be placed independently, thus further in-

creasing the flexibility of the ADC [].

Unfortunately, implementing quadrature circuits brings

always a challenge ofmatching the in-phase (I) andquadra-

ture (Q) rails, which should ideally have symmetric com-

ponent values. Inaccuracies in circuit implementation al-

ways shift the designed values, creating imbalance between

the rails, known as I/Q imbalance [, ]. This mismatch

induces image response of the input signal in addition to

the original input, causing mirror-frequency interference

(MFI) [, ]. This image response can bemodeledmath-

ematically with altered complex conjugate of the signal

component. In Q��Ms generally, the mismatches gen-

erate conjugate response for both the input signal and

the quantization error [, , ], which is a clear differ-

ence tomirror-frequency problematics inmore traditional

receivers. Specifically, feedback branch mismatches have

been highlighted as the most important MFI source [,

]. From the noise point of view, placing aNTF notch also

on mirror frequency to cancel MFI was initially proposed

in [] and discussed further in []. This, however, wastes

noise shaping performance from the preferred signal point

of view and restricts design freedom, especially in multi-

band scenario. In addition, this does not take themirroring

of the input signal into account. In wideband SDR quadra-

ture receiver, the MFI stemming from the input of the re-

ceiver is a crucial viewpoint because of possible blocking

signals. Furthermore, alterations to analog circuitry have

been proposed in [, , ] to minimize the interfer-

ence. Sharing the components between the branches, how-

ever, degrades sampling properties of the modulator [,

Figure 1 Block diagram ofmulti-band low-IF quadrature receiver, based on Q��M. Principal spectra, where the two light gray signals are the

preferred ones, are illustrating the signal compositions at each stage.
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]. On the other hand, additional components add to the

circuit area and power dissipation of the modulator [].

In [], the authors found that mirror-frequency-rejecting

signal transfer function (STF) design mitigates the input

signal-originating MFI in case of mismatch in the feed-

back branch of a first-order Q��M. In [], this idea is

extended to cover multi-band design of [] with a sim-

ple two-stage Q��M. The feedback I/Q imbalance ef-

fects and related digital calibration in two-stage Q��M

are addressed also in [], where only a frequency-flat STF

is considered. In addition, the mirror-frequency-rejecting

STF design has a benefit of not demanding additional com-

ponents to the original Q��M structure.

In this article, an analytic closed-formmodel forQ��M

I/Q imbalance effects is derived covering multistage mod-

ulators with arbitrary number of stages, extending the pre-

liminary analysiswith twofirst-order stages in [].Herein,

the I/Q imbalance model for second-order Q��M pre-

sented by the authors in [] is used for each of the stages.

Furthermore, design of the transfer functions (STF and

NTF) of the stages in suchmultistage Q��M is addressed

in detail with emphasis on robust operation under I/Qmis-

matches. In [, ], Q��M STF designs are proposed

for reducing the dynamics of the receiver and to filter ad-

jacent channel signals for lowpass and quadrature band-

pass modulators, respectively. However, adapting the STF

based on spectrum-sensing information is not covered in

case of the Q��M in []. In addition, NTF adaptation

to frequency handoffs or multi-band reception is not con-

sidered in either [] or []. Herein, frequency agile de-

sign of the STF and the NTF of an I/Q mismatched multi-

stage Q��M is discussed taking both the input signal and

the quantization noise-oriented MFI into account during

multi-band reception.

The push for development of multi-channel ADCs for

SDR andCR solutions has been acknowledged, e.g., in [].

Amulti-channel systemwith parallel ADCs is one possible

solution which, however, sets additional burden for size,

cost, and power dissipation of the receiver implementation

[, ]. On the other hand, quadrature �� noise shap-

ing makes exploitation of whole quantization precision on

the preferred signal bands possible. Three-stage lowpass

�� modulators have traditionally been used only for ap-

plications demanding very high resolution [], but like

shown in this article, the Q��M variant allows noncon-

tiguous placement of the NTF zeros, and thus the quan-

tization precision can be divided on multiple parallel fre-

quency bands. A reconfigurable three-stage converter us-

ing lowpass �� stages together with a pipeline ADC is

proposed in [] for mobile terminals. In comparison, a

three-stage Q��M discussed in this article offers more

efficient noise shaping and additional degrees of freedom

for the receiver design. These are essential characteris-

tics when heading toward a frequency agile-reconfigurable

ADC for CR receivers. Thus, a multistage Q��M offers a

competent platform for realizing flexible multi-band A/D

conversion in CR devices.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion , basics of quadrature �� modulation are reviewed,

while Section  presents a closed-form model for I/Q im-

balance effects in a second-order Q��M as a single stage

of a multistage modulator and proposes a novel extension

of the given model for multistage modulators with arbi-

trary number of stages. Parameterization and design of the

modulator transfer functions in CR receivers in the pres-

ence of I/Q mismatches are discussed in Section . The

receiver system level targets and Q��Mperformance are

discussed in Section . Thereafter, Section  presents the

results of the designs in the previous section with closed-

form transfer function analysis and computer simulations.

Finally, Section  concludes the article.

Short note on terminology and notations: term “order”

refers in this article to the order of polynomial(s) in z-

domain transfer functions, while term “stage” refers to in-

dividual Q��M block in a multistage converter where

multipleQ��Mblocks are interconnected. The z-domain

representations of sequences x(k) and x∗(k) are denoted
as X[z] and X∗[z∗], respectively, where superscript (·)∗ de-
notes complex conjugation.

2 Basics of quadrature��modulation
Quadrature variant of the �� modulator was originally

presented in []. The concept is based on the modula-

tor structure similar to the one used in real lowpass and

bandpass modulators, but employing complex-valued in-

put and output signals together with complex loop filters

(integrators). This complex I/Q signal processing gives ad-

ditional degree of freedom to response design, allowing

for frequency-asymmetric STF and NTF. For analysis pur-

poses, a linear model of the modulator is typically used.

In other words, this means that quantization error is as-

sumed to be additive and having no correlation with the

input signal. Although not being exactly true, this allows

analytic derivation of the transfer functions and has thus

been applied widely, e.g., in [, ]. Now, the output of a

single-stage Q��M, depicted in Figure , is defined as

V ideal[z] = STF[z]U[z] +NTF[z]E[z], ()

where STF[z] and NTF[z] are generally complex-valued

functions, and U[z] and E[z] denote z-transforms of the

input signal and quantization noise, respectively.

The achievable NTF shaping and STF selectivity are de-

fined by the order of themodulator.With Pth-ordermodu-

lator, it is possible to place P zeros and poles in both trans-

fer functions. This is confirmed by derivation of the trans-

fer functions for the structure presented in Figure . The
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Figure 2 Discrete-time linearized model of a Pth-order Q��Mwith complex-valued signals and coefficients.

NTF of the Pth-order Q��M is given by

NTF[z] =


 –
∑P

p= Rp

∏p
i=


z–Mi

()

and, on the other hand, the corresponding STF is

STF[z] =
A +

∑P
p= Bp

∏p
i=


z–Mi

 –
∑P

p= Rp

∏p
i=


z–Mi

, ()

where /(z – Mi) terms are the transfer functions of the

complex loop filters (integrators). Both transfer functions

have commondenominator and thus commonpoles. It can

also be seen that in addition to the loop filters, only the

feedback coefficients Rp (feeding the output to the loop

filters) affect the noise shaping. Thus, input coefficients A

(feeding the input to the quantizer) and Bp (feeding the in-

put to the loop filters) can be used to tune the STF zeros

independent of the NTF.

The NTF zeros are usually placed on the preferred sig-

nal band(s) to create the noise-shaping effect. At the same

time, the STF zeros can be used to attenuate out-of-band

frequencies and thus include some of the receiver selectiv-

ity in the Q��M. The transfer function design for CR is

discussed in more detail in Section . In the following sub-

sections, multi-band andmultistage principles will be pre-

sented. These are important concepts, considering recon-

figurability in the A/D interface and frequency agile con-

version with high-enough resolution in CR devices.

2.1 Multi-band quadrature�� ADC for CR

With Q��M of higher than first order, it is possible to

placemultipleNTF zeros on the conversion band []. Tra-

ditional way of exploiting this property has been making

the noise-shaping notch wider, thus improving the resolu-

tion of the interesting information signal over wider band-

widths []. However, in CR-based systems, it is desirable

to be able to receive more than one detached frequency

bands - and signals - in parallel []. Themulti-band scheme

offers transmission robustness, e.g., in case of appearance

of a primary user when the CR user has to vacant that fre-

quency band []. In that case, the transmissions can be con-

tinued on the other band(s) in use. In addition, if the CR

traffic is divided on multiple bands, then lower power lev-

els can be used, and thus the interference generated for pri-

mary users is decreased [].

Multi-band noise shaping without restriction to fre-

quency symmetry is able to respond to this need with

noncontiguous NTF notches. This reception scheme is il-

lustrated graphically in Figure . The possible number of

Figure 3 Principal illustration of complex multi-band Q��M scheme for cognitive radio devices. The light gray signals are assumed to be the

preferred ones and principal total STF and NTF are illustrated withmagenta dotted and black solid lines, respectively. Quantization noise is shaped

away from preferred frequency bands and out-of-band signals are attenuated.
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Figure 4 Multistage Q��Mwith arbitrary-order noise shaping in all the individual stages. Filters HD1 [z] to HDL [z] are implemented digitally.

these notches is defined by the overall order of the mod-

ulator. With multistage Q��M this is the combined or-

der of all the stages. In addition, the frequencies of the

notches can be tuned straightforwardly, e.g., in case of fre-

quency handoff. This tunability of the transfer functions

allows also for adaptation to differing waveforms, center

frequencies and bandwidths to be received. The resolution

and bandwidth demands of the waveforms at hand can be

taken into account and the response of the Q��M can

be optimized for the scenario of the moment based on the

spectrum-sensing information. Further details on design

and parameterization of multi-band transfer functions are

given in Section .

3 Multistage quadrature�� ADC
Multistage �� modulators have been introduced to im-

prove resolution, e.g., in case of wideband information sig-

nal, when attainable oversampling is limited. This prin-

ciple was first proposed with lowpass modulator [],

but has thereafter been extended to quadrature bandpass

modulator [, ]. The block diagram of L-stage quadra-

ture �� ADC is given in Figure , where all the stages

are of arbitrary order. The inputs ul(k) of the L individual

stages ( ≤ l ≤ L, l ∈ Z) are defined in the following man-

ner. The input of the first-stage (l = ) is the overall input

of the whole structure, i.e., u(k) = u(k), and for the lat-

ter stages, the (ideal) input is the quantization error of the

previous stage; thus, ul(k) = el–(k) when ≤ l ≤ L.

The main goal in multistage Q��M is to digitize quan-

tization error of the previous stage with the next stage

and thereafter subtract it from the output of that previ-

ous stage. Owing to the noise shaping in the stages, the

digitized error estimate must be filtered in the same way,

in order to achieve effective cancelation. Similarly, the out-

put of the first stagemust be filteredwith digital equivalent

of the second-stage STF (e.g., to match the delays). These

filters are depicted in Figure  with HD
 [z] to HD

L [z]. Now,

assuming ideal implementation, the final output becomes

V ideal[z] =

L∑
l=

(–)l+HD
l [z]V

ideal
l [z], ()

where

V ideal
l [z] = STFideall [z]Ul[z] +NTF

ideal
l [z]El[z],

≤ l ≤ L, l ∈ Z,
()

and

HD
l [z] =

HD
 [z]

∏L–
l= NTF

ideal
l [z]∏L

l= STF
ideal
l [z]

, ≤ l ≤ L, l ∈ Z, ()

to match the analog transfer functions and the digital fil-

ters. It is usually chosen that HD
 [z] = STF[z], thus giving

HD
 [z] = NTF[z] and HD

 [z] = NTF[z]NTF[z]/STF[z],
etc. With these selections, the quantization errors of the

earlier stages are canceled (assuming ideal circuitry), and

the overall output of the L-stage Q��M becomes (L≥ )

V ideal[z] = STFideal [z]STFD [z]U[z]

+

∏L
l=NTF

ideal
l [z]∏L

l= STF
ideal
l [z]

EL[z]

= STFidealTOT[z]U[z] +NTFidealTOT[z]EL[z],

()

where only the quantization error of the last stage is

present. It is observed that, if three ormore stages are used,

then special care should be taken in designing the STF of
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Figure 5 Discrete-time-linearized model of the lth second-order Q��M stage in a multistage Q��Mwith complex-valued signals and

coefficients.

the third and the latter stages, which operate in the denom-

inator of the noise-shaping term. However, the leakage of

the quantization noise of the earlier stages might be lim-

iting achievable resolution in practice because of nonideal

matching of the digital filters []. One way to combat this

phenomenon is to use adaptive filters [, ].

3.1 I/Q imbalance in multistage Q��Ms

In this section, a closed-form transfer function analysis is

carried out for a general multistageQ��Mtaking also the

possible coefficientmismatches in complex I/Q signal pro-

cessing into account. Formathematical tractability and no-

tational convenience, second-order Q��M stages are as-

sumed as individual building blocks (individual stages) in

Figure , and the purpose is to derive a complete closed-

form transfer function model for the overall multistage

converter. Such analysis is missing from the existing state-

of-the-art literature. For notational simplicity, the modu-

lator coefficients are denoted in the following analysis as

shown in the block diagram of Figure . With this struc-

ture, the ideal NTF for the lth stage is given by

NTFl[z] =
(
 – (M(l) +N (l))z– + (M(l)N (l))z–

)
/
(
 – (M(l) +N (l) + R(l))z–

+ (M(l)N (l) +N (l)R(l) – S(l))z–
)
.

()

At the same time, the ideal STF for the lth stage is defined

as

STFl[z] =
(
A(l) + (B(l) –N (l)A(l) –M(l)A(l))z–

+ (C(l) –N (l)B(l) +M(l)N (l)A(l))z–
)

/
(
 – (M(l) +N (l) + R(l))z–

+ (M(l)N (l) +N (l)R(l) – S(l))z–
)
.

()

The transfer functions of () and () are valid when I and

Q rails of theQ��Marematched perfectly.With this per-

fect matching, () and () give the outputs for single-stage

and multistage modulators, respectively.

3.2 I/Q imbalance effects on individual Q��M stage

Quadrature signal processing is, in practice, implemented

with parallel real signals and coefficients. In Figure , this

is demonstrated in case of a single second-order Q��M

stage (parallel real I and Q signal rails) and taking pos-

sible mismatches in the coefficients into account. Devia-

tion between coefficient values of the rails, which should

ideally be the same, results in MFI. This interference can

be presented mathematically with conjugate response of

the signal and the noise components. Thus, image signal

transfer function (ISTF) and image noise transfer function

(INTF) are introduced, in addition to the traditional STF

and NTF, to describe the output under I/Q imbalance. In

the following, an analytic model is presented, first for in-

dividual stages of a multistage Q��M, and then for I/Q

mismatched multistage Q��M, having arbitrary number

of stages, as a whole. Such analysis has not been presented

in the literature earlier.

The I/Q imbalance analysis for a single stage is based on

the block diagram given in Figure . In this figure, real and

imaginary parts of the coefficients of Figure  are marked

with subscripts re and im, whereas nonideal implementa-

tion values of the signal rails are separated with subscripts

 and . The independent coefficients of the stages are de-

noted with superscript l. Thus, to obtain the complex out-

puts Vl[z] = VI,l[z] + jVQ,l[z] of the stages (l ∈ {,L}), the
I branch outputs can be first shown to be

VI,l[z] =
α
(l)
I [z]

γ
(l)
I [z]

UI,l[z] –
β
(l)
I [z]

γ
(l)
I [z]

UQ,l[z]

+
ε
(l)
I [z]

γ
(l)
I [z]

EI,l[z] +
η
(l)
I [z]

γ
(l)
I [z]

EQ,l[z]

–
ρ
(l)
I [z]

γ
(l)
I [z]

VQ,l[z],

()

where the auxiliary variables multiplying the signal com-

ponents are defined by the coefficients (see Figure ) in the
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Figure 6 Implementation structure of the lth second-order Q��M stage in a multistage Q��Mwith parallel real signals and coefficients

taking possible mismatches into account.

following manner:

α
(l)
I [z] = a

(l)
re, + [b

(l)
re, –m

(l)
re,a

(l)
re, – n

(l)
re,a

(l)
re,

+ n
(l)
im,a

(l)
im, +m

(l)
im,a

(l)
im,]z

–

+ [c
(l)
re, – n

(l)
re,b

(l)
re, + n

(l)
re,m

(l)
re,a

(l)
re,

– n
(l)
re,m

(l)
im,a

(l)
im, + n

(l)
im,b

(l)
im,

– n
(l)
im,m

(l)
im,a

(l)
re, – n

(l)
im,m

(l)
re,a

(l)
im,]z

–,

()

β
(l)
I [z] = a

(l)
im, + [b

(l)
im, – n

(l)
re,a

(l)
im, – n

(l)
im,a

(l)
re,

–m
(l)
re,a

(l)
im, –m

(l)
im,a

(l)
re,]z

–

+ [c
(l)
im, – n

(l)
re,b

(l)
im, + n

(l)
re,m

(l)
re,a

(l)
im,

+ n
(l)
re,m

(l)
im,a

(l)
re, – n

(l)
im,b

(l)
re,

– n
(l)
im,m

(l)
im,a

(l)
im, + n

(l)
im,m

(l)
re,a

(l)
re,]z

–,

()

ε
(l)
I [z] =  – [n

(l)
re, +m

(l)
re,]z

–

+ [n
(l)
re,m

(l)
re, – n

(l)
im,m

(l)
im,]z

–,
()

η
(l)
I [z] = [n

(l)
im, +m

(l)
im,]z

–

– [n
(l)
re,m

(l)
im, + n

(l)
im,m

(l)
re,]z

–,
()

ρ
(l)
I [z] = [n

(l)
im, + r

(l)
im, +m

(l)
im,]z

–

– [s
(l)
im, – n

(l)
re,r

(l)
im, – n

(l)
im,r

(l)
re,

– n
(l)
re,m

(l)
im, – n

(l)
im,m

(l)
re,]z

–,

()

γ
(l)
I [z] =  – [n

(l)
re, + r

(l)
re, +m

(l)
re,]z

–

+ [s
(l)
re, – n

(l)
re,r

(l)
re, + n

(l)
im,r

(l)
im,

– n
(l)
re,m

(l)
re, + n

(l)
im,m

(l)
im,]z

–.

()

This follows directly from a step-by-step signal analysis

of the implementation structure in Figure . Similarly, the

real-valued Q branch outputs are given by

VQ,l[z] =
β
(l)
Q [z]

γ
(l)
Q [z]

UI,l[z] +
α
(l)
Q [z]

γ
(l)
Q [z]

UQ,l[z]

+
ε
(l)
Q [z]

γ
(l)
Q [z]

EQ,l[z] –
η
(l)
Q [z]

γ
(l)
Q [z]

EI,l[z]

+
ρ
(l)
Q [z]

γ
(l)
Q [z]

VI,l[z],

()

where

α
(l)
Q [z] = a

(l)
re, + [b

(l)
re, + n

(l)
im,a

(l)
im, – n

(l)
re,a

(l)
re,

+m
(l)
im,a

(l)
im, –m

(l)
re,a

(l)
re,]z

–

+ [c
(l)
re, – n

(l)
re,b

(l)
re, – n

(l)
im,m

(l)
im,a

(l)
re,

+ n
(l)
im,b

(l)
im, – n

(l)
im,m

(l)
re,a

(l)
im,

– n
(l)
re,m

(l)
im,a

(l)
im, + n

(l)
re,m

(l)
re,a

(l)
re,]z

–,

()

βQ[z] = a
(l)
im, + [b

(l)
im, – n

(l)
im,a

(l)
re, – n

(l)
re,a

(l)
im,

–m
(l)
im,a

(l)
re, –m

(l)
re,a

(l)
im,]z

–

+ [c
(l)
im, – n

(l)
re,b

(l)
im, – n

(l)
im,m

(l)
im,a

(l)
im,

– n
(l)
im,b

(l)
re, + n

(l)
im,m

(l)
re,a

(l)
re,

+ n
(l)
re,m

(l)
im,a

(l)
re, + n

(l)
re,m

(l)
re,a

(l)
im,]z

–,

()

ε
(l)
Q [z] =  – [n

(l)
re, +m

(l)
re,]z

–

+ [n
(l)
re,m

(l)
re, – n

(l)
im,m

(l)
im,]z

–,
()
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η
(l)
Q [z] = [n

(l)
im, +m

(l)
im,]z

–

+ [n
(l)
im,m

(l)
re, + n

(l)
re,m

(l)
im,]z

–,
()

ρ
(l)
Q [z] = [n

(l)
re, + r

(l)
re, +m

(l)
re,]z

–

+ [s
(l)
re, + n

(l)
im,r

(l)
im, – n

(l)
re,r

(l)
re,

+ n
(l)
im,m

(l)
im, – n

(l)
re,m

(l)
re,]z

–,

()

γ
(l)
Q [z] =  – [n

(l)
im, + r

(l)
im, +m

(l)
im,]z

–

+ [s
(l)
im, – n

(l)
im,r

(l)
re, – n

(l)
re,r

(l)
im,

– n
(l)
im,m

(l)
re, – n

(l)
re,m

(l)
im,]z

–.

()

In this way, the complex-valued output and the exact be-

havior of each transfer function can be solved analytically

in different I/Q mismatch scenarios. As a result, the com-

plex output of an individual stage with nonideal matching

of the I and Q branches becomes

Vl[z] = VI,l[z] + jVQ,l[z]

= STFl[z]Ul[z] + ISTFl[z]U
∗
l [z

∗]

+NTFl[z]El[z] + INTFl[z]E
∗
l [z

∗],

()

where superscript asterisk (*) denotes complex conjuga-

tion, and the transfer functions are, based on () and ()

(omitting [z] from the modulator coefficient variables of

()-() and ()-() for notational convenience), given

by

STFl[z] =
γ
(l)
Q α

(l)
I + γ

(l)
I α

(l)
Q – ρ

(l)
Q β

(l)
I – ρ

(l)
I β

(l)
Q

(γ
(l)
I γ

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I ρ

(l)
Q )

+ j
ρ
(l)
I α

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
Q α

(l)
I + γ

(l)
Q β

(l)
I + γ

(l)
I β

(l)
Q

(γ
(l)
I γ

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I ρ

(l)
Q )

,

()

ISTFl[z] =
γ
(l)
Q α

(l)
I – γ

(l)
I α

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
Q β

(l)
I – ρ

(l)
I β

(l)
Q

(γ
(l)
I γ

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I ρ

(l)
Q )

+ j
ρ
(l)
Q α

(l)
I – ρ

(l)
I α

(l)
Q + γ

(l)
I β

(l)
Q – γ

(l)
Q β

(l)
I

(γ
(l)
I γ

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I ρ

(l)
Q )

,

()

NTFl[z] =
γ
(l)
Q ε

(l)
I + γ

(l)
I ε

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I η

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
Q η

(l)
I

(γ
(l)
I γ

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I ρ

(l)
Q )

+ j
ρ
(l)
I ε

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
Q ε

(l)
I – γ

(l)
Q η

(l)
I – γ

(l)
I η

(l)
Q

(γ
(l)
I γ

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I ρ

(l)
Q )

,

()

INTFl[z] =
γ
(l)
Q ε

(l)
I – γ

(l)
I ε

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I η

(l)
Q – ρ

(l)
Q η

(l)
I

(γ
(l)
I γ

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I ρ

(l)
Q )

+ j
γ
(l)
Q η

(l)
I – γ

(l)
I η

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
Q ε

(l)
I – ρ

(l)
I ε

(l)
Q

(γ
(l)
I γ

(l)
Q + ρ

(l)
I ρ

(l)
Q )

.

()

In Section ., the above analysis for the individual stages

l ∈ {,L} is combined to complete the closed-form overall

model for the multistage Q��M.

Based on (), the converter output consists of not only

the (filtered) input signal and quantization noise but also

their complex conjugates, which, in frequency domain,

corresponds to spectral mirroring or imaging. Thus, based

on (), the so-called image rejection ratios (IRRs) of the

lth stage are

IRR(l)STF[e
jπ fTS ]

=  log
(∣∣STFl[ejπ fTS ]∣∣/∣∣ISTFl[ejπ fTS ]∣∣) ()

and

IRR(l)NTF[e
jπ fTS ]

=  log
(∣∣NTFl[ejπ fTS ]∣∣/∣∣INTFl[ejπ fTS ]∣∣), ()

where actual frequency-domain responses are attained

with the substitution z ← ejπ fTS to the earlier transfer

functions, where f is the frequency measured in Hertz

and TS is the sampling time. These IRR quantities describe

the relation of the direct input signal and noise energy to

the respective mismatch-induced MFI at the output sig-

nal. As an example, IRR()STF(e
jπ fTS ) =  dB means that

the power of the mismatch-induced (mirrored) conjugate

input signal is  dB lower than the direct input signal at

the frequency f. Similarly, IRR()NTF(e
jπ fTS ) =  dB indi-

cates that the nonconjugated quantization error level is

 dB above the mirror image of the quantization error at

the frequency f. Notice also that, in general, both IRRs are

frequency-dependent functions.

3.3 Combined I/Q imbalance effects of the stages in

multistage Q��M

For multistage Q��M, as illustrated in Figure , the final

output signal is defined as a difference of digitally filtered

output signals of the stages []. Furthermore, like shortly

discussed already, the first-stage input U[z] = U[z] while

for l > , Ul[z] = El–[z]. The output of the first stage, given

by ()with l = , is filteredwith digital filterHD
 [z] (usually

matched to the STF of the second stage) and the output

of the second stage, similarly given by () with l = , is

filteredwithHD
 [z] (usuallymatched to theNTF of the first

stage), and so on for l ∈ {,L}. Thus, the final output in case
of I/Q mismatches in all the stages can now be expressed

as

V [z] =

L∑
l=

(–)l+HD
l [z]Vl[z]. ()
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Replacing Vl[z] in () with () for l ∈ {,L} gives now
an expression for the overall output as

V [z] =

L∑
l=

(–)l+HD
l [z](STFl[z]Ul[z]

+ ISTFl[z]U
∗
l [z

∗] +NTFl El[z]

+ INTFlE
∗
l [z

∗]),

()

where the transfer functions are as defined in ()-().

Again, the digital filters are assumedmatched to the analog

transfer functions according to (). As a concrete example,

() can be evaluated for a three-stage (L = )Q��M, giv-

ing

V [z] = HD
 [z](STF[z]U[z] + ISTF[z]U

∗[z∗]

+NTF E[z] + INTFE
∗
 [z

∗])

–HD
 [z](STF[z]E[z] + ISTF[z]E

∗
 [z

∗]

+NTF E[z] + INTFE
∗
[z

∗])

+HD
 [z](STF[z]E[z] + ISTF[z]E

∗
[z

∗]

+NTF E[z] + INTFE
∗
[z

∗])

= STFD STF[z]U[z]

+ STFD ISTF[z]U
∗[z∗]

+ (STFD [z]NTF[z]

–NTFD [z]STF[z])E[z]

+ (STFD [z]INTF[z]

+NTFD [z]ISTF[z])E
∗
 [z

∗]

+
(
–NTFD [z]NTF[z]

+ (NTFD [z]NTF
D
 [z]

/STFD [z])STF[z]
)
E[z]

+
(
–NTFD [z]INTF[z]

+ (NTFD [z]NTF
D
 [z]

/STFD [z])ISTF[z]
)
E∗
[z

∗]

+ (NTFD [z]NTF
D
 [z]NTF[z]

/STFD [z])E[z]

+ (NTFD [z]NTF
D
 [z]INTF[z]

/STFD [z])E
∗
[z

∗]

= STFTOT[z]U[z] + ISTFTOT[z]U
∗[z∗]

+NTFTOT,[z]E[z] + INTFTOT,[z]E
∗
 [z

∗]

+NTFTOT,[z]E[z] + INTFTOT,[z]E
∗
[z

∗]

+NTFTOT,[z]E[z] + INTFTOT,[z]E
∗
[z

∗]

()

with digital filters HD
 [z] = STF

D
 [z], H

D
 [z] =NTF

D
 [z], and

HD
 [z] = NTF

D
 [z]NTF

D
 [z]/STF

D
 [z]. It should be noted

that STFTOT[z]U[z] and NTFTOT,[z]E[z] correspond

structurally to the ideal output given in (). However,

the responses of STFTOT[z] and NTFTOT,[z] can be al-

tered when compared to STFidealTOT[z] and NTF
ideal
TOT[z] be-

cause of possible common-mode errors in the modu-

lator coefficients []. Consequently, the six additional

terms in () are considered as mismatch-induced in-

terference, which includes the leakage of the first- and

second-stage noises and the corresponding MFI (con-

jugate) components. It should also be noticed that the

first-stage quantization error terms STFD [z]NTF[z]E[z]
and NTFD [z]STF[z]E[z] do not reduce to zero because

of noncommutativity of the complex transfer functions

under I/Q imbalance []. On the other hand, second-

stage quantization error vanishes if NTFD [z]NTF[z] and
(NTFD [z]NTF

D
 [z]/STF

D
 [z])STF[z] are equal. Thismeans

that NTFD [z] and STF
D
 [z] should be equal to their analog

counterparts, which can realized with, e.g., adaptive dig-

ital filters [, ]. The matching can also be made more

robust by designing the third stage to have unity signal re-

sponse (STF[z] = ).
Now, based on (), it is clear that filtered versions of the

original and conjugate components of the input, the first-

stage, the second-stage, and the third-stage quantization

errors all contribute to the final output. In order to inspect

the overall IRR of the complete multistage structure, the

transfer functions of the original signals (the input and the

errors) and their conjugate counterparts should be com-

pared. Based on (), this gives the following formulas for

the three-stage case considered herein:

IRRSTFTOT[e
jπ fTS ] =  log

(∣∣STFTOT[ejπ fTS ]∣∣
/
∣∣ISTFTOT[ejπ fTS ]∣∣), ()

IRRNTFTOT, [e
jπ fTS ]

=  log
(∣∣NTFTOT,[ejπ fTS ]∣∣

/
∣∣INTFTOT,[ejπ fTS ]∣∣),

()

IRRNTFTOT, [e
jπ fTS ]

=  log
(∣∣NTFTOT,[ejπ fTS ]∣∣

/
∣∣INTFTOT,[ejπ fTS ]∣∣),

()

IRRNTFTOT, [e
jπ fTS ]

=  log
(∣∣NTFTOT,[ejπ fTS ]∣∣

/
∣∣INTFTOT,[ejπ fTS ]∣∣).

()

In addition to the above IRRs, the performance of a non-

ideal Q��M can be measured by the amount of total ad-

ditional interference stemming from the implementation
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nonidealities. This can be expressed with interference re-

jection ratio �. In case of a three-stage Q��M, following

from (), the signal component (interference-free output)

is defined as

σ (k) = STFTOT(k) ∗ u(k) +NTFTOT,(k) ∗ e(k), ()

where impulse responses of the STF and third-stage NTF

are convolving the overall input and third-stage quantiza-

tion error, respectively. At the same time, the total interfer-

ence component (total additional interference caused by

the nonidealities) is defined as

τ (k) = ISTFTOT(k) ∗ u∗(k) +NTFTOT,(k) ∗ e(k)

+ INTFTOT,(k) ∗ e∗
 (k)

+NTFTOT,(k) ∗ e(k)

+ INTFTOT,(k) ∗ e∗
(k)

+ INTFTOT,(k) ∗ e∗
(k),

()

where time-domain signal components are again con-

volved by respective transfer function impulseresponses. It

should be noted that, in case of ideal three-stage Q��M,

() reduces to zero. Now, interference rejection ratio at

any given useful signal band is given by the integrals of

spectral densities Gσ (e
jπ fTS ) and Gτ (e

jπ fTS ) of the above

random signals σ (k) and τ (k), i.e.,

� =

∫
f∈�C,

Gσ (e
jπ fTS )df∫

f∈�C,
Gτ (ejπ fTS )df

, ()

where integration is done over the preferred signal band,

defined as �C, = {fC, –W/, . . . , fC, +W/} (whereW is

the bandwidth of the signal). If there are two parallel sig-

nals (two-band scenario), the interference rejection ratio

of the second signal is calculated in similar manner:

� =

∫
f∈�C,

Gσ (e
jπ fTS )df∫

f∈�C,
Gτ (ejπ fTS )df

, ()

where �C, = {fC, –W/, . . . , fC, +W/}.
An example of interference rejection ratio analysis in

receiver-dimensioning context is given in Section . In ad-

dition, the roles of the separate signal components are fur-

ther illustrated with numerical results in Section .

4 Q��M transfer function parametrization and
design for CR under I/Q imbalance

In CR-type wideband receiver, signal dynamics can be tens

of (even -) dBs [, ]. With such signal composition,

controlling linearity and image rejection of the receiver

components is essential [, , ]. In this section, we con-

centrate on Q��M transfer function design under I/Q

imbalance, having minimization of input signal oriented

MFI as the goal.

4.1 Transfer function parametrization for reconfigurable

CR receivers

The NTF and STF of a Q��M can be designed by plac-

ing transfer function zeros and poles, parameterized and

tuned (allowing reconfigurability) by the Q��M coeffi-

cients, inside the unit circle []. In the following, the de-

sign process is described for a second-order Q��M as a

single-stage converter or an individual stage l of a multi-

stage converter. This is then extended to multistage con-

verters in Section ..

Based on the numerator of (), the NTF zeros of the

second-order Q��M are defined by the loop-filter feed-

back coefficients, i.e.,

ϕ
(l)
NTF, =M(l) = λ

(l)
NTF,e

jπ f
(l)
NTF,TS , ()

ϕ
(l)
NTF, =N (l) = λ

(l)
NTF,e

jπ f
(l)
NTF,TS , ()

where λ
(l)
NTF, = |ϕ(l)

NTF,| and λ
(l)
NTF, = |ϕ(l)

NTF,|, being usu-

ally set to unity for the zero-placement on the unit circle,

and f
(l)
NTF, and f

(l)
NTF, are the frequencies of the two NTF

notches. Thus, designing these complex gains tunable

allows straightforward reconfigurability for NTF notch

frequencies based on the spectrum-sensing information

about the preferred information signals. Common choice

is to place NTF zeros on the preferred signal band or in

case of multi-band reception on those bands, generating

the preferred noise-shaping effect. At the same time, the

poles, which are common to the NTF and the STF, are

solved based on the denominator of either () or (), giv-

ing

ψ
(l)
common, =

(
R(l) +M(l) +N (l) + (R(l)


+M(l)

+N (l) + R(l)N (l) – R(l)M(l)

– M(l)N (l) + S(l))/
)
/

= λ
(l)
pole,e

jπ f
(l)
pole,

TS ,

()

ψ
(l)
common, =

(
R(l) +M(l) +N (l) – (R(l)


+M(l)

+N (l) + R(l)N (l)

– R(l)M(l) – M(l)N (l) + S(l))/
)
/

= λ
(l)
pole,e

jπ f
(l)
pole,

TS ,

()

where λ
(l)
pole, = |ψ (l)

common,| and λ
(l)
pole, = |ψ (l)

common,|, which
can be used to tune the magnitude of the poles and f

(l)
pole,
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and f
(l)
pole,, are the frequencies of the poles. The coefficients

M(l) andN (l) are already fixed according to (), leaving R(l)

and S(l) free to tune the pole placement. The poles can, e.g.,

be placed on the frequency bands of the preferred signals

to elevate the STF response and thus give gain for the pre-

ferred signals. However, the pole placement elevates also

the STF response, and thus this kind of design is always

a tradeoff between the noise-shaping and STF selectivity

efficiencies.

On the other hand, the loop-filter coefficients (M(l) and

N (l)) have also their effects on the STF zeros, which, how-

ever, can be further tuned with the input coefficients (A(l),

B(l), and C(l)) of the modulator. This is illustrated in case of

second-order Q��M, based on (), by the expressions

ϕ
(l)
STF, = (/A(l))(A(l)M(l) +A(l)N (l) – B(l))

+ (/A(l))(B(l)

+A(l)M(l) +A(l)N (l)

+ A(l)B(l)M(l) – A(l)B(l)N (l)

– A(l)M(l)N (l) – A(l)C(l))/

= λ
(l)
STF,e

jπ f
(l)
STF,TS ,

()

ϕ
(l)
STF, = (/A(l))(A(l)M(l) +A(l)N (l) – B(l))

– (/A(l))(B(l)

+A(l)M(l) +A(l)N (l)

+ A(l)B(l)M(l) – A(l)B(l)N (l)

– A(l)M(l)N (l) – A(l)C(l))/

= λ
(l)
STF,e

jπ f
(l)
STF,TS ,

()

where λ
(l)
STF, = |ϕ(l)

STF,| and λ
(l)
STF, = |ϕ(l)

STF,|. Thus, ()-
() clearly show that A(l), B(l), and C(l) allow indepen-

dent placement of the STF zeros. In proportion to theNTF

zero analysis above, f
(l)
STF, and f

(l)
STF, are the frequencies

of the two STF notches. The proposed way to design the

STF includes setting f
(l)
STF, and f

(l)
STF, to be the mirror fre-

quencies of the preferred information signals (based on

the spectrum-sensing information) to attenuate possible

blockers on those critical frequency bands.More generally,

these frequencies, and thus the STF zero locations, can be

tuned to give preferred frequency-selective response for

the STF. On the other hand, if frequency-flat STF design is

preferred, then the zeros can be set to the origin by setting

λ
(l)
STF, and λ

(l)
STF, to zero.

Usually, the first step in the Q��M NTF and STF de-

sign is to obtain the placements of the zeros and the poles

as already discussed above. Thereafter, the modulator co-

efficient values realizing those zeros and poles should be

found out. In the following, this procedure is explained

for a second-order Q��M as the lth stage of a multistage

Q��M. Practically, the goal is to find values for the input

coefficients (A(l), B(l), and C(l)), the loop-filter coefficients

(M(l) and N (l)) and the feedback coefficients (R(l) and S(l))

that realize the STF zeros (ϕ
(l)
STF, and ϕ

(l)
STF,), the NTF ze-

ros (ϕ
(l)
NTF, and ϕ

(l)
NTF,), and the common poles (ψ

(l)
common,

and ψ
(l)
common,) fixed above based on the transfer function

characteristics.

The numerator of the NTF, the numerator of the STF,

and the denominator of both transfer functions are used to

solve the coefficient values. To begin with, the loop-filter

feedback coefficients M(l) and N (l), the numerator of the

NTF can be expressed with the modulator coefficients of

the respective stage, as in (), or with the help of the re-

spective zeros ϕ
(l)
NTF, and ϕ

(l)
NTF,. Setting these expressions

equal, i.e.,

 – (M(l) +N (l))z– + (M(l)N (l))z–

=  – (ϕ
(l)
NTF, + ϕ

(l)
NTF,)z

– + (ϕ
(l)
NTF,ϕ

(l)
NTF,)z

–,
()

allows for solving the coefficient values of the lth stage

based on the zeros by setting the terms with similar delays

equal. Thus,

M(l) +N (l) = ϕ
(l)
NTF, + ϕ

(l)
NTF,, ()

M(l)N (l) = ϕ
(l)
NTF,ϕ

(l)
NTF,, ()

giving

M(l) = ϕ(l)
NTF,

, ()

N (l) = ϕ(l)
NTF,

. ()

This result confirms that the NTF zeros are set by the

complex-valued feedback gains of the loop integrators.

The input coefficients A(l), B(l), and C(l) of the lth stage

can be solved in similar manner, based on the STF numer-

ator given in (). Next, the numerator of () is set equal

to the STF numerator presented with the respective zeros

ϕ
(l)
STF, and ϕ

(l)
STF,, i.e.,

A(l) + (B(l) –N (l)A(l) –M(l)A(l))z–

+ (C(l) –N (l)B(l) +M(l)N (l)A(l))z–

=  – (ϕ
(l)
STF, + ϕ

(l)
STF .)z

– + (ϕ
(l)
STF,ϕ

(l)
STF,)z

–.

()

Now, A(l), B(l), and C(l) can be solved setting the separate

delay components equal. This gives

A(l) = , ()

B(l) =N (l)A(l) +M(l)A(l) – (ϕ
(l)
STF, + ϕ

(l)
STF,), ()

C(l) =N (l)B(l) –M(l)N (l)A(l) + ϕ
(l)
STF,ϕ

(l)
STF,, ()
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pronouncing that these coefficient can be used to tune

the STF response. However, the NTF zeros should also be

taken indirectly into account because they define the val-

ues ofM(l) and N (l), as found out in ()-().

At this point, only the feedback coefficients R(l) and S(l)

of the lth stage remain unknown. Those can be solved us-

ing the common denominator of the NTF and the STF

in () and (). Again, the denominator of () and () is

set equal to the denominator presented with the common

poles of the transfer functions ψ
(l)
common, and ψ

(l)
common,. In

other words,

 – (M(l) +N (l) + R(l))z–

+(M(l)N (l) +N (l)R(l) – S(l))z–

=  – (ψ
(l)
common, +ψ

(l)
common,)z

–

+ (ψ
(l)
common,ψ

(l)
common,)z

–.

()

Again, setting the separate delay components equal gives

solutions for the feedback coefficients:

R(l) = –M(l) –N (l) +ψ
(l)
common, +ψ

(l)
common,, ()

S(l) =M(l)N (l) +N (l)R(l) –ψ
(l)
common,ψ

(l)
common,. ()

Thus, the feedback gains are affected by the NTF zeros

(again viaM(l) and N (l)) but finally defined by the poles of

both the transfer functions.

Based on this parametrization, tuning the modulator

response in frequency agile way is straightforward. The

spectrum-sensing information is used to extract the in-

formation about the frequency bands preferred to be re-

ceived, and NTF zeros are placed on these frequencies

(f
(l)
NTF, and f

(l)
NTF, in second-order case) with unity mag-

nitude (λ
(l)
NTF, =  and λ

(l)
NTF, =  in second-order case).

In addition, the most harmful blockers can be identified

based on the spectrum sensing. Thus, the STF zeros can

be set on the unit circle (λ
(l)
STF, =  and λ

(l)
STF, =  in second-

order case) on the frequencies of those blocker signals

(f
(l)
STF, and f

(l)
STF, in second-order case). The poles can be

used to tune both the transfer functions, being common

though. Usually, the frequencies that are attenuated in the

NTF design are supposed not to be attenuated in the STF

and vice versa. This sets an optimization problem for the

pole placement. Pole placement in the origin is of course

a neutral choice. The authors have chosen poles on the

preferred signal center frequencies, i.e., f
(l)
pole, = f

(l)
NTF, and

f
(l)
pole, = f

(l)
NTF,, to highlight STF selectivity with gain on the

preferred signal bands. The magnitudes of the poles are

chosen to be λ
(l)
pole, = . and λ

(l)
pole, = ., thus pulling the

poles half way off the unit circle tomaintain efficient quan-

tization noise shaping. A summary table of the overall de-

sign flow will be presented, after discussing the design as-

pects under I/Q imbalance, at the end of the following sub-

chapter.

4.2 Multistage Q��M transfer function design under

I/Q imbalance

In Q��Ms, the modulator feedback branch mismatches

have been considered most crucial [, , ]. Exactly

this problem can be fought against withmirror-frequency-

rejecting STF design in a single-stageQ��M[] or in the

first stage of multistage Q��M []. The signal fed to the

feedback branch of themodulator is the same as in the out-

put, so the STF and NTF effects are seen therein in full ex-

tent. Considering this together with potential blocking sig-

nal energy on themirror band,mirror-frequency-rejecting

STF design is a recommended choice for feedback branch-

mismatched Q��Ms based on the analysis in [, ].

The main difference in this design compared to the

one proposed in [] is deeper notching of the mirror-

band(s) to attenuate possible input blocker(s) as effec-

tively as possible. This is attained by setting the STF ze-

ros on the unit-circle at the mirror-frequencies of the

preferred information signals, meaning in second-order

case that ϕ
()
STF, = λ

()
STF,e

jπ f
()
STF,TS = e–jπ f

()
NTF,TS and ϕ

()
STF, =

λ
()
STF,e

jπ f
()
STF,TS = e–jπ f

()
NTF,TS , while the NTF zeros are

located on the unit-circle (λ
()
NTF, =  and λ

()
NTF, = ) at

ϕ
()
NTF, = ejπ f

()
NTF,TS and ϕ

()
NTF, = ejπ f

()
NTF,TS . The poles are

placed on the preferred signal center frequencies, as de-

scribed above, to elevate the STF response, i.e.,ψ
()
common, =

.ejπ f
()
NTF,TS and ψ

()
common, = .ejπ f

()
NTF,TS (with λ

()
pole, =

. and λ
()
pole, = .).

In multistage Q��Ms, the latter stages process only the

quantization error of the preceding stage, and thus the

STFs of these stages do not contribute to the overall input–

output STF. This can be seen also in (), where the overall

STF is a product of the first-stage STF and the following

digitalHD
 [z] filter matched to the STF of the second stage.

From the signal-component point of view, the role of the

first stage is emphasized because of the possible blockers

in the input. The input of the latter stage(s) is the error of

the previous stage and thus likely having less power varia-

tions along frequency axis. Albeit the overall STF is a prod-

uct of the first two stage STFs, only the first-stage STF can

offer robustness against input signal originatingMFI stem-

ming from the mismatches in the feedback branch of the

first stage. Thus, design of the first-stage STF should be

considered carefully in the presence of I/Q mismatches.

With second-order first stage, it is possible to place two

zeros in the related (first-stage) STF and thus the design

is constrained to rejection of two frequency bands from

the MFI mitigation point of view. At the same time, the

overall noise-shaping order is of the combined order of
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all the L stages. Thus, the order of the first stage is lim-

iting the capabilities to implement the mirror-frequency-

rejecting STF design, e.g., in multi-band reception. The

benefits of mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design will be

demonstrated graphically and numerically in Section  us-

ing the earlier closed-form response analysis results and

computer simulations.

Considering the NTF design of the stages under I/Q

imbalance (a three-stage Q��M used as an example),

the role of the digital second-stage filter HD
 [z] = NTF

D
 [z]

is emphasized. In ideal case, the overall noise present at

the output should be the noise of the last stage shaped

by the product of all the stage NTFs. Thus, notching of

each of the preferred signal frequency bands could be

done in any of the stages having similar overall effect.

However, under I/Q imbalance, quantization errors of

the stages have also image response components, e.g.,

NTFD [z]ISTF[z] for E∗
 [z] and –NTFD [z]INTF[z] for

E∗
[z] (see ()). Naturally, these terms are preferred to be

minimized on all the interesting frequency bands. Thus,

it is proposed to place the NTF zeros of the first stage at

the center frequencies of the preferred information sig-

nals, i.e., ϕ
()
NTF, = ejπ fC,TS and ϕ

()
NTF, = ejπ fC,TS , where

fC, and fC, are the center frequencies of the two sig-

nals to be received. With the latter stage(s), the noise

notches can widened by placing the respective NTF zeros

around the ones of the first-stage NTF. This means that,

e.g., in three-stage scenarios, the second-stage zeros are

ϕ
()
NTF, = ejπ (fC,±foffset,)TS and ϕ

()
NTF, = ejπ (fC,±foffset,)TS and

for the third stage ϕ
()
NTF, = ejπ (fC,∓foffset,)TS and ϕ

()
NTF, =

ejπ (fC,∓foffset,)TS , where foffset, =
√
/W and foffset, =√

/W (W and W being the respective signal band-

widths) for optimal zero placements []. The signs in the

exponent terms are opposite for the second- and the third-

stage zeros. The idealmodelwould allow also for suchNTF

design that the noise shaping of the interesting frequency

bands would be done separately in different stages, mean-

ing, e.g., that the first-stage NTF would notch the frequen-

cies of certain signal and the second-stage NTF the fre-

quencies of the other one. However, this kind of approach

would allow the underlying I/Q imbalance-induced im-

age components to leak more heavily on the latter signal

band. The above-mentioned NTF design is proposed to

avoid this scenario. This overall design flow, starting with

spectrum-sensing information in terms of preferred sig-

nal center frequencies and blocker center frequencies, is

illustrated as a whole in Table .

5 Receiver system level considerations
In this section, system level parameters are considered

to define realistic target values for the needed interfer-

ence rejection ratio introduced in Section . The proposed

Q��Mperformance is illustrated in a realisticmulti-band

Table 1 Overall design flow of a three-stage two-band Q��M.

Preliminary spectrum information

1. Obtain the center frequencies (fC,1 and fC,2) and the suitable frequency offsets (foffset,1 and foffset,2) based on

the bandwidths of the desired signals, e.g., from [36]

2. Based on the spectrum sensing information, find the most harmful blockers (fint,1 and fint,2)

• In case of mirror-frequency rejecting STF design fint,1 = –fC,1 and fint,2 = –fC,2

Design of a three-stage two-band Q��Mwith mirror-frequency rejecting first-stage STF

Transfer function design for the first-stage (two-band NTF andmirror-frequency rejecting STF)

1. Place the NTF zeros: ϕ(1)
NTF,1 = ej2π fC,1TS , ϕ(1)

NTF,2 = ej2π fC,2TS

2. Place the STF zeros: ϕ(1)
STF,1 = ej2π fint,1TS , ϕ(1)

NTF,2 = ej2π fint,2TS

3. Place the common poles: ψ (1)
common,1 = 0.5ej2π fC,1TS and ψ (1)

common,2 = 0.5ej2π fC,2TS

4. Solve the modulator coefficientsM(1) and N(1) using (51)-(52); A(1), B(1) and C(1) using (54)-(56); and R(1) and

S(1) using (58)-(59).

Transfer function design for the second-stage (two-band NTF and frequency-flat STF)

5. Place the NTF zeros: ϕ(2)
NTF,1 = e

j2π (fC,1+foffset,1)TS , ϕ(2)
NTF,2 = e

j2π (fC,2+foffset,2)TS

6. Place the STF zeros: ϕ(2)
STF,1 = 0, ϕ(2)

NTF,2 = 0

7. Place the common poles: ψ (2)
common,1 = 0 and ψ (2)

common,2 = 0

8. Solve the modulator coefficientsM(2) and N(2) using (51)-(52); A(2), B(2) and C(2) using (54)-(56); and R(2) and

S(2) using (58)-(59).

Transfer function design for the third-stage (two-band NTF and frequency-flat STF)

9. Place the NTF zeros: ϕ(3)
NTF,1 = e

j2π (fC,1–foffset,1)TS , ϕ(3)
NTF,1 = e

j2π (fC,2–foffset,2)TS

10. Place the STF zeros: ϕ(3)
STF,1 = 0, ϕ(3)

NTF,2 = 0

11. Place the common poles: ψ (3)
common,1 = 0 and ψ (3)

common,2 = 0

12. Solve the modulator coefficientsM(3) and N(3) using (51)-(52); A(3) , B(3) and C(3) using (54)-(56); and R(3) and

S(3) using (58)-(59).
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reception scheme, assuming the sampling frequency fS =

 MHz.

The detection of a -QAM waveform on intermedi-

ate frequency fC,-QAM = . MHz with bandwidth of

W-QAM =  MHz is considered as a practical exam-

ple. The received preferred signal power is assumed to be

– dBm (sensitivity level), remaining  dB above the

thermal noise floor at – dBm. Taking typical receiver

overall noise figure of  dB into account, this gives signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) of  dB at the input of the ADC

(SNRPRE =  dB). Thus, with digital signal-to-interference

and noise ratio (SINR) target of say  dB (SINRtarget =

 dB) for detection, implementation margin of  dB is al-

lowed.

Different combinations of Q��M parameters are con-

sidered to highlight the flexibility of the structure, namely

first-, third-, and sixth-order, noise shaping (P-QAM =

{, , }) is applied for the preferred signal band in - and -
bit quantization schemes (bQ = {, }). The noise-shaping
order P-QAM describes the combined noise-shaping ef-

fects of all the Q��M stages on that frequency band

according to the discussion in Sections  and , assum-

ing an ideal Q��M. The related zero-optimization gains

for each noise-shaping order (ZOGdB = {, , }) are ob-
tained from [] and represent the SNR gain of the optimal

zero placements compared to the case where all the zeros

are on the center frequency of the preferred signal.

The Crest factors in the range of  to  dB were found

in simulations with realistic power levels for a number of

out-of-band signals in addition to the preferred one, de-

pending on the exact power distribution (the simulation

setup will be further discussed in Section ). Thus, Crest

factor of CFdB =  dB is assumed in the following analysis

for the sake of simplicity. The full-band signal power to the

preferred signal power ratio is assumed to range from  dB

(only the preferred signal) up to + dB. Such a highmax-

imum value is chosen to illustrate also the performance of

the sixth-order efficient noise shaping. The properties de-

fined above are summarized in Table .

Based on the given parameters, signal-to-quantization

noise ratio (SQNR) of the Q��M, yet without imple-

mentation nonidealities, can be solved in different sce-

narios by varying the amount of quantization bits and

noise-shaping order. The SQNR equations derived for real
lowpass modulators [] of corresponding order can be
adopted to use also in quadrature bandpass case because
the noise-shaping efficiency is maintained with only asym-
metric shift of the NTF notch center frequency. Thus, the
inband SQNR for a single-frequency channel (assuming an
ideal Q��M), taking also receiver out-of-band signal con-
tent into account, is defined as

SQNR = .bQ + . – CFdB

–  log

(
πP-QAM

P-QAM + 

)

+ (P-QAM + ) log

(
fS

W-QAM

)

+ ZOGdB –  log

(
Sfull-band

S-QAM

)
,

()

where, in addition to the values given in Table , Sfull-band
is the power of the whole ADC input signal, and S-QAM
is the power of the preferred -QAMwaveform. Increas-
ing full-band signal power compared to the preferred sig-
nal power decreases the SQNR because with large values
of this ratio, the out-of-band signal content dominates the
dynamics of the overall signal. In this kind of scenario,
the weak preferred signal is effectively scaled down at the
ADC input. Now, the total SNR after the A/D conversion
(SNRTOT) is the ratio of signal power S-QAM to the com-
bined inband thermal noise power NPRE and inband quan-
tization noise power NQ (NTOT = NPRE + NQ). Further-
more, this ratio can be defined with SNRPRE and SQNR,
giving

SNRTOT =  log

(
S-QAM

NTOT

)

=  log

(
S-QAM

NPRE +NQ

)

=  log

(


–SNRPRE/ + –SQNR/

)
.

()

In addition, SINRtarget set for the detection defines also
themaximum level of additional inband interference com-

Table 2 A summary of receiver system level and A/D interface properties used in the interference rejection example.

System properties Value A/D interface properties Value

Desired signal waveform 16-QAM Sampling frequency fS 128 MHz

Intermediate frequency fC,-QAM 36.74 MHz Quantization bits bQ {1, 3}
Desired signal bandwidthW-QAM 10 MHz Noise-shaping order P-QAM {1, 3, 6}
Received preferred signal power –84 dBm Zero-optimization gain ZOGdB {0, 8, 23} dB
Thermal noise kTW-QAM –104 dBm SNRPRE at the ADC input 13 dB

Receiver overall noise figure 7 dB Full-band Crest-factor CFdB 5 dB (4 . . .6 dB)

Implementation margin 3 dB Full-band signal power relative to

the desired signal power

0 to 140 dB

SINRtarget for detection 10 dB
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ponents other than thermal and quantization noises, such
as MFI and noise leakage, generated by the �� modula-
tor nonidealities, discussed in Section . In that section,
interference rejection ratio � was defined to measure the
amount of this interference relative to the ideal modula-
tor output inband power. Now, the maximum tolerable
amount of additional inband interference IMAX, compared
to the preferred signal, the inband thermal noise and the
inband quantization noise powers (S-QAM + NTOT), de-
fines the needed interference rejection ratio demanded to
fulfill the set SINRtarget. Thus, interference rejection ratio
is given by

�demand =  log

(
S-QAM +NTOT

IMAX

)

=  log

(
 + –SNRTOT/

–SINRtarget/ – –SNRTOT/

)
,

SNRTOT > SINRtarget.

()

If SNRTOT is below SINRtarget, achieving the set SINR is
obviously not possible and a logarithm of a negative num-
ber results in a complex-valued �demand (hence the condi-
tion SNRTOT > SINRtarget).
This interference rejection demand is plotted in Figure 

as a function of the full-band signal power compared to
the preferred inband signal power. The increasing power
ratio on the x-axis limits the performance of the ADC be-
cause of the decreasing SQNR according to (). Subse-
quently, from () it is clear that, if SNRTOT approaches
SINRtarget, then the denominator goes to zero and thus
�demand goes to infinity, indicating that no additional in-
terference is allowed. The flooring at approximately  dB

happens because, this is, together with the thermal noise

SNR of  dB, the minimum level of interference rejection

ratio with any SQNR to achieve the SINR target of  dB.

The six Q��M scenarios with - or -bit quantization

and differing noise-shaping orders on the preferred signal

band defined above are illustrated in Figure  as examples.

Themost straightforward case formulti-band reception of

parallel signals with the bandwidths in megahertz-range is

third-order noise shaping with - or -bit quantization, al-

lowing two signal bands to be converted efficiently. These

results are plotted with dashed lines and show tolerance of

the full-band power to signal power ratios up to the range

of  to  dB, depending on the quantization scheme. The

first- and sixth-order noise shapings are applicable for the

conversion of narrow- and wideband signals, respectively.

However, the results given in Figure  are applicable only

with given exemplary set of parameters (see Table ), such

as -MHz bandwidth. The derived interference rejection

ratio demands are compared to the simulated achievable

figures of the proposed Q��M design in Section .

6 Results and illustrations
In this section, the models derived in Section  and the

design principles in Section  are used to analytically cal-

culate and illustrate the transfer functions for a three-

stage Q��M under I/Q imbalance (Section .). Finally,

the Q��M behavior under I/Q imbalance is simulated

to illustrate the interference rejection performance of the

modulator (Section .) for which the target values were

derived in Section .

In general, multi-band IF reception [] of two par-

allel information signals around center frequencies of

Figure 7 Demanded interference rejection ratio with different Q��M setups as a function full-band signal power relative to the preferred

signal power. SNRPRE at the ADC input and SINRtarget for detection are assumed 13 and 10 dB, respectively, giving implementation margin of 3 dB.
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Figure 8 Three-stage Q��M STF and ISTF (top) together with NTF and INTF for first-, second-, and third-stage quantization noises. Five
independent random realizations in real gain values of feedback branches of both stages and flat STF design in all the stages. Multi-band reception of

two information signals with center frequencies of 36.74 and –15.74 MHz is assumed. These bands are marked with gray solid lines in the plots.

fC, = . MHz and fC, = –. MHz is assumed with

sampling frequency of fS =  MHz (giving TS = /fS =

. ns). These bands, with bandwidth of W = W =

 MHz, are marked in Figures  and  with vertical gray

lines. The frequency offsets from the center frequencies

for the outermost NTF zeros are foffset, = foffset, =
√
/ ∗

MHz = .MHz, setting those zeros close to the inter-

esting band edges.

The transfer functions of the stages are designed in

the following manner, based on the above-described sce-

nario and the discussion on design flow in Section .

Third-order noise shaping is designed for both the sig-

nal bands, allowed by the overall NTF order of six. The

first-stageNTFhas unit-circle zeros on the center frequen-

cies of the two signals, thus ϕ
()
NTF, = ejπ fC,TS = ejπ.

and ϕ
()
NTF, = ejπ fC,TS = e–jπ.. The second-stage zeros,

ϕ
()
NTF, = ejπ (fC,+foffset,)TS = ejπ. and ϕ

()
NTF, =

ejπ (fC,+foffset,)TS = e–jπ., are used to widen the noise-

shaping notches toward higher frequencies. The lower

frequencies of the interesting bands are notched by the

third-stage NTF zeros ϕ
()
NTF, = ejπ (fC,–foffset,)TS = ejπ.

and ϕ
()
NTF, = ejπ (fC,–foffset,)TS = e–jπ.. With frequency-

flat STF designs, the STF zeros and the common poles

are placed in the origin. In the mirror-frequency-rejecting

STF design considered for the first stage, the zeros of the

first-stage STF are placed on respective mirror frequen-

cies, giving ϕ
()
STF, = e–jπ. and ϕ

()
STF, = ejπ.. At the

same time, the common poles of the first-stage trans-

fer functions are placed on the signal center frequencies,

i.e., ψ
()
common, = .ejπ. and ψ

()
common, = .e–jπ.,

to highlight the STF selectivity and to maintain efficient

noise shaping. Based on this design, the modulator co-

efficients are solved separately for each second-order

stage as discussed above (see ()-()). The digital filters

HD
 [z],H

D
 [z], and HD

 [z] are assumed to be matched per-

fectly to the analog transfer functions as described above.

6.1 Transfer function analysis

The transfer functions are evaluated and analyzed with

randomly deviated real gain values (on I and Q rails) to

model implementation inaccuracies. The deviation values

are drawn from uniform distribution with maximum of

±% relative to the ideal value. Thus, for example, one
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Figure 9 Three-stage Q��M STF and ISTF (top) together with NTF and INTF for first-, second-, and third-stage quantization noises. Five
independent random realizations in real gain values of feedback branches of both stages andmirror-frequency-rejecting STF design in first stage.

Multi-band reception of two information signals with center frequencies of 36.74 and –15.74 MHz is assumed. These bands are marked with gray

solid lines in the plots.

realization of the real part of the mismatched first-stage

modulator feedback gain becomes r
()
re, = ( + �

r
()
re,
)r
()
re ,

where r
()
re, is the implementation value and r

()
re the ideal

value. First, the transfer functions are analyzed and illus-

trated in a case of second-order three-stage Q��M with

flat STF design in all the stages. The effects of I/Q im-

balance are demonstrated by introducing mismatch to the

feedback branches (coefficients R(l) and S(l) in Figure ) of

the stages. Five independent realizations of each transfer

function, calculated with described mismatches, are plot-

ted to demonstrate effects of inaccuracies on modulator

response. The resulting transfer functions are shown in

Figure . The overall ISTF response averages at – dB

level, varying between – and – dB over the frequency.

While the overall STF has  dB response, this results in

averagely  dB image rejection for the input signal. The

three latter plots in Figure  present the responses for the

first-, second-, and third-stage quantization errors, respec-

tively. The noise responses show that third-stage error is

well shaped showing all six notches of the stages. Also

the third-stage conjugate-noise (MFI stemming from the

quantization error) is well attenuated, e.g., due to the dig-

ital filter HD
 [z] = NTF

D
 [z]NTF

D
 [z]/STF

D
 [z], which gives

nice attenuation on the interesting frequency bands. First-

stage error is leaking to the output due to noncommutativ-

ity of mismatched complex transfer functions. However,

attenuation on the preferred signal bands is still on aver-

age at the level of – dB for the first-stage quantization

error and – dB for the conjugate component. However,

when discussing noise responses, it should be remembered

that large power variations as in the input blocker scenario

are improbable. The second-stage nonconjugate noise is

effectively canceled, but the conjugate version is visible at

the output. This second-stage mirror-noise is, however,

shaped by the NTF of the first stage, as mentioned in Sec-

tion , and thus nicely attenuated on the preferred signal

bands.

Finally, in Figure , it is shown that mirror-frequency-

rejecting STF design, proposed and discussed in Sections 

and , can effectively improve input image rejection in case

of feedback branch mismatches also in a multi-stage mod-

ulator realizing multi-band conversion. This was shown in
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Figure 10 An example power spectral density of input signal used in the simulations. The preferred information signals are located around

center frequencies of 36.74 and –15.74 MHz with 16-QAM and QPSK waveforms, respectively. Two strongest signals are located on the mirror

frequencies of the preferred signals.

[] and [] for single-stage Q��Ms and in [] prelim-

inarily for a two-stage modulator. Now, the closed-form

analysis having arbitrary number of stages clearly confirms

this. Specifically, in the three-stage example at hand,  dB

average improvements in image rejection are seen over the

information bands (– dB average ISTF response) com-

pared to the frequency-flat STF. From Figure , it is seen

that the ISTF notch is fairly narrow compared to the as-

sumed bandwidth of the signal, stemming from the use of

second-order Q��M block which limits the number of

the first-stage notches to two. However,MFImitigation ef-

ficiency is more dependent on the bandwidth and power

level of the blocking signal. For example, a narrow-band

blocker at themirror frequency of the preferred signal cen-

ter frequency would be attenuated by over  dB. In addi-

tion, it can be concluded, based on () and (), that the

characteristics of the third (or any subsequent) stage do

not affect the processing of the original input signal or its

image signal (conjugate response). On the other hand, in-

creasing the order of the first stage would allow for more

efficient STF design, resulting, e.g., in parallel notches in

the ISTF at the interesting frequency band and thus im-

proving the IRR even further.

6.2 Computer simulations

The conclusions of the transfer function analysis are con-

firmed herein with computer simulations and achievable

interference rejection ratios are demonstrated. The multi-

band reception is simulated with an assumption of -

QAM and QPSK waveforms to be received on the cen-

ter frequencies of fC, = .MHz and fC, = –.MHz,

respectively. Raised-cosine filters with roll-off of . are

used for the pulse shaping, which together with symbol

rate of  MHz, gives -MHz waveform bandwidth. The

QPSK band is received at  dB lower power level com-

pared to -QAM band. Together with these preferred

information signals, the overall input consists of four ad-

ditional waveforms, of which two are located on the mir-

ror frequencies of the signals of interest acting as block-

ing signals. In addition, a thermal input noise floor is

present, limiting the -QAM and QPSK input SNRs to

 and  dB, respectively. An example of input spectrum

is shown in Figure  including mirror-frequency blockers

with+ dBpower level compared to the preferred signals.

The noninteresting signals consist of band-filtered white

Gaussian noise with bandwidths of  MHz for the mirror-

frequency blockers and  MHz for the other two. Inter-

ference rejection ratio results are simulated with varying

power levels for the two blockers.

In the interference rejection ratio simulations, true quan-

tizers are used inside the modulator loop for the I and

Q rails to confirm the validity of the analytic model de-

rived with the additive noise assumption. For general-

ity, cases with -, -, and -bit quantizers are simulated

and compared. In addition, frequency-flat and mirror-

frequency-rejecting STF designs are simulated with %

I/Q mismatches in the feedback branches of the stages

(coefficients R(l) and S(l) in Figure ). These correspond

to the maximum deviations used in the analytic transfer

function analysis in Section .. The mismatches are as-

signed randomly for the real and imaginary parts of each

of the complex-valued coefficients, i.e., the real I-rail coef-

ficients can be % smaller or larger than the ideal values,

and the corresponding real Q-rail coefficients are deviated

in the opposite direction. Thus, two examples (presenting

the real part of the complex-valued R()) of possible mis-

matched values of I-rail coefficients are r
()
re, = ( + .)r

()
re

and r
()
re, = ( – .)r

()
re . In these cases, the respective

Q-rail real coefficient values are r
()
re, = ( – .)r

()
re and

r
()
re, = ( + .)r

()
re . The mismatches in each of the com-

plex coefficients are independent of each other. The inter-

ference rejection ratio � values are averaged over  inde-

pendent random realizations of the mismatches. A single

realization has input signal length of  samples. The in-

terference rejection ratio values are evaluated by subtract-
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Figure 11 Example power spectral densities of output signals used in simulations: (a) with frequency-flat STF design, (b) with

mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design. The preferred information signals are located around center frequencies of 36.74 and –15.74 MHz with

16-QAM and QPSK waveforms, respectively. 3-bit quantizers are used in all the three stages.

ing the output of an idealQ��Mfrom the output of amis-

matched Q��M, obtaining thus an estimate of distortion

component. The interference rejection ratio itself is given

as a ratio of the ideal output power on the preferred signal

band and the distortion power estimate on the same band

(see ()-()). The presented power spectral densities are

calculated with FFT-length of  samples. The amplitudes

of the real and imaginary parts of the overall received in-

put signal are limited by the receiver automatic gain con-

trol mechanism to be equal to or less than . to avoid

quantizer clipping (quantizer full scale range from – to

), i.e., |uI,(k)| ≤ . and |uQ,(k)| ≤ . for all k. This limi-

tation is maintained also when increasing the blocking sig-

nal power levels, whichmeans that with increasing blocker

input power, the useful signals are scaling down and be-

come more and more sensitive to, e.g., quantization noise.

For the sake of clarity, the output power spectral densi-

ties of the Q��M are illustrated with frequency-flat and

mirror-frequency-rejecting STF designs in Figure . From

the plot (b), it is visible that, with the mirror-frequency-

rejecting STF, the blockers around – and  MHz are

filtered out, and the preferred signals are more clearly

above the noise compared to the case with flat STF de-

sign in the plot (a), thus indicating improved SINR. Fur-

ther, Figure  shows the output power spectral densities

of the two transfer function designs when -QAM wave-

form is disabled. Thus, it is possible to see the difference

at the emerging MFI, originating from the blocker. In this

scenario, the power spectral density of the frequency-flat

STF design case shows interference peak on the assumed

preferred signal band andmirror-frequency-rejecting STF

design is able to push the MFI component below the noise

floor.

Next, Figure  illustrates the interference rejection ra-

tio results with -bit quantizers applied in the stages of a

three-stage multi-band Q��M. The interference rejec-

tion ratios are calculated separately for the two received

signals, separated with colors in the figures. In addition,

frequency-flat and mirror-frequency-rejecting STF de-

signs are compared. From Figure , it is clear that mirror-

frequency-rejecting STF design improves the interference

rejection ratio of both the signals. The gain given by the

STF design remains at  dB for the -QAM signal until

relative blocker powers of + dB. For the QPSK signal,

the corresponding gain is around  dB. However, with the

highest simulated blocking signal powers (+ to  dB

compared to the QPSK signal) the interference rejection

ratio floors at the same level, independent of the STF de-

sign. These limited gain values of the mirror-frequency-

rejecting STF design and similar flooring level between the

designs originate from the distortion components other

than the complex conjugate of the input signal. Thus, the

signal quality is decreasing despite the input signal orig-

inating MFI being mitigated. For example, the leakage of

the first-stage quantization error, already discussed in Sec-

tion ., has a considerable role with -bit quantization,
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Figure 12 Example power spectral densities of output signals used in simulations with frequency-flat andmirror-frequency-rejecting STF

designs with 16-QAM information signal around center frequency of 36.74 MHz disabled to highlight image rejection properties. 3-bit

quantizers are used in all the three stages.

nonshaped quantization error having significant power on
the preferred signal bands. With increasing blocking sig-
nal powers, also the level of first-stage quantization error
is increasing compared to the preferred signals, and this
decreases the interference rejection ratio values regardless
of the STF design.
Overall, the achievable interference rejection ratios are

well in line with demands derived in Section . From -
QAM signal point of view, the demanded rejection (see
Figure ) is fulfilled with selective STF up to the relative
blocker power of  dB. At this point, the full-band power
to the -QAM signal power ratio can be approximated to
be  dB, neglecting the minor effect of other out-of-band
signals than the two mirror-frequency blockers. At this
point, the achieved interference rejection ratio of  dB

fulfills the demand of  dB with -bit quantization (see
Figure ).
The results with -bit quantizers, given in Figure , sup-

port the above conclusions. When the levels of the error
components are decreased due to additional quantization
bits, the gain given by the mirror-frequency-rejecting STF
design is more pronounced. The gain increases when the
blocking signal power cross the  dB level, due to the in-
creasing amount of MFI stemming from the input signal.
This gain remains around  dB for the -QAMsignal and
 dB for the QPSK signal at the relative blocker power
ranging from + to + dB. This is because of the de-
creased levels of the quantization error components. Es-
pecially in wideband CR receivers operating in challenging
radio conditions with strong out-of-band signal dynamics,

Figure 13 Interference rejection ratios for preferred signals with three-stage Q��M, using 1-bit quantizers at each stage, as a function of

blocker signal power. Frequency-flat (“Flat STF”) and mirror-frequency-rejecting STF (“Selective STF”) designs are simulated.
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Figure 14 Interference rejection ratios for preferred signals with three-stage Q��M, using 3-bit quantizers at each stage, as a function of

blocker signal power. Frequency-flat (“Flat STF”) and mirror-frequency-rejecting STF (“Selective STF”) designs are simulated.

the shown – dB gains are very valuable, improving the

robustness of the receiver significantly.

Comparing these results to the set demand for the inter-

ference rejection ratio, it can be seen that -QAM with

selective STF fulfills the demand up to the relative blocker

levels of + dB. In this scenario, full-band power to the

-QAM power ratio is approximately  dB, which gives

interference rejection ratio demand of  dB with -bit

quantization (see Figure ) matching to the  dB result

seen in Figure .

Finally, Figure  provides the results with -bit quantiz-

ers used in the stages (mainly for reference, without inter-

ference rejection target). In this scenario, the quantization

error levels are pushed even further down, and the MFI

from the input remains as a dominant error source. The

interference rejection ratio values in Figure  pronounce

Figure 15 Interference rejection ratios for preferred signals with three-stage Q��M, using 8-bit quantizers at each stage, as a function of

blocker signal power. Frequency-flat (“Flat STF”) and mirror-frequency-rejecting STF (“Selective STF”) designs are simulated.
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the efficiency of the mirror-frequency-rejecting STF de-

sign in mitigating this distortion. The gains achieved with

this design remain at the levels of  and  dB for the

-QAM and QPSK signals, respectively, with the relative

blocker levels above + dB. Again, these findings support

the capability of the mirror-frequency STF design in input

signal-originating MFI mitigation. However, with limited

quantization precisions (such as the -bit case), the role of

the other distortion sources is also significant.

7 Conclusions
This article provided an analytic transfer function model

for I/Q imbalance effects in a second-order multistage

Q��M with arbitrary number of stages. For each of the

stages, input branches, loop filters, and feedback branches

were modeled as potential mismatch sources. Mirror-

frequency-rejecting STF design was proposed for the first

stage of multistage Q��Ms as an efficient tool against

MFI due to feedback mismatches. Thereafter, based on

the derived model, it was concluded that in three-stage

Q��M the mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design in

the first stage was able to improve the image rejection

of the modulator by  dB, when feedback branch I/Q

mismatches were considered. This technique improves

the image rejection of a multistage Q��M without any

additional electronics. The MFI mitigation capability of

the mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design was also con-

firmed with computer simulation-based interference re-

jection ratio calculations. Based on the simulations, it

was concluded that this STF design is able to signifi-

cantly reduce theMFI on the preferred signal bands. How-

ever, with limited quantization precision, the quantization

error-based additional distortion components restrict the

achievable interference rejection ratio.

In general, multi-band design aimed toward CR re-

ceivers was discussed, and the three-stage Q��M was

found to offer valuable degrees of freedom in transfer func-

tion design to receive scattered frequency slices efficiently.

This multi-band reception scheme is a promising possibil-

ity for frequency agile A/D conversion for CR. The trans-

fer functions of a multistage Q��M can be reconfigured

straightforwardly based on the spectrum-sensing informa-

tion. This was shown with parameterization of the zeros

and the poles of the stage NTFs and STFs. The proposed

design principles and flow can be realized with informa-

tion about the center frequencies and the bandwidths of

the signals to be received.

While the mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design was

shown to be effective against input blocker mirroring, the

closed-form analysis also showed that first-stage quantiza-

tion noise leakage due to noncommutativity of the com-

plex transfer functions under I/Q imbalance is a prob-

lem in multistage Q��Ms. This problem was confronted

also in interference rejection ratio simulations. Developing

ways to mitigate the noise leakage would increase the res-

olution of the ADC and increase the role of the proposed

mirror-frequency-rejecting STF design even further. This

will be addressed in future research.
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Abstract — This article proposes a novel frequency-agile trans-
fer function design for quadrature  modulators (Q Ms), 
allowing digital post-compensation of mirror-frequency interfe-
rence generated by the mismatches between the receiver I and Q 
branches. In addition to mitigating the interference created in-
side the Q M, doing the compensation in digital domain allows 
taking into account the implementation inaccuracies of the pre-
ceding receiver front-end components, such as a quadrature
mixer. This is made possible by using the signal and noise trans-
fer functions to maintain the mirror-band signal information in 
the digital domain with sufficient signal-to-noise ratio. The per-
formance of the transfer function design and digital compensa-
tion are illustrated in a multi-band scenario aimed for cognitive 
radio reception. Practical examples are given with eighth order 
noise shaping, allowed by a two-stage Q M, having stage-
orders of four. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Lately, increasing mobile data traffic volume has created

novel challenges for the usage of available radio spectrum, 
being a limited and shared resource [1]. This is why the effi-
ciency of spectrum utilization has become a major research 
problem, resulting in the introduction of dynamic spectrum 
access and cognitive radio (CR) paradigms [1]-[3]. In parallel,
the radio circuits should be small-sized, cheap and power effi-
cient [2]. The widely acknowledged trend in answering to 
these demands has been to move most of the receiver functio-
nalities into digital domain, i.e., pushing the analog-to-digital 
interface towards the antenna [3]. This, however, sets high 
demands for the analog-to-digital converter (ADC), operating 
in challenging signal conditions [2], [3]. 

This kind of software defined radio receiver, using wide-
band direct-conversion or intermediate frequency digitization,
has been proposed as a viable solution for the CR physical 
layer [4]. For the A/D interface, bandpass  modulators have 
been proposed, shaping the quantization noise away from the
desired signal band [4]. In addition, quadrature  modulators 
(Q Ms) have been proven to have several benefits over the
real counterparts [5], [6], making this a very interesting choice
for development of future CR receivers. 

However, exploiting complex signal processing with qua-
drature circuits brings the problem of matching in-phase (I) 
and quadrature (Q) rails [5]. These mismatches are known as 

I/Q imbalance and generate mirror-frequency interference 
(MFI) via spectral mirroring of the signal content. In the case 
of Q M, where the quantization noise is processed inside the 
modulator, also the noise has a mirror response [5]-[6]. This 
article proposes a novel transfer function (TF) design for
Q Ms, combined with digital post-compensation of exactly 
this interference, taking the MFI originating from both the 
input signal and the quantization noise into account. 

Moreover, designs mitigating the MFI generated inside the 
Q M are proposed in [5], [6]-[9]. However, none of these is 
able to mitigate MFI appearing before the actual Q M (e.g.,
the I/Q mixer as an error source) [5], [6] or to avoid inserting 
calibration signals [7], additional analog circuitry, [8] or im-
pairing the sampling properties [9]. In demonstrating the over-
all receiver concept and performance, the blind MFI suppres-
sion algorithm published originally in [10] is deployed. This 
frequency-independent algorithm is chosen based on the inhe-
rent oversampling present in the  conversion (assuming 
mild frequency selectivity inside a single subband) and the 
simplicity of the blockwise compensator. 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 
II, Q M basics are reviewed. The TF design facilitating the 
digital post-compensation of MFI, independent of the interfe-
rence source, and the compensation itself, are proposed in 
Sections III and IV, respectively. Thereafter, Section V 
presents the results of the design and compensation scheme. 
Finally, Section VI concludes the article. 

II. QUADRATURE  MODULATION

The analytical transfer function presentation of a Q M is 
based on [5]. The Pth order Q M used in the following 
analysis, employing complex-valued input ( )u k , quantization 
noise ( )e k  and output ( )v k  is presented in Fig. 1. This quadra-
ture structure allows the use of frequency asymmetric (com-
plex) noise and signal transfer functions (NTF and STF). The
output of an ideal  modulator is given (by adopting a linear
model of the modulator [5]) in z-domain by 

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].idealV z STF zU z NTF z E z (1) 

The linearity assumption is not exactly accurate, the quantiza-
tion noise being correlated with the quantizer input, but it is 
widely adopted because of simplifying the design and analysis 
of  modulators [11]. This work was supported by the Academy of Finland, the Finnish Fund-

ing Agency for Technology and Innovation (Tekes), Austrian Center of 
Competence in Mechatronics (ACCM), Tampere University of Technology 
Graduate School, HPY Research Foundation and Nokia Foundation. 
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Fig. 1. Discrete-time linearized model of a Pth-order Q M with complex-
valued signals and coefficients. 

The Pth order structure of Fig. 1 allows placing P NTF
and STF zeros on the conversion band, together with P poles 
common to both of the TFs. Moreover, the NTF is given by 
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and the corresponding STF is defined as 
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where the 1 ( ) 1/ (1 )iz M z  terms are the TFs of the com-
plex loop filters [6]. It should be noted that the denominators 
of both transfer functions are equal, meaning that the poles are 
common. More detailed description of a multi-stage Q M
used in the following examples can be found, e.g., from [6]. 

III. FREQUENCY-AGILE TRANSFER FUNCTION DESIGN

This section proposes a novel TF design, allowing the digi-
tal post compensation of the overall MFI generated at the re-
ceiver front-end (FE) and inside the Q M itself. This design 
extends the mirror-band NTF zero placement of [5] to the
multiband concept of [6]. In addition, the STF passbands are 
created on the desired signal mirror-bands in order to maintain 
the information about possible blocker signals appearing
therein for post-compensation purposes. The actual Q M 
coefficients are derived in similar manner as in [6], maintain-
ing the straightforward reconfigurability, e.g., in case of fre-
quency handoff. This frequency-agile operation is enabled by 
the information of desired signals’ center frequencies and
bandwidths, defining the coefficient values. 

The design is demonstrated in a practical reception scena-
rio of multiple desired signals on scattered center frequencies. 
The overall noise shaping order in this case is eight, allowed
by a two-stage Q M having both the stage of fourth order.
The high noise shaping order maintains the flexible reconfigu-
ration of the noise shaping bands discussed in [6]. A conti-
guous placement of the NTF zeros allows reception of a wide-
band waveform (such as LTE 20 MHz), while multiple dis-
tinct narrowband signals can be handled with a noncontiguous
NTF design. 

In the following, a concrete TF design example is given, 
having the NTF zeros divided for the simultaneous reception
of two desired signals on noncontiguous frequency bands by
placing three NTF zeros on both bands. The remaining two 

zeros are placed on the mirror-bands of those signals to im-
prove the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the blockers possibly
appearing therein. At the same time, the main principle in the 
STF design is to allow the desired signals and their mirror-
band signals to be converted with reasonable resolution. In 
simplest, this means STF being equal to unity. However, the
STF zeros of the first stage can be used to filter out other non-
interesting signal content possibly limiting the dynamics of the 
converter. It is important to notice that the TFs can be 
straightforwardly reconfigured using information about the
transmission center frequencies, bandwidths, resolution de-
mands and the spectrum sensing information. 

The placements of the NTF zeros inside the desired signal 
band is based on [12]. Since the noise shaping order per de-
sired signal band is three, the four first stage zeros are placed 
on the edges of the two bands, i.e., C,1 offset,12 ( )(1)

,1
j f f T

NTF e , 
C,1 offset,12 ( )(1)

,2
j f f T

NTF e , C,2 offset,22 ( )(1)
,3

j f f T
NTF e and

C,2 offset,22 ( )(1)
,4

j f f T
NTF e , where C,1f  and C,2f  are the desired 

signal center frequencies and offset,1 1 3 / 5 / 2f B  and
offset,2 2 3 / 5 / 2f B  (following [12]), with 1B  and 2B

being the bandwidths of the desired signals in Hertz. The
second stage NTF zeros are placed in the middle of the desired 
signal bands and on the mirror frequencies, giving 

C,12(2)
,1

j f T
NTF e , C,22(2)

,2
j f T

NTF e , C,12(2)
,3

j f T
NTF e  and 

C,22(2)
,4

j f T
NTF e . 

The poles of the stages are placed in Butterworth positions 
in order to secure the stability of the modulators [5]. This lim-
its the NTF out-of-band gain, which is an important factor in 
the stability aspect [11]. The STF zeros of the first stage are 
placed on the center frequencies of the possible additional, 
noninteresting, signals in order to reduce the signal dynamics 
at the quantizer input. 

IV. DIGITAL MFI POST-COMPENSATION

The MFI experienced by the desired signals is generated in 
the receiver radio FE and the quadrature  ADC, because of 
the inherent implementation inaccuracies therein. In the radio 
FE, the imbalance source can be, e.g., an I/Q mixer. Thus, the 
input signal [ ]U z  fed to the Q M is already a combination 
of the ideal signal [ ]T z  and its complex conjugate * *[ ]T z , 
scaled by certain, generally frequency-selective, gains, i.e., 

* *
FE FE[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ],U z STF z T z ISTF zT z (4) 

where FE[ ]STF z  and FE[ ]ISTF z  are the signal and image sig-
nal transfer functions of the receiver FE. 

When this nonideal signal is used as an input for the I/Q 
mismatched Q M, both the components experience the STF 
and image STF (ISTF) of the Q M. In addition, the noise
and image noise components are added, shaped by the NTF 
and image NTF (INTF), respectively. In this scenario, the final 
output of a single-stage Q M is given by 

* *
TOT TOT

* *

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ],

V z STF zT z ISTF zT z

NTF z E z INTF z E z
(5) 

where TOT[ ]STF z  and TOT[ ]ISTF z  are the combined STF and
ISTF of the FE and the Q M, respectively.  



Now, having a two-stage Q M as an practical example, 
the interference rejection ratio is calculated with the signal 
components ideally present at the output, using impulse res-
ponses and time-domain signals,

TOT TOT,2
STF NTF 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k h k t k h k e k (6) 

and the I/Q imbalance induced interference components 

TOT * TOT,1
ISTF NTF 1
TOT,1 * TOT,2 *
INTF 1 INTF 2

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ),

k h k t k h k e k

h k e k h e k
(7) 

where the STF and the ISTF components include the contribu-
tion of the whole receiver, and 1( )e k  and 2( )e k  are the quanti-
zation noise components of the first and the second stage, re-
spectively [6]. Thus, the interference rejection ratio [6] of the 
whole receiver, for the signal band s, is given by 

s

s

2

s 2

( )

.
( )

j fT

f

j fT

f

G e df

G e df
 (8)

In Section V, this measure s  is used to verify the efficiency 
of the digital MFI post-compensation. 

In case of the  modulation, the frequency-selective be-
havior of the generated interference can be assumed mild in-
side a single signal subband because of the high oversampling 
inherently present. Thus, a simple frequency-independent 
compensation algorithm [10] can be used to demonstrate the 
efficiency of digital post-compensation, facilitated by the dis-
cussed TF designs. Possible deviations at the level of the inter-
ference between the signal bands are taken into account by 
doing the compensation separately for each of the desired sig-
nal bands, as illustrated in Fig. 2. 

With this narrowband assumption, the output signals 
s( )w k , depicted in Fig. 2, are given by 

s s s

s s s

s s

*
s s s s

*
,1 s ,1 s ,2 s

* * *
,2 s s ,1 s ,1 s

,2 s ,2 s

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) [ ( ) ( )

( ) ( )],

t e t

e t e

t e

w k v k v k

L t k L e k L t k

L e k L t k L e k

L t k L e k

(9) 

where the signal components with the bar are the inband sig-
nals after the filters s( )n k  for the desired signal bands and 

*
s ( )n k  for the image bands, the noise components s( )e k  and 
*

s ( )e k  including the total quantization noise after the two  
stages. In addition, the L  coefficients are the approximate 
inband scaling factors for the signal components, defined as 

C,s sample

s

C,s sample

s

C,s sample
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C,s sample C,s sample
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where the TFs are evaluated at the desired signal center fre-
quencies and  sampleT  is the sampling time in seconds. Further,  
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Fig. 2. Digital MFI post-compensation structure for S parallel signals to be 
received. The compensation algorithm used per branch is published in [10]. 

by assuming practical (clearly above 0 dB) inband SNR and
thus neglecting the lower power noise components, (9) can be
simplified to take form 

s s

s s

*
s ,1 s ,2 s

*
s ,1 s ,2 s

( ) ( ) ( )

[ ( ) ( )],
t t

t t

w k L t k L t k

L t k L t k
(11)

This approximation simplifies finding the MFI compensator 
coefficients s  significantly. 

The compensator coefficients s  are estimated based on 
the circularity restoring MFI compensation principle proposed 
in [10], where the circularity is defined as the complementary 
autocorrelation function 

s
( )tc  of s( )t k  being zero at zero lag, 

i.e.,
s

2
s(0) [ ( ) ] 0tc E t k , meaning that real and imaginary 

parts of the compensated outputs are equally powerful and
instantaneously mutually uncorrelated. This is defined as 

s s

2
s(0) E[ ( ) ]t tc c t k  [10]. Similarly, autocorrelation func-

tion 
s
( )t  at zero lag is given by 

s s

2
s(0) E[ ( ) ]t t t k  

[10]. In practice, 
st
c  and 

st
 are estimated with sample aver-

ages. Now, the optimal compensator coefficients are given by 
[10] 

s s s s

2 2
s /t t t t

c c (12)

having s 1,2  for two-band reception. In the following, 
the sample estimates of 

st
c  and

st
 are calculated from s( )v k . 

V. RESULTS 
Herein, the Q M design and MFI compensation of Sec-

tions III and IV are simulated using realistic communication 
waveforms to be received. For simplicity, the mirror-
frequency blocking signals are complex-valued exponential 
tones. The quantization noise is shaped with the two-stage 
Q M discussed in Section III. The MFI source is assumed to
be the preceding receiver chain having 30 dB image rejection 
ratio and nonideal matching of all the Q M coefficients. The 
realized real-valued coefficient values are drawn from a uni-
form distribution 1%  around the ideal value. The sampling 
frequency of the ADC is assumed to be 128 MHz. 

An example of the assumed input signal in the computer 
simulations is illustrated Fig. 3, together with the ideal overall 
TFs. In addition to the signal content, a noise floor is included 
at the receiver input, giving 18 dB SNR for the 16-QAM 
waveform around C,1 40.28 MHzf  and 10 dBs for the
QPSK waveform around C,2 14.49 MHzf , having 8 dB
lower power level. The mirror-frequency blocking tones are



simulated on the relative power level from 0 dB to +60 dB 
compared to the respective desired signals. A true 3-bit quan-
tizer is simulated in both the Q M stages (separately for the
I and Q branches). 

In the simulations, 100 independent realizations of the 
Q M coefficients are drawn from the described distribu-
tions. The Interference Rejection Ratio s  values are eva-
luated for each realization by subtracting the output of an ideal 
Q M from the output of a mismatched Q M, obtaining
thus an estimate of the interference component. 

In addition to the proposed STF design, the frequency flat 
and mirror-frequency rejecting [6] STF designs are simulated
for reference. In Fig. 4 (top plot), the results are given for the 
16-QAM waveform. The gain achieved with the digital post-
compensation is clearly visible, the compensated interference 
ratio exceeding the noncompensated one by 5–7 dB with the 
proposed STF and 9–10 dB with frequency flat STF designs
with relative blocker powers higher than 30 dB. At the same 
time, the proposed STF design exceeds the frequency flat one 
with relative blocker powers up to 40 dB. The achieved gain 
reduces slightly with decreasing power difference for the sig-
nals. The mirror-frequency rejecting STF design of [6] shows
no improvement with post-compensation because the informa-
tion about the mirror-frequency signal is lost in the converter. 
On the other hand, with relatively low blocker powers, this 
design is performing well, being close to the proposed STF 
with post-compensation. One aspect explaining the degrading 
performance of the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design is 
the lack of the mirror-band NTF zeros, allowing high noise 
levels therein to be mirrored as significant interference on the 
desired signal band.

The results for the QPSK signal in Fig. 4 (bottom plot) 
show also compensation gain of 5–6 dB with the proposed 
STF design. Again, the proposed STF design performance
exceeds the frequency flat one up to relative blocker power of 
40 dB. The smaller performance benefit is because the QPSK 
signal has a lower SNR compared to the 16-QAM signal, 
making the input noise components more pronounced error
sources in addition to the input signal originating MFI. 

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, a novel frequency agile multiband transfer 
function design for single- and multistage Q Ms was pro-
posed and combined with digital post-compensation of MFI 
originating from implementation inaccuracies of the radio 
front-end and the Q M itself. This allows the compensation 
to be done independently of the location of the actual error 
source in the receiver chain. The computer simulations 
showed significant interference rejection ratio gain, proving 
the digital post-compensation approach to be feasible. The 
following step is to study the applicability in more realistic 
simulation and measurement scenarios. 
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Abstract—This article proposes a reconfigurable wideband
transfer function design for quadrature ΣΔ A/D converters
combined with digital post-compensation of frequency-selective
mirror-frequency interference (MFI) induced by the inherent
mismatches between the in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q) rails of
the receiver. When receiving wideband waveforms, e.g., similar
to LTE signals, it is crucial for the compensation performance
to be able to consider also frequency variations in the image
rejection. In addition to compensating the MFI originating from
inside the quadrature ΣΔ modulator (QΣΔM), the digital
compensation considers also the interference generated at the
preceding receiver front-end components, such as an I/Q mixer.
The performance of this approach is illustrated with a 20 MHz
reception bandwidth, being a practical example of requirements
for modern communications waveforms. This concrete example is
given with a two-stage QΣΔM giving eighth order noise-shaping.

Index Terms—Analog-to-digital conversion, cognitive radio,
interference cancellation, I/Q imbalance, mirror-frequency inter-
ference

I. INTRODUCTION

For realization of a cognitive radio (CR), it is of high
importance to design flexible receivers, being able to operate
on varying center frequencies and waveforms [1]. Especially,
a wideband direct-conversion receivers have gathered con-
siderable amount of attention in this perspective [2]. For
digitization, e.g., lowpass, bandpass and quadrature bandpass
ΣΔ A/D converters (ADCs) have been considered [2]–[4].
ΣΔ modulators have several benefits exactly in this kind of
scenario, being, e.g., power efficient and able to include part
of the receiver selectivity inside the ADC [3].

One downfall of ΣΔ ADCs has been applicability mainly
for narrowband signals [5]. However, this can be overcome
by employing higher-order modulator, multi-bit quantizer or
multi-stage structure [5], [6]. Especially, a quadrature ΣΔ

This work was supported by the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology
and Innovation (Tekes) under the project "Enabling Methods for Dynamic
Spectrum Access and Cognitive Radio," the Academy of Finland under
the project 251138 "Digitally-Enhanced RF for Cognitive Radio Devices,"
Austrian Competence Center in Mechatronics (ACCM), Tampere University
of Technology Graduate School, Nokia Foundation and HPY Research Foun-
dation.

modulator (QΣΔM) based ADC has valuable flexibility, al-
lowing frequency-asymmetric quantization noise shaping and
signal filtering by complex-valued noise and signal transfer
functions (NTF and STF, respectively) [3]. Particularly, this ca-
pability can be exploited by designing the modulator response
for reception of multiple noncontiguous frequency bands or
a single, wider, band. In addition, the transfer functions can
be straightforwardly reconfigured, making the QΣΔM a very
appealing solution for CR hardware platforms [4], [7], [8].

Exploiting complex signal processing, however, introduces
also mismatches between in-phase (I) and quadrature (Q)
rails of the receiver because of inherent implementation in-
accuracies [3]. This I/Q imbalance creates mirror-frequency
interference (MFI), which can be also frequency-selective [9].
Especially, a QΣΔM including signal selectivity can induce
frequency-selective MFI stemming from the input signal, being
an crucial aspect when receiving wideband waveforms, like,
e.g., 20 MHz LTE signals. This article proposes a combination
of reconfigurable transfer function design and digital post-
compensation being able to tackle exactly this problem.

It is important to notice that MFI is generated both at the
receiver front-end and inside the QΣΔM. This is why the
mitigation schemes making the QΣΔM more robust, such as
[4], [10]–[12], are taking care only of one part of the problem.
By doing the compensation in digital domain it is possible
to take also the MFI created by, e.g., the down-converting
I/Q mixer into account. The blind frequency-selective MFI
suppression algorithm published in [9] is used in this article,
doing without additional analog circuitry [10], impairing the
sampling properties [11] or adding calibration signals [13].
The narrowband compensation of QΣΔM MFI has been
discussed earlier in [7], [8]. Herein, the analysis is extended to
cover the frequency-selective characteristics of the MFI which
are significant when receiving wideband signals.

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II,
QΣΔM basics and applicability for reconfigurable wideband
CR receiver is discussed. The frequency-selective MFI com-
pensation, taking the whole receiver into account, is discussed
in Section III. Thereafter, Section IV presents the results of
the computer simulations and Section V concludes the article.
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II. QUADRATURE ΣΔ A/D CONVERSION FOR COGNITIVE

RADIO

A. Basics of Quadrature ΣΔ Modulation

The analytical presentation of a QΣΔM is based on [3].
Herein, a L-stage QΣΔM is used, having arbitrary stage
orders of P , for generality. Later, concrete examples are
given with two-stage QΣΔM having stage orders of four. The
structure of a single stage, employing complex-valued input
u(k), quantization noise e(k) and output v(k) is presented
in Fig. 1. The ΣΔ modulator architecture considered in this
article is a complex-valued version of cascaded integrators
with distributed feedback and input [3], [14]. This allows
the use of frequency-asymmetric transfer functions (NTF and
STF). By adopting a linear model of the modulator [3],
the output of an ideal modulator (without implementation
inaccuracies) is given in z-domain by

V id[z] = STF [z]U [z] +NTF [z]E[z]. (1)

The P th-order structure of Fig. 1 allows placing P NTF
and STF zeros on the conversion band, together with P poles
common to both of the transfer functions. The NTF of the
QΣΔM is given by

NTF [z] =
1

1−
P∑

p=1
R(p)

p∏
i=1

z−1

1−M(i)z−1

(2)

and the corresponding STF is defined as

STF [z] =

A+
P∑

p=1
B(p)

p∏
i=1

z−1

1−M(i)z−1

1−
P∑

p=1
R(p)

p∏
i=1

z−1

1−M(i)z−1

, (3)

where the z−1/(1−M (i)z−1) terms are the transfer functions
of the complex loop filters (integrators).

Moreover, the output of an ideal L-stage QΣΔM, depicted
in Fig. 2, is given by

V id[z] =
L∑

l=1

(−1)
l+1

HD
l [z]V id

l [z], (4)

where
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Fig. 2. L-stage QΣΔM with arbitrary-order noise shaping in individual
stages. Filters from HD

1 [z] to HD
L [z] are implemented digitally.

V id
l [z] = STF id

l [z]Ul[z] +NTF id
l [z]El[z] (5)

and

HD
l [z] =

HD
1 [z]

L−1∏
l=1

NTF id
l [z]

L∏
l=2

STF id
l [z]

. (6)

The digital filters HD
l [z] are used to match the nonshaped

digital noise estimate to the NTF-shaped noise at the output
of the previous stage.

B. Reconfigurable Wideband A/D Interface for Cognitive Ra-
dio

The first big goal set for CR is to improve spectrum
efficiency by dynamic spectrum access, i.e., by exploiting
temporarily and spatially unused frequency bands for sec-
ondary transmissions [1]. For this purpose, the transceivers
must be capable of switching the operation bands in agile
manner. For mobile receiver, one of the biggest challenges
is to design an A/D interface fit for such operation. However,
covering wide frequency band with a static wideband ADC has
a downfall of increased power consumption. This is something
that can be avoided with reconfigurable A/D solutions. Herein,
a reconfigurable QΣΔM transfer function design fit for such
purpose is proposed.

A popular way to provide higher bit rates for consumer
applications, has lately been to increase the transmission
bandwidths [2]. For discrete-time ΣΔ modulators, wideband
signals have traditionally been problematic because of lim-
ited available oversampling ratio. However, with multi-bit
quantization and multi-stage implementation, the necessary
resolution can be achieved also with lower sampling rates,
without increasing the power consumption exceedingly [6].
This has made reconfigurable ΣΔ modulators very interesting
option for CR receivers [2].
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Furthermore, with the knowledge of transmission frequency
and bandwidth the QΣΔM STF and NTF can be straightfor-
wardly reconfigured for dynamic spectrum access [4], [8]. At
the same time, these complex-valued transfer functions can be
designed to exploit noncontiguos frequency bands, making it
posssible to divide the transmissions between multiple avail-
able spectrum holes [4], [8]. Thus, giving valuable flexibility
for the CR platform. A concrete example of a two-stage
QΣΔM with stage-orders of four is used in Fig. 3, where
the NTF and STF of both the stages are illustrated with a
zero-pole plot, assuming reception of a 20 MHz waveform
around center-frequency of 40 Mhz (having sampling rate of
128 MHz), being a practical example of modern communica-
tion signals. The NTF zero positions are optimized according
to [15] and the poles are placed in Butterworth positions [3].
The stability analysis of the first modulator stage, being most
crucial because of dynamic signal conditions typical for CR,
gives maxk |u(k)| = Mstep,1 + 2 − ∑∞

k |hNTF,1(k)| = 5.35
and thus 67 % stable input range [14]. For both the stages,
3-bit quantization is used and thus Mstep,1 = 8. It should
be also noted that the implementation inaccuracies affect the
stability properties and thus the final stability is ensured with
simulations and limiting the input amplitude accordingly.

III. DIGITAL COMPENSATION OF FREQUENCY-SELECTIVE

MIRROR-FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE

In this section, the transfer function design properties
that allow digital post-compensation of MFI are highlighted.
Thereafter, actual compensation algorithm is described. The
chosen frequency-selective algorithm is published earlier in
[9]. This blind block-based algorithm was chosen because of
its simplicity and being independent of any calibration signals.

As described in [7], [8], the digital MFI compensation needs
information of the mirror-band signal content. Herein, this is
made possible by designing a STF passband also on the mirror
frequency of the actual desired information signal. This can
be seen from Fig. 3 as two first-stage poles around the mirror-
frequency of -40 MHz. In addition, two of the NTF zeros
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Fig. 4. An example of two-stage QΣΔM total STF and ISTF (above) and
the total NTF and INTF for the first-stage quantization noise (middle) and the
second-stage quantization noise (below). All the QΣΔM coefficients in both
the stages are assumed to have 1 % I/Q mismatches.

are placed on the mirror-band in order maintain reasonable
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).

At the same time, Fig. 4 shows clearly the frequency-
selective characteristics of the image signal transfer function
(ISTF). This makes also the generated MFI frequency-selective
over, e.g., 20 MHz band, which is considered as the bandwidth
of the desired signal, located around the center frequency
of 40 MHz. In practice, the I/Q imbalance in the QΣΔM
produces MFI, which is the complex-conjugate of the QΣΔM
input filtered by the ISTF. At the same time, also the quanti-
zation noise creates MFI, being conjugated and shaped by the
image noise transfer function (INTF).

In this section, the compensator coefficients are derived in
a multi-band reception case, where S noncontiguous signal
bands are received and detected, for generality. Thereafter,
in the following computer simulations the single-band case
(having S = 1) is applied. Now, the final QΣΔM output,
including the MFI created by the receiver front-end, e.g.,
because of the nonideal I/Q mixers, and the QΣΔM itself,
is given by

V [z] =STFTOT[z]X[z] + ISTFTOT[z]X
∗[z∗]

+NTF [z]E[z] + INTF [z]E∗[z∗],
(7)

where STFTOT[z] and ISTFTOT[z] include the total contri-
bution of both the front-end and the QΣΔM. It should be
noted that, these are frequency-selective functions, having
notable dynamics over frequency when a wide signal band
is considered. In addition, X[z] is the ideally down-converted
MFI-free baseband signal.
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Now, the interference rejection ratio is calculated with the
signal components ideally present at the output, using impulse
responses and time-domain signals,

α̃(k) = hTOT
STF ∗ x(k) + hTOT,2

NTF ∗ e2(k) (8)

and the I/Q imbalance induced MFI components

β̃(k) =hTOT
ISTF ∗ x∗(k) + hTOT,1

NTF ∗ e1(k)
+ hTOT,1

INTF ∗ e∗1(k) + hTOT,2
INTF ∗ e∗2(k),

(9)

where the STF and ISTF components include the contribution
of the whole receiver, e1(k) and e2(k) being the quantization
errors of the first and the second stage, respectively. With these
quantities the interference rejection ratio of the whole receiver,
inside the desired signal band Ωs, is defined as

Φ̃s =

∫
f∈Ωs

Gα̃(e
j2πfT )df

∫
f∈Ωs

Gβ̃(e
j2πfT )df

, (10)

where the subscript s is the band number in general multi-band
reception. In the following simulations, reception of a single
wideband waveform is assumed and thus Φ̃1 is evaluated.

By assuming practical (clearly above 0 dB) inband SNR
and thus neglecting the lower power noise components, the
compensated output signals ys(k), shown in Fig. 5, are given
by

ys(k) ≈hTOT
STF,x̄s

∗ x̄s(k) + hTOT
ISTF,x̄s

∗ x̄∗
s(k)

+ws ∗ [hTOT
ISTF,x̄s

∗ x̄∗
s(k) + hTOT

STF,x̄s
∗ x̄s(k),

(11)

where the STF and ISTF impulse-responses contain the inband
contribution of the S desired reception bands.

The N -tap compensation vectors ws are estimated using
the frequency-selective circularity restoring MFI compensation
algorithm published in [9]. Therein, the circularity is defined
as the complementary autocorrelation function cys

of ys(k)
being zero, i.e., cys

(τ) = E [ys(k)ys(k − τ)] = 0, meaning
that real and imaginary parts of the compensated outputs are
equally powerful and instantaneously mutually uncorrelated.

Similarly, the traditional autocorrelation function γys
is given

by γys
= E[ys(k)y

∗
s (k − τ)]. Now, the compensator coeffi-

cients ws, restoring the circularity of the compensated signal,
can be solved by using the observed subband signal second
order statistics cv̄s

(τ) = E [v̄s(k)v̄s(k − τ)] and γv̄s
(τ) =

E[v̄s(k)v̄
∗
s (k− τ)]. The complementary autocorrelation values

are placed in a column-vector

cv̄s
= E [v̄s(k)v̄s(k)] = [cv̄s

(0) , cv̄s
(1) , ..., cv̄s

(N − 1)]
T
,

(12)
where

v̄s(k) = [v̄s(k), v̄s(k − 1), ..., v̄s(k −N + 1)]
T
, (13)

having the length of N . In parallel, the autocorrelation function
values are used to create the matrices

Γv̄s
=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

γv̄s
(0) γv̄s

(1) · · · γv̄s
v̄s(N − 1)

γ∗
v̄s
(1) γv̄s

(0) · · · γv̄s
(N − 2)

...
...

. . .
...

γ∗
v̄s
(N − 1) γ∗

v̄s
(N − 2) · · · γv̄s

(0)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ ,

(14)
and

Γ′
v̄s

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣

γv̄s
(0) γv̄s

(1) · · · γv̄s
(N − 1)

γv̄s
(1) γv̄s

(0) · · · γv̄s
(N − 2)

...
...

. . .
...

γv̄s
(N − 1) γv̄s

(N − 2) · · · γv̄s
(0)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ .

(15)
Finally, the approximately optimal compensator coefficients
are given by

ws = −(Γv̄s
+ Γ′

v̄s
)−1cv̄s

(16)

In above, s = 1 for single-band reception and generally s ∈
{1, ..., S} for reception of S signal bands. In practice, sample
estimates of the second-order statistics cv̄s

(τ) and γv̄s
(τ) are

used and calculated over a block of received data signals.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS FOR COMPENSATION

PERFORMANCE

Herein, the transfer function design and digital MFI com-
pensation, discussed in Sections II and III, respectively, are
simulated using realistic reception scenario. It is assumed
that there is a mirror-band signal present with varied power
level in order verify the performance with differing levels of
the MFI. The receiver front-end is assumed to have image
rejection ratio of 30 dB. In addition, the real gain values in
all the modulator coefficients are randomly deviated in order
to model the implementation inaccuracies and evaluate their
effects. These gains are drawn from a uniform distribution
of ±1 % around the ideal value. In other words, when, e.g.,
R(1) = r

(1)
re + jr

(1)
im , the realized value r̂

(1)
re,1 is uniformly

distributed between 0.99r
(1)
re,1 and 1.01r

(1)
re,1 and similarly for
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Fig. 6. An example spectrum of input signal together with the ideal designed
transfer functions (overall response). The desired 16-QAM signal is located
around the center-frequency of 40 MHz.

the other coefficients. 200 random realizations are used for
the final results. It should be noted that because of these
mismatches, e.g., the ISTF is clearly frequency-selective also
inside the signal band to be received, as shown in Fig. 4. The
sampling frequency is assumed to be 128 MHz.

A 16-QAM waveform around center-frequency of 40 MHz
is used as a receiver input signal with 18 dB SNR. The mirror-
frequency signal, being a major source of the MFI, is simulated
on the relative power level from -20 dB to +60 dB compared
to the desired signal. True 3-bit I/Q quantizers are simulated
in both the QΣΔM stages. The input scenario is illustrated in
Fig. 6 together with the ideal transfer functions.

Fig. 7 shows clearly that employing multi-tap compensation
gives significant interference rejection gain in this wideband
signal scenario. For example, at the rejection level of 10 dB,
single-tap compensation extends the blocker tolerance only
by 3 dB while two-tap compensation gives further 7 dB of
additional tolerance. Thus in the latter case, the tolerance
is improved by 10 dB compared to no-compensation case.
Overall, it is clear that two-tap compensation results in signifi-
cantly improved performance over the whole practical blocker
level range. With relative blocker powers below 0 dB, the
blocker signal starts get buried in the noise while, also the
experienced MFI level drops, which can be seen from the
good rejection level even without compensation. With this
compensation performance the whole receiver can be made
more robust against mirror-band blockers, which can easily
appear at the challenging conditions typical for CR.

V. CONCLUSION

This article proposed a reconfigurable QΣΔM transfer
function design fit for reception and detection of communi-
cations waveforms with 20 MHz bandwidth. In addition, the
design considers the inherent problem of I/Q imbalance in the
preceding receiver stages and the QΣΔM itself, creating un-
avoidable MFI. It was shown that by digital post-compensation
the interference rejection can be significantly improved con-
sidering also the frequency-selective characteristics that are
unavoidable when dealing with wideband signals.
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Frequency-Agile Multiband Quadrature Sigma-Delta Modulator for 
Cognitive Radio: Analysis, Design and Digital Post-Processing 

Jaakko Marttila, Markus Allén and Mikko Valkama 

Abstract – A quadrature  analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is a promising solution for intermediate frequency 

digitizing software defined cognitive radio (CR) receivers because of, e.g., multiband capability and power efficiency. 

However, inherent coefficient mismatches between the in-phase and quadrature rails can severely damage the 

performance of such receiver by creating mirror-frequency interference (MFI). In this article, a novel frequency-agile 

and reconfigurable transfer function design, allowing digital post-compensation of the MFI, is proposed. The design is 

based on a novel closed-form transfer function model for higher-order quadrature  modulators (Q Ms) under 

implementation inaccuracies, proposed herein. By doing the compensation in digital domain, it is possible to take into 

account all error-sources of the receiver chain, including, e.g., a quadrature mixer before the ADC, at once. This 

capability is obtained by preserving the mirror-band signal information and using the noise transfer function of a Q M 

to remove quantization noise from therein. This is demonstrated in a multiband scenario aimed for CR receivers, where a 

number of frequency channels can be received and detected in parallel. Practical examples of the transfer function 

analysis under implementation inaccuracies and the post-compensation performance are given with a two-stage Q M, 

having stage-orders of four, allowing eighth order noise shaping.  

Index Terms – Analog-to-digital conversion, complex filters, cognitive radio, digital radio, I/Q imbalance, mirror-

frequency interference, radio receivers, sigma-delta modulation 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A. Research Motivation 

A rapid growth in the number of mobile devices accessing the internet, together with an increase in data connection speeds per 

device, has created novel challenges for radio spectrum usage [1]. Thus, it is nowadays very important to utilize the available 

spectrum as efficiently as possible. This has led to the introduction of dynamic spectrum access and cognitive radio (CR) concepts 

[1], [2]. At the same time, the transceivers should be small-sized, power efficient, highly integrable and cheap [3]–[7]. This is why 

the trend in the recent years has been to move towards software defined radio (SDR) solutions, where most of the functionalities 
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are implemented in digital domain [5]–[10]. This also facilitates efficient post-compensation of interference and distortion 

generated by the remaining analog radio components, easing the demand for near-perfect circuit implementations [11]. However, 

the scheme sets high demands for the A/D interface of the receiver [2], [8], [10], [12], [13]. 

The SDR based on direct-conversion or wideband intermediate frequency (IF) digitization has been proposed as a solution for 

the CR physical layer [8], [14]–[16] . Therein, analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) using bandpass  modulator have received 

considerable attention [8], [14], [16]. Furthermore, quadrature  modulators (Q Ms) have been proven to have several 

performance benefits over the real counterparts [17], [18], making this a very interesting choice for development of future CR 

receivers [19]. This receiver principle is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the components of focus in this article are highlighted with 

grey background.  
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a multiband low-IF quadrature receiver, based on frequency-agile Q M. Principal spectra, where the two light grey 
signals are the desired ones, are illustrating the signal compositions at each stage. Post-compensation scheme is illustrated in simplified format. 

Traditional Nyquist ADCs (possibly with oversampling) divide the conversion precision equally on all the frequencies and thus, 

similar resolution is used over the whole band even if unnecessary. Furthermore, in wideband SDR receiver the resolution demand 

might be even higher because of the increased dynamic range due to numerous waveforms with differing power levels entering the 

ADC [9]. Opposed to Nyquist converters,  converters have different noise transfer function (NTF) and signal transfer function 

(STF) and inherent tradeoff between the sampling frequency and resolution [18], [20], allowing sophisticated allocation of the 

quantization precision. Thus, also the power used for sampling and quantizing can be optimized, when only the interesting 

frequency bands are cleared of the quantization noise. With multiband Q M, this reconfigurability has even more degrees-of-

freedom, allowing frequency-agile reception of multiple narrowband signals or few wideband waveforms in parallel [19]. 

Unfortunately, exploiting complex-valued signal processing with quadrature circuits brings the problem of matching in-phase 

(I) and quadrature (Q) rails [18], [21]. This is usually known as I/Q imbalance and generates mirror-frequency interference (MFI) 

via spectral mirroring. Especially under challenging signal conditions typical for SDR and CR receivers, the MFI can degrade the 

quality of the received signals significantly [6], [10], [19]. Specific to the Q M, also the quantization noise generated inside the 



 

modulator experiences spectral mirroring [18], [21]. This article proposes a novel transfer function design for Q Ms combined 

with digital post-compensation of exactly this interference, taking the mirror-frequency interference originating from both the 

input signal and from the quantization noise into account. The compensation block is shown at principal level also in Fig. 1. Other 

possible error-sources, such as sampling jitter or modulator nonlinearity are not considered in this work. 

B. State-of-the-Art in Quadrature  Modulator Design and Mirror-frequency Interference Compensation 

A single-stage quadrature  converter for single-band IF digitization was proposed in [18]. Therein, the STF is used to 

attenuate out-of-band signal content in the input of the Q M. In addition, one NTF zero is used to create a noise shaping notch 

on the mirror-band, in order to reduce the MFI originating from the quantization noise therein. However, this does not take into 

account the mirroring of the input signal in any way. This is very important because in a CR-like system, the power level of the 

mirror-band signal can be tens of dBs higher compared to the desired signal to be detected [6]. The MFI might be originating from 

either the analog radio front-end or the Q M itself. If the error source, such as a quadrature mixer, is located early in the receiver 

chain, the filtering before the A/D stage cannot mitigate this problem. Thus, it is desirable to compensate the interference of the 

whole receiver in the digital domain. 

For the digital interference compensation as such, there are multiple solutions in the literature, e.g., [22]–[26]. In general, it is 

common for the digital compensation that some information of the original interference sources should be available in the digital 

domain. Precisely this information is lost if the mirror-frequency signals are filtered out in the analog domain. In this article, a 

multiband STF design preserving the mirror-band information, preliminarily proposed by the authors in [27], is further developed 

and analyzed in realistic conditions. This is done with the help of a novel transfer function analysis method under implementation 

inaccuracies proposed in Section III. The analysis method is one of the key contributions of this article and allows derivation of the 

NTF and the STF, giving also the image noise transfer function (INTF) and the image signal transfer function (ISTF) of an I/Q 

mismatched general multistage Q M having arbitrary number of stages of arbitrary order. The multiband design of Q M 

transfer functions has been discussed in [19], [28], [35] and [36]. In [35], the basic multiband concept was proposed, being then 

developed further for CR devices in [19], [28]. Moreover, in addition to [18], designs mitigating the MFI generated inside the 

Q M are proposed in [19], [28], [29]–[34]. However, none of these designs is able to mitigate MFI appearing before the actual 

 modulator (e.g., the I/Q mixer as an error source) [19], [28], [29], [33] or to avoid inserting calibration signals [29], additional 

analog circuitry [31], [32] or impairing the sampling properties by sharing the capacitors [34]. These limitations are overcome by 

the proposed Q M solutions in this article. 

In demonstrating the overall receiver concept and performance, the blind MFI suppression algorithm published originally in 

[22] is deployed. This frequency-independent algorithm is chosen based on the inherent oversampling present in the  

conversion (assuming mild frequency selectivity inside a single subband) and the simplicity of the blockwise compensator. 



 

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section II, Q M basics are reviewed whereas Section III proposes a novel 

transfer function analysis method for an I/Q mismatched multistage Q M. The transfer function design facilitating the digital 

post-compensation of MFI, independent of the interference source, and the compensation itself, are proposed in Section IV. 

Thereafter, Section V presents the results of the design and compensation scheme discussed in the previous section using both 

closed-form transfer function analysis and computer simulations. Finally, Section VI concludes the article. 

II. QUADRATURE  MODULATION FOR COGNITIVE RADIO 
A. Basics of Quadrature  Modulation 

The analytical presentation of a Q M is based on [18]. The structure of a Pth order Q M, employing complex-valued input 

( )u k , quantization noise ( )e k  and output ( )v k  is presented in Fig. 2. The  modulator architecture considered in this paper is a 

complex-valued version of cascaded integrators with distributed feedback and input [18], [37]. This allows the use of frequency 

asymmetric transfer functions (NTF and STF). By adopting a linear model of the modulator [18], the output of an ideal modulator 

(without implementation inaccuracies) is given in z-domain by 

 [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].idealV z STF zU z NTF z E z  (1) 

Although not exactly accurate, because the quantization noise is actually correlated with the quantizer input, this model for the  

modulators is widely adopted because of its applicability for the modulator design and analysis [37]. 
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Fig. 2. Discrete-time linearized model of a Pth-order Q M with complex-valued signals and coefficients. 

The Pth order structure of Fig. 2 allows placing P NTF and STF zeros on the conversion band, together with P poles common 

to both of the transfer functions. The main idea in the design process is to use feedback gains (1)M  to ( )PM  of the complex 

integrators to shift the NTF zeros away from the zero frequency. Thereafter, the feedback gains of the whole modulator ( (1)R to 

( )PR ) are used to define the locations of the poles of both transfer functions. Finally, the input coefficients, A  and (1)B  to ( )PB , 

are used to set the zeros of the STF. Thus, the NTF of the Q M is given by 
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and the corresponding STF is defined as 
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where the 1 ( ) 1/ (1 )iz M z  terms are the transfer functions of the complex loop filters (integrators). It should be noted that the 

denominators of both transfer functions are equal, indicating the presence of common poles, as mentioned above. 

It is a common choice to place the NTF zeros on the desired signal band, in order to shape the noise towards out-of-band 

frequencies [18]. At the same time, the STF response can be used to implement part of the receiver selectivity filtering inside the 

Q M [18], [19], [28]. The exact locations of the common poles are, on the other hand, a question of design optimization. One 

well-documented choice for the poles is to use Butterworth positions around the NTF zeros [18]. The transfer function design 

aspects will be further discussed in Section IV, taking the effects of the implementation inaccuracies and related compensation 

schemes into account in CR receivers. 

B. Multiband Transfer Function Design 

A multiband transfer function design for Q M was originally introduced in [35] and targeted for CR devices in [28] with 

further discussions in [19] and [36]. It is an efficient tool aiming towards a flexible and reconfigurable A/D interface for CR 

devices. Herein, the basics of the concept are reviewed shortly and further details can be checked from, e.g., [19], [28]. 

Adopting a Pth order Q M allows to place P NTF zeros on the conversion band, as already discussed above. In addition, 

these zeros do not need to be contiguous. Fig. 3 shows a principal example of a multiband reception scheme, where two 

noncontiguous frequency bands and information signals (with center frequencies of C,1f  and C,2f ) are to be received. The NTF 

zeros are used to remove the noise from those bands and, at the same time, the STF is used to attenuate the out-of-band signal 

content.  

The transfer function design principle of Fig. 3 would be suitable for an ideal receiver. However, the effects of implementation 

inaccuracies in the receiver hardware set additional challenges, which should also be taken into account in the transfer function 

design. The novel multiband reception combined with digital post-compensation of interference induced by the preceding radio 

front-end or the Q M itself is discussed further in Section IV. 

f

principal total NTF

principal total STF
fC,1fC,2  

Fig. 3. Principal illustration of a complex multiband Q M scheme for cognitive radio devices. The light grey signals are assumed to be the 
desired ones and the principal total STF and NTF are illustrated with dotted and solid lines, respectively. 



 
C. Multistage Quadrature  Modulation 

Multistage  modulation is an efficient way to improve the noise shaping efficiency of a  ADC without impractical increase 

in the order of a single modulator stage. For example, the stability analysis for a single modulator stage of very high order 

becomes cumbersome [37]. The multistage principle was first introduced with lowpass  modulators [37], but has been thereafter 

extended to cover also quadrature bandpass modulators [19],  [29], [38], [39]. In [19], a general transfer function model for an 

ideal Q M having L stages was introduced. This is reviewed herein, as a basis for the following analysis, taking also 

implementation inaccuracies of the arbitrary order stages into account (Section III). 

The output of an ideal L-stage Q M, depicted in Fig. 4, is given by 

 1

1

[ ] ( 1) [ ] [ ],  1 ,  
L

ideal l D ideal
l l

l

V z H zV z l L l  (4) 

where 
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The digital filters [ ]D
lH z  are used to match the nonshaped digital noise estimate to the NTF-shaped noise at the output of the 

previous stage. In addition, (4) can be rewritten as 

 1
1 2 TOT TOT
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from where it is clearly visible that the STF of the first stage is shaping the signal component, being thereafter filtered with the 

STF of the second stage and on top of this appears the quantization noise of the last stage shaped by the product of all the stage 

NTFs (assuming the STFs for stages 3l  to be unity). However, complete cancellation of the noise of the earlier stages 

demands accurate matching of the analog transfer functions and the digital filters, by using, e.g., adaptive filters [40], [41]. 

III. CLOSED-FORM TRANSFER FUNCTION ANALYSIS FOR ARBITRARY-ORDER MULTISTAGE Q M UNDER 
IMPLEMENTATION INACCURACIES 

In this section, a novel matrix algebraic method is proposed for transfer function analysis of I/Q mismatched multistage 

quadrature  modulators. Such analysis is missing in the current state-of-the-art literature. The proposed analysis method has the 

advantage of being easily applicable to cover arbitrary-order Q Ms. Herein this is demonstrated by deriving the four transfer  
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Fig. 4. Multistage Q M with arbitrary-order noise shaping in all the individual stages. Filters 1 [ ]DH z  to [ ]D

LH z  are implemented digitally. 

functions (STF, ISTF, NTF and INTF) for a Pth order modulator. First, the matrix representation of an I/Q mismatched complex 

multiplication and division are introduced, forming the basis for the transfer function analysis, proposed in the following. 

A. Matrix Representation of Mismatched Complex Multiplication and Division 

Realizing a complex multiplication is an essential part of the Q M implementation. This is because the input of the modulator 

is a complex-valued signal and modulator coefficients are complex-valued (see Fig. 2). Thus, the Pth order Q M of Fig. 2 has 

generally 3 1P  complex multiplications ( 1P  inputs, P  loop filters and P  feedbacks). The matrix representation of a 

complex number [42], [43] is used here to describe those multiplications, as discussed in the following. 

A complex multiplication is implemented with four real multiplications as shown in Fig. 5. Mathematically this is formulated as 

 I Q re im I Q re I im Q im I re Q( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( ( ) ( ))= ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),v k v k jv k Au k a ja u k ju k a u k a u k ja u k ja u k  (8) 

assuming ideal matching of the real-valued coefficients ( re,1 re,2 rea a a  and im,1 im,2 ima a a ). Introducing mismatches 

to the multiplying coefficients, due to inherent implementation inaccuracies, (see Fig. 5) gives 

 mm re,1 I im,2 Q im,1 I re,2 Q( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ).v k a u k a u k ja u k ja u k  (9) 

From (9), the real and imaginary parts of the result can be solved to be I,mm re,1 I im,2 Q( ) ( ) ( )v k a u k a u k   and 

Q,mm im,1 I re,2 Q( ) ( ) ( ).v k a u k a u k  
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Fig. 5. Complex multiplication ( ) ( )v k Au k  implemented with ideal complex-valued (left) and nonideal real-valued (right) signal processing. 



 

Now, according to basic matrix algebra, a 1 2  vector consisting of the real valued outputs ( I,mm( )v k  and Q,mm( )v k ) of the 

mismatched complex multiplication can be solved by single matrix multiplication. This holds when the multiplier coefficients 

( re,1a , im,1a , im,2a  and re,2a ) are used to form a matrix matA . This matA  is used to multiply a 1 2  vector consisting of the real 

valued inputs ( I( )u k  and Q( )u k ) to give the outputs, i.e., 
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Now, by comparing (9) to (10), it is evident that the results are equal. 

Furthermore, a division of two complex-valued coefficients re imA a ja  and re imB b jb , being ideally defined as  
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re im
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B b bB
 (11) 

can also be represented in matrix format, taking inherent coefficient mismatches into account. This is done by right-multiplying 

matA , defined above, with the inverse of the matrix matB , defined similar to matA . This is justified by assuming the coefficient 

matrices invertible because of the 2-by-2 structure where the real part (diagonal) elements share the same sign and the imaginary 

part (cross diagonal) elements have opposite signs, making the determinant nonzero in practical cases. This results in 

1
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im,2 re,2 im,2 re,2 re,2 im,2 im,2 re,2 re,2 re,2 im,2 im,1re,1 re,2 im,1 im,2

1
,

a b a b a b a ba a b b

a a b b a b a b a b a bb b b b
A B  (12) 

giving the real and imaginary parts giving the real and imaginary parts of the mismatched scalar complex division, opposed to (11) 

where ideal coefficients are assumed. 

Although the complex division operation is not specifically implemented in  structure, it is an essential part of the transfer 

function analysis for such system. A simple example of this is the transfer function of a single loop-filter, [ ] 1 / ( )H z z M . 

Now, the four transfer function components induced by the implementation inaccuracies [21] can be verified to be 

 

1re,1 im,1
mat

im,2 re,2
1

re,1 im,1 re,2 im,1
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[ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ]

1
,
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H z H z
z

H z H z

z m m z m m

m z m m z mz m z m m m

I M

 (13) 

where matM  is defined in a corresponding manner to matA  and matB  above and I is a 2-by-2 identity matrix. Assuming ideal 

matching of the real coefficients, this simplifies to 

 

re im
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im reim re
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giving finally 

 re im
re im

1 1
[ ] [ ] [ ] .H z H z jH z

z m jm z M
 (15) 

From the above analysis, it can be concluded that by replacing the ideal complex multipliers by the matrix multiplication of (10), 

the effects of implementation inaccuracies can be included in a straightforward manner. In addition, the right-multiplication with 

the inverse of the coefficient matrix can be used to replace the complex division in the transfer function analysis, as shown in (13)

–(15). This gives the advantage of being able to include the implementation inaccuracies in the overall Q M response analysis in 

an efficient manner. The application of this technique in the transfer function analysis of an arbitrary-order I/Q mismatched Q M 

is introduced in the following subsection. 

B. Arbitrary-order Multistage Q M Transfer Function Analysis with Matrix Representation 

Herein, the matrix representation of a complex multiplication is used to derive the output and the transfer functions of I/Q 

mismatched arbitrary-order (order P) multistage (L stages) Q M. The derivation is based on the ideal transfer functions 

introduced in Section II. The scalar multiplications in these equations ((1)–(3) and (4)–(7)) are replaced by matrix multiplications 

applying the possibly mismatched real-valued modulator coefficients. These coefficients are illustrated in Fig. 6 for the lth stage of 

a multistage Q M, having order P. In this way, the work of manually analyzing individual signal paths of such a complicated 

structure can be avoided. 

To start with, the coefficient matrices are defined in the following manner. The input coefficients in the branch feeding the 

quantizer of the lth stage are defined by 

 
( ) ( )
re,1 im,1( )

mat ( ) ( )
im,2 re,2

.
l l

l
l l

a a

a a
A  (16) 

In a similar manner, the rest of the input coefficients of the lth stage are defined by 

 
( , ) ( , )
re,1 im,1( , )

mat ( , ) ( , )
im,2 re,2

,
p l p l

p l
p l p l

b b

b b
B  (17) 

where 1,2,...,p P , going through the branches. Likewise, the loop filter and feedback coefficients are defined by 

 
( , ) ( , )
re,1 im,1( , )

mat ( , ) ( , )
im,2 re,2

p l p l
p l

p l p l

m m
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M  (18) 

and 

 
( , ) ( , )
re,1 im,1( , )

mat ( , ) ( , )
im,2 re,2

,
p l p l

p l
p l p l

r r

r r
R  (19) 

having 1,2,...,p P  again. 
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Fig. 6. Implementation structure of the lth Q M stage of order P in a multistage Q M with parallel real signals and coefficients taking 
possible mismatches into account. 

Now, inserting these matrices into (2) in place of the (ideal) scalar coefficients results in 

 
1( ) ( )

1re,1 im,1 ( , ) ( , )1 1
mat mat( ) ( )

11im,2 re,2
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,

[ ] [ ]

l l P p
p l i l

l l
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NTF z NTF z
z z

NTF z NTF z
I R I I M  (20) 

where ( )
re,1[ ]lNTF z , ( )

im,1[ ]lNTF z , ( )
im,2[ ]lNTF z  and ( )

re,2[ ]lNTF z  are the parallel real components of the widely-linear I/Q mismatched 

lth stage noise transfer function ( )[ ]lNTF z . The actual lth stage complex NTF and INTF can be solved [21] by 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
re,1 re,2 im,1 im,2[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ]
2 2

l l l l

l

NTF z NTF z NTF z NTF z
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and 
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[ ] ,
2 2

l l l l

l

NTF z NTF z NTF z NTF z
INTF z j  (22) 

respectively. 

In parallel, the STF and the ISTF of the lth stage can be solved by replacing the scalar coefficients of (3) with the matrices of 

(16)–(19). This results in the real valued STF components given by 
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Now, the STF and the ISTF can be solved [21] by 
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and 



 

 
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
re,1 re,2 im,1 im,2[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] ,
2 2

l l l l

l

STF z STF z STF z STF z
ISTF z j  (25) 

respectively. 

The actual output of the lth stage can be derived either using real-valued ( )
I [ ]lV z  and ( )

Q [ ]lV z  or going for the complex-valued 

output signal [ ]lV z . The real valued output signals are obtained using the transfer function matrices of (20) and (23) to multiply 

the in-phase and quadrature components of the quantization noise and the input signal as 1 2  vectors, respectively. This gives 
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 (26) 

On the other hand, the four complex-valued transfer functions, given by (21), (22), (24) and (25), can be used to analyze the 

filtering of the quantization noise [ ]lE z , the complex conjugate of the quantization noise * *[ ]lE z , the input signal [ ]lU z  and the 

complex conjugate of the input signal * *[ ]lU z , resulting in 

 * * * *[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ].l l l l l l l lV z STF zU z ISTF zU z NTF z E z INTF z E z  (27) 

Finally, the overall output of the multistage Q M is given by 
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l D
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l

V z H zV z  (28) 

which can be written, using the quantization noise of the previous stage as an input for the following one, as 
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 (29) 

From (29), it is finally possible to deduce the overall transfer functions for the input signal and the quantization noise of all L 

stages, and respective conjugate components. These are given as 
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Considering now a practical example of two-stage Q M with 2L , application of (29) gives 
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with digital filters 1 2[ ] [ ]D DH z STF z , 2 1[ ] [ ]D DH z NTF z . It should be noted that TOT[ ] [ ]STF zU z  and TOT,2 2[ ] [ ]NTF z E z  

correspond structurally to the ideal output given in (7). However, the responses of TOT[ ]STF z  and TOT,2[ ]NTF z  can differ from 

TOT [ ]idealSTF z  and TOT [ ]idealNTF z  due to possible common-mode errors in the modulator coefficients [33]. Furthermore, the four 

additional terms in (31) are identified as mismatch induced interference, which includes the MFI (conjugate) component of the 

input signal, the leakage of the first-stage noise and its conjugate component and the conjugate of the second-stage noise. 

Now, the interference rejection ratio introduced in [19] can be used to measure the power of the I/Q imbalance induced 

interference components in relation to the power of the ideal output for the signal band s  in multiband scenario consisting of a 

total of S signals to be received. This is given as 

 s

s

2

s 2

( )

,
( )

j fT

f

j fT

f

G e df

G e df
 (32) 

where 2( )j fTG e  and 2( )j fTG e  are the spectral densities of the ideal output signal and the I/Q imbalance induced interference 

(f being the frequency measured in Hertz and T the sampling interval of the ADC), respectively, given by 

 TOT,LTOT
STF NTF( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )Lk h k u k h k e k  (33) 

and 
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Here, the impulse responses correspond to inverse z-transforms of the total transfer functions defined in (30). The integration is 

done over the bandwidth of the signal s, given by s C,s s C,s s/ 2,..., / 2f W f W , where sW  is the bandwidth of the 

respective signal band. 

IV. TRANSFER FUNCTION DESIGN AND DIGITAL POST-COMPENSATION FOR MIRROR-FREQUENCY 
INTERFERENCE IN Q M BASED MULTICHANNEL COGNITIVE RADIO RECEIVERS 

First, in this section, post-compensation challenges specific for receivers utilizing Q M are discussed. Thereafter, designing 

the transfer functions (STF and NTF) of the modulator, to facilitate the digital interference compensation and to combat the 



 

mentioned challenges, is proposed. For example, for mirror-frequency interference compensation, it is essential to maintain 

information about the mirror-band content through the receiver front-end and A/D interface to digital domain. 

A. Q M Related Challenges in Post-Compensation 

The traditional way of designing Q M transfer functions has been to shape the quantization noise away from the desired 

signal band (place the NTF zeros on the band) and to either use simple frequency-flat signal transfer function or filter the out-of-

band signal content partially away [18]. Combining this kind of noise shaping and STF filtering is an efficient solution when 

considering an ideal receiver having quantization noise as the dominant error source. However, the distortion and interference 

generated by the implementation inaccuracies of both the preceding radio front-end and the Q M itself must be taken into 

account when considering true circuits. Such treatment is lacking in the current literature. 

Lately, there have been significant advances in digital compensation of these, so called dirty-RF, impairments, such as the 

mirror-frequency interference originating from the mismatches of quadrature circuits [6], [11], [44], [45]. These compensation 

algorithms typically need access to the original interference sources in the digital domain. Thus, in the case of I/Q imbalance 

considered in this article, the mirror-band signal being the source of mirror-frequency interference should be converted into the 

digital domain with reasonable precision. This is where the above-described traditional NTF design (possibly combined with the 

STF filtering) becomes unsuitable. If all the NTF zeros are placed on the desired signal band, the noise load of the mirror-band is 

potentially very high, resulting in a very low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). This is, of course, even more emphasized if the STF is 

attenuating the mirror-band. In [18], a mirror-band NTF notch was proposed to avoid mirroring of the high noise levels. However, 

the STF was used to filter the mirror-band input signal content away, impeding the actual post-compensation of input signal 

originating mirror-frequency interference. 

The mirror-frequency interference inside the Q M (the feedback branch I/Q mismatches being most crucial) can be controlled 

by mirror-frequency rejecting STF design [19], [28]. However, problems arise when the I/Q mismatches of the preceding receiver 

components (and other Q M coefficients) are taken into account. For example, when the I/Q mixer used to bring the desired 

signal down to IF creates mirror-frequency interference and the original mirror-band signal is filtered out inside the Q M, the 

interference remains on top of the desired signal but the information of the interference source is removed, making post-

compensation a troublesome task. The signal and noise transfer function designs solving this problem are proposed in the 

following subsection. 

B. Transfer Function Design to Facilitate Post-Compensation and Frequency Agile Operation 

Herein, a transfer function design targeted to be combined with digital post-compensation of the overall mirror-frequency 

interference induced by the receiver front-end and the Q M is proposed. The design is based on a single-band NTF design with 

one mirror-band NTF zero of [18], being extended to the multiband concept of [19], [28]. Now, the possible mirror-band blockers 

are preserved, emphasizing the usability of such information for digital compensation purposes, by creating STF passbands also on 



 

the mirror bands. Although allowing the mirror band signals to enter the modulator increases the input dynamics, it brings a signif-

icant benefit for compensation of the mirror-frequency interference generated in the receiver front-end. Without the knowledge 

about these signals, the compensation task of such interference becomes very challenging (or even impossible). In addition, in the 

highly dynamic conditions typical for cognitive radio (considering both power levels and operating frequencies), avoiding mirror-

frequency interference in the receiver front-end becomes nearly impossible, because it is very challenging or practically 

impossible to design RF filters that would have sufficient tunability and selectivity to get rid of the other signal content. The 

Q M coefficients are derived in similar manner as in [19] and the straightforward reconfigurability, e.g., in case of frequency 

hand-off, discussed in Section II and [19] is maintained. Thus, the easy implementation of all the Q M coefficients as functions 

of the desired signals’ center frequencies enables efficient frequency-agile operation. 

This design is demonstrated in a practical scenario with a two-stage Q M having both the stages of fourth order. Thus, the 

overall NTF order, being the combined order of the stages, is eight, allowing eight noise notches to be placed on the conversion 

band. This capability allows flexible reconfiguration of the frequency bands to be received and detected, in a similar manner as 

discussed in [19] in case of a three-stage Q M. On one hand, the NTF zeros can be placed inside one contiguous band for 

reception of wideband waveforms (such as LTE with 20 MHz bandwidth), or on the other hand, noncontiguous NTF design allows 

reception of multiple distinct information signals on separate frequency bands. Tuning of the Q M coefficients is in practice 

implemented with digital control, having 6-8 bit resolution, resulting in sufficient dynamics and coefficient accuracy when operat-

ing on, for example, TV white spaces, where channel spacing and center frequency resolution is 8 MHz. The actual implementa-

tion details of the control are, however, not in scope of this paper, but remain as an important future work topic. 

In the following, a concrete transfer function design example is given, having the NTF zeros divided for the simultaneous 

reception of two desired signals on noncontiguous frequency bands by placing three NTF zeros on both bands. The remaining two 

zeros are placed on the mirror-bands of the desired signals to improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the signals possibly appearing 

therein. On the other hand, the main principle in the STF design is to allow the desired signals and their mirror-band signals to be 

converted with reasonable resolution. In simplest, this means STF being equal to unity. However, the STF zeros of the first stage 

can be used to filter out other noninteresting signal content possibly limiting the dynamics of the converter. The second-stage STF 

is designed to be frequency flat. The frequency-flat design is chosen because of its minimal delay and because the second stage 

processes only the quantization error of the first stage, not the signal itself. Different design options for the second-stage STF are 

discussed further in [38] by the authors. It is important to notice that both transfer functions can be straightforwardly reconfigured 

using information available about the transmission center frequencies, bandwidths, resolution demands and spectrum sensing 

information about the strongest blocking signals possibly present within the overall conversion band. 

The exact placement of the NTF zeros inside the desired signal band is based on [46]. This is because the analysis for lowpass 

 modulators can be exploited for Q Ms also, the noise shaping differing only by the translation of the center frequency to an 



 

IF. Thus, since the noise shaping order per one desired signal band is three, as described above, the four first stage zeros are placed 

on the edges of the bands, i.e., C,1 offset,12 ( )(1)
,1

j f f T
NTF e , C,1 offset,12 ( )(1)

,2
j f f T

NTF e , C,2 offset,22 ( )(1)
,3

j f f T
NTF e  and 

C,2 offset,22 ( )(1)
,3

j f f T
NTF e , where C,1f  and C,2f  are the desired signal center frequencies and offset,1 1 3 / 5 / 2f W  and 

offset,2 2 3 / 5 / 2f W  (following [46]), with 1W  and 2W  being the bandwidths of the desired signals in Hertz. The second 

stage NTF zeros are placed in the middle of the desired signal bands and on the mirror frequencies, giving C,12(2)
,1

j f T
NTF e , 

C,22(2)
,2

j f T
NTF e , C,12(2)

,3
j f T

NTF e  and C,22(2)
,3

j f T
NTF e . 

The poles of the stages are placed in Butterworth positions around the NTF zeros in order to secure the stability of the 

modulators [18], as shown in Fig. 7 in the example case of C,1 40.28 MHzf , C,2 14.49 MHzf  and 

1 2 10 MHzW W  (assuming sampling frequency of 128 MHz). The stability is improved by limiting the out-of-band gain of 

the NTF, which is one of the most important factors in this aspect [37]. The STF zeros of the first stage are placed on the center 

frequencies of the possible additional, noninteresting, signals in order to reduce the overall signal dynamics at the quantizer input. 

In the example of Fig. 7, these zero locations are int,12(1)
,1 1j f T

STF e , int,22(1)
,2 1j f T

STF e , 

int,32(1) 2 0.2139
,3

j f T j
STF e e  and int,42(1) 2 0.2139

,4
j f T j

STF e e . The second-stage STF is designed as frequency-flat, 

resulting in the zero locations overlapping with the Butterworth poles of the second-stage NTF, as illustrated in Fig. 7. Overall, by 

tuning the locations of these zeros and poles, it is straightforward to reconfigure the Q M response, thus allowing frequency-

agile operation. 
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Fig. 7. Zero-pole plot (left) of the overall NTF and STF of a two-stage Q M having fourth order individual stages (overall noise shaping 
order of eight) and frequency responses of the transfer functions of the stages (right). Multiband reception of two information signals with 
center frequencies of 40.28 MHz and -14.49 MHz is assumed. These bands to be detected are marked with vertical black lines in the right plot. 

For the stability of the modulator, [37] gives two criteria; for single-bit modulators is required that max ( ) 1.5jNTF e  (be-

ing, however, neither necessary nor sufficient) and for multi-bit modulators step NTFmax ( ) 2 ( )
n n

u n M h n  (sufficient), 

where stepM  is the number of quantizer steps. For the design at hand, 1max ( ) 1.89jNTF e  and 2max ( ) 2.36jNTF e  

and thus 1-bit implementation cannot be expected to be fully stable. On the other hand, if 3-bit quantizers are chosen, the latter 

criterion gives step,1 NTF,1max ( ) 2 ( ) 5.28
n n

u n M h n , making stable operation guaranteed with 66 % of the 

quantizer full-scale range. For the second stage of the design, the corresponding figures, with 3-bit quantizer, are 



 

2 step,2 NTF,2max ( ) 2 ( ) 6.07
n n

u n M h n  and 76 % of the full-scale range. Thus, 3-bit quantizers and feedback digi-

tal-to-analog converters (DACs) are chosen for both the stages. 

Based on the above design, it is noted that the second stage NTF is actually symmetric (the zeros are complex conjugate pairs) 

and thus real valued and could be realized with a real bandpass  modulator stage. However, this is only a special case with 

exactly two distinct signals to be received. In the challenging and dynamic conditions, typical for the cognitive radio solutions, the 

flexibility of the quadrature (complex) modulator is appreciated for its frequency agile operation and degrees-of-freedom and thus 

maintained in the general design. With Q M stages at hand, the NTF can be configured for the reception of one to four separate 

signal bands. This valuable capability would be partly lost with a real bandpass  modulator as the second stage. 

C. Removing Mirror-Frequency Interference with Digital Post-Processing 

The mirror-frequency interference experienced by the desired signals is generated in both the receiver radio front-end and the 

Q M considered for the A/D conversion, because of the inherent implementation inaccuracies resulting in I/Q imbalance 

between the I and Q signal branches. In the radio front-end, the imbalance source can be, e.g., a quadrature mixer having imperfect 

phase and amplitude matching. Thus, the input signal (in z-domain [ ]U z ) fed to the Q M is already a combination of the ideal 

signal, say [ ]X z , and it’s complex conjugate * *[ ]X z , scaled by certain, generally frequency selective, gains or responses, i.e., 

 * *
FE FE[ ] [ ] [ ] [ ] [ ],U z STF z X z ISTF z X z  (35) 

where FE[ ]STF z  and FE[ ]ISTF z  denote the signal transfer function and image signal transfer functions of the receiver front-end, 

which are assumed to be unknown. 

When this nonideal signal (including the conjugate term) is used as an input for the I/Q mismatched Q M, both components 

experience the STF and the ISTF of the modulator. In addition, the noise and image noise components are added, shaped by the 

NTF and the INTF, respectively. In this scenario, the final output of a single-stage Q M is given by 
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 (36) 

where FE+SDSTF  and FE+SDISTF  are the combined signal transfer function and the image signal transfer function of the front-

end and the Q M, respectively. For a multistage Q M, having L stages, the corresponding output is given by 

 

* * * *
1 FE+SD1 FE+SD1 1 1 1 1

1 * * * *
1 1

2
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l l l l l l l l l
l

V z H z STF z X z ISTF z X z NTF E z INTF E z

H z STF z E z ISTF z E z NTFE z INTFE z
 (37) 



 

where FE+SD1[ ]STF z  and FE+SD1[ ]ISTF z  are the combined STF and ISTF of the receiver front-end and the first  stage. Simi-

larly as in (30), the total effective signal transfer functions, including now the effects of both the analog radio front-end and the 

Q M converter structure, can be written as 

 TOT, FE+SD1 1 FE+SD1

TOT,FE+SD1 1 FE+SD1

[ ] [ ] [ ]

[ ] [ ] [ ].

D

D

STF z H z STF z

ISTF z H z ISTF z
 (38) 

The noise transfer functions, in turn, are not dependent on the analog radio front-end, and are thus identical to those in (30). 

Now, in the case of two-stage Q M as a practical example, the overall interference rejection ratio of (32) is calculated using 

the signal components ideally present at the output 

 TOT,FE+SD1 TOT,2
STF NTF 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )k h k x k h k e k  (39) 

and the I/Q imbalance induced interference components 

 TOT,FE+SD1 TOT,1 TOT,1 TOT,2* * *
ISTF NTF 1 INTF 1 INTF 2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ),k h k x k h k e k h k e k h k e k  (40) 

where the STF and the ISTF components include now the contribution of the whole receiver. Thus, the interference rejection ratio 

of the whole receiver, for the signal band s, is given by 

 s

s

2

s 2

( )

.
( )

j fT

f

j fT

f

G e df

G e df
 (41) 

In the special case of an ideal receiver before the Q M, (41) reduces to (32) because then ( ) ( )k k  and ( ) ( )k k . In 

Section V, this measure s  is used to verify, quantify and analyze the efficiency of the digital MFI post-compensation discussed 

in the following. 

In case of the  modulation, the frequency-selective behavior of the signal transfer functions can be assumed mild inside a 

single signal subband because of the high oversampling inherently present. Thus, a simple frequency-independent compensation 

algorithm [22], per subband, can be used to demonstrate the efficiency of digital post-compensation, facilitated by the above 

discussed transfer function designs. Possible deviations at the level of the interference between separate signals and respective 

frequency bands are taken into account by doing the compensation separately for each of the desired information signals, i.e., sep-

arately for the subbands, as illustrated in Fig. 8. At the same time, the transfer function design would also allow use of more so-

phisticated, e.g., frequency-selective digital post-compensation algorithms, such as [26]. This option should be considered espe-

cially for reception of very wideband waveforms, when there might be significant frequency-selective behavior also inside the 

individual subbands, because of, e.g., the I/Q mismatch properties of the analog front-end. This is interesting topic for future work. 
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Fig. 8. Digital MFI post-compensation structure for multiband reception, processing S parallel information signals to be received and detected. 
The compensation algorithm used per signal band is published in [22]. The filters 1( )F k  to S( )F k  and *

1 ( )F k  to *
S ( )F k  are used to pick the 

desired signals and the related mirror-bands, respectively. 

With the previous narrowband assumption and assuming a two-stage Q M again as a practical example, the compensator 

output signals s( )y k , depicted in Fig. 8, are given by 

 
s s 1,s 1,s 2,s 2,s

s s 1,s 1,s 2,s 2,s

*
s s s s

* * *
1, s 2, s 1, 1,s 2, 1,s 1, 2,s 2, 2,s

* * * * * * * * *
s 1, s 2, s 1, 1,s 2, 1,s 1, 2,s 2, 2,s
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[ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )]
x x e e e e

x x e e e e

y k v k v k

K x k K x k K e k K e k K e k K e k

K x k K x k K e k K e k K e k K e k ,

 (42) 

where the signal and noise variables with the bar and the subscript s are the corresponding inband components after the subband 

filters s( )F k  for the desired signal bands and *
s ( )F k  for the image bands, respectively. In addition, the model coefficients are the 

complex scaling factors for the signal and noise components, defined as 
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where the transfer functions are evaluated at the desired signal center frequencies and T  is the sampling interval in seconds. 

Further, by assuming practical (clearly above 0 dB) inband signal-to-quantization noise ratio and thus neglecting the lower power 

noise components (also the conjugate noise component is assumed to be controlled by the mirror-band NTF notch), (42) can be 

simplified as 

 
s s s s

* * * *
s 1, s 2, s s 1, s 2, s( ) ( ) ( ) [ ( ) ( )].x x x xy k K x k K x k K x k K x k  (44) 

This approximation simplifies finding the mirror-frequency compensator coefficients s  significantly. 



 

Stemming from the signal model structure in (44), the compensator coefficients s  can be estimated based on the circularity 

restoring mirror-frequency compensation principle proposed in [22]. In [22], the circularity is defined as the complementary 

autocorrelation function 
s
( )yc  of s( )y k  being zero at zero lag, i.e., 

s s

2
s(0) ( ) 0y yc c E y k , meaning that real and 

imaginary parts of the compensated outputs are equally powerful and instantaneously mutually uncorrelated. Similarly, traditional 

autocorrelation function 
sy  at zero lag is given by 

s s

2
s(0) E ( )y y y k  [22]. Now, as shown in [22], the optimal 

compensator coefficient for signal subband s, restoring the circularity of the compensated signal, can be written as a function of 

the observed subband signal second-order statistics, 
svc  and 

sv , as 

 s

s s s

s
2 2

.
v

v v v

c

c
 (45) 

In above, s 1,2  for two-band reception and generally s 1,...,S  for S  signal bands to be received and detected. In prac-

tice, sample estimates of the second-order statistics, 
svc  and 

sv , are used, calculated over a block of received data. This estima-

tion-compensation approach is deployed in the following computer simulations. The results are illustrated in Section V. 

V. RESULTS OF TRANSFER FUNCTION OPTIMIZATION AND POST-COMPENSATION 
A. Closed-form Two-Stage Quadrature  Modulator Transfer Function Analysis 

In this section, the transfer function model proposed in Section III is used to calculate the four transfer functions of the two-band 

Q M design discussed in Section IV. Two detached frequency channels are assumed for the desired information signals, with 

center frequencies of C,1 40.28 MHzf , C,2 14.49 MHzf  and bandwidths 1 2 10 MHzW W . The sampling 

frequency is 128 MHz, giving nsS1 / 7.8125T f . The transfer functions of the Q M are designed according to the 

proposed design flow of Section IV. The overall noise shaping order is eight and two zeros are placed on the mirror-bands of the 

desired signals, leaving three zeros per signal band to be used for the actual noise shaping. The digital filters 1 [ ]DH z  and 2 [ ]DH z  

are assumed to be matched to the ideal analog transfer functions. 

The transfer functions are evaluated with randomly deviated real gain values in the modulator coefficients in order to model the 

implementation inaccuracies and evaluate their effects. The gain values are drawn from a uniform distribution of 1%  around the 

ideal value. In other words, the realized value (1,1)
re,1r̂  of ideal (1,1)

re,1r  is uniformly distributed between (1,1)
re,10.99r  and (1,1)

re,11.01r  and 

similarly for the other coefficients. 

First, the case of Q M feedback mismatch is considered, being mentioned as the most crucial MFI source inside the 

modulator [31]. This is because the feedback errors are not shaped by the NTF as the forward branch errors [31]. In Fig. 9, the 

results for 50 independent draws from the above described distribution for the feedback coefficients are illustrated. The results 

show the image rejection of the input signal (STF response of 10 dB versus the ISTF response of -40 dB) to be around 50 dB on 

the frequency channel around -14.49 MHz and 40 dB (STF response of 10 dB versus the ISTF response of -40 dB) around 



 

40.28 MHz. The second stage quantization noise (being ideally the only quantization noise present) is attenuated between 15 dB 

and 30 dB inside the desired signal bands and the related conjugate response ( TOT,2[ ]INTF z ) has more than 50 dB attenuation, 

remaining clearly below the nonconjugate response. The mirror band zeros push the noise levels down also on those frequencies. 

From the middle plot of Fig. 9, it is clearly visible that the quantization error of the first stage is not cancelled completely. This is 

because of the noncommutativity of the complex transfer functions under I/Q imbalance [33]. The conjugate component of the 

first-stage noise ( TOT,1[ ]INTF z ) has 30 to 40 dBs of attenuation on the negative frequency channel and 15 to 35 dBs on the posi-

tive frequency channel. The nonconjugate noise ( TOT,1[ ]NTF z ) is attenuated on average by 40 dB on both the channels. This 

confirms that the transfer functions work as designed in case of the modulator feedback coefficient mismatch. However, there 

remains the potential risk of heavy MFI if strong mirror-band signals are present at the input signal. The post-compensation of this 

interference is demonstrated in the following subsection. 

In addition, Fig. 10 gives the transfer function analysis results assuming implementation inaccuracies in all the Q M 

coefficients in both the stages of the previously described two-stage modulator used as a practical example. The findings in Fig. 10 

have certain significant differences to the ones in Fig. 9. For example, the ISTF maximum response has risen by 10 (positive fre-

quency channel) to 20 (positive frequency channel) dBs. In addition, out-of-band peaking is clearly visible in the ISTFs. At the 
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Fig. 9. Two-stage Q M STF and ISTF (top) together with NTF and INTF for first- (middle) and second-stage (bottom) quantization noise. 50 
independent random realizations in real gain values of feedback branches of both stages are considered and multiband reception of two 
information signals with center frequencies of 40.28 MHz and -14.49 MHz is assumed. These bands to be detected are marked with vertical 
black lines in the plots. 
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Fig. 10. Two-stage Q M STF and ISTF (top) together with NTF and INTF for first- (middle) and second-stage (bottom) quantization noise. 
50 independent random realizations in real gain values of all the coefficients of both stages are considered and multiband reception of two 
information signals with center frequencies of 40.28 MHz and -14.49 MHz is assumed. These bands to be detected are marked with vertical 
black lines in the plots. 

same time, the second stage noise behavior on the desired bands remains similar. However, the conjugate response is elevated on 

the mirror-bands, having still around 20 dB attenuation. From the first stage noise point-of-view, the most visible difference is that 

conjugate attenuation on the negative frequency channel has decreased by around 10 dB. Overall, the results indicate that, while 

the feedback mismatches might be the most important error source, the mismatches of the feed-forward coefficients cannot be 

excluded either and have a pronounced effect on the image rejection of the whole Q M. 

B. Verification Simulations on Digital Post-Compensation of Mirror-frequency Interference 

Herein, the Q M design and MFI compensation of Section IV are simulated using realistic communication waveforms to be 

received (16-QAM and QPSK modulated desired information signals), together with mirror-frequency blocking signals as 

interference sources. Two separate scenarios are presented in the following. In the first case, Q M feedback I/Q mismatches are 

assumed to be the only implementation inaccuracy. The latter case, on the other hand, assumes all the Q M coefficients to be 

nonideally implemented and, in addition, the frequency independent image rejection ratio of the preceding receiver chain (mainly 

I/Q mixer) is assumed to be 30 dB. When nonideally implemented Q M coefficients are considered, the realized real-valued 

coefficient values are drawn from a uniform distribution of 1%  around the ideal value as described also in the above case of 

transfer function analysis. 

An example of the assumed input signal in the computer simulations is illustrated Fig. 11. In addition, the ideal overall transfer 

functions are included in the figure, in order to illustrate the noise shaping and the STF passbands. In addition to the signal content, 



 

a white noise floor is included at the receiver input, giving 18 dB signal-to-noise ratio for the 16-QAM waveform around 

C,1 40.28 MHzf  and 10 dBs for the QPSK waveform around C,2 14.49 MHzf . The difference is due to an 8 dB higher 

power level for the 16-QAM signal. The mirror-frequency blockers consist of band-limited Gaussian noise, with a bandwidth of 

3 MHz, and are simulated on the relative power level from 0 dB to +60 dB compared to the respective desired signal. In this way, 

with the highest blocker level, the mirror-band signal across the 16-QAM signal is 68 dB stronger than the weaker QPSK 

waveform, representing an extremely challenging scenario. A true 3-bit quantizer is simulated in both the Q M stages (and 

separately for the I and Q branches) for feasible quantization noise levels. The DACs of the stages are assumed ideal. 
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Fig. 11. An example spectrum of input signal used in the simulations together with the ideal designed transfer functions (overall response). The 
desired information signals are located around center frequencies of 40.28 MHz and -14.49 MHz with 16-QAM and QPSK waveforms, 
respectively. The blocking signals are located on the mirror frequencies of the desired signals. 

In both simulation cases, 150 independent realizations of the Q M coefficients are drawn from the described distributions. 

The Interference Rejection Ratio s  values are evaluated for each realization of the modulator coefficients by subtracting the 

output of an ideal Q M from the output of a mismatched Q M, obtaining thus an estimate of distortion component. The signal 

length used is 218 samples and the blockwise post-compensation (when applicable) is done using these samples. The optimization 

of the compensation block-length is not considered herein. The interference rejection ratio itself is given as a ratio of the ideal 

output power on the desired signal band and the distortion power estimate on the same band. The amplitudes of the real and 

imaginary parts of the overall received input signal are limited by the receiver automatic gain control mechanism to be equal to or 

less than 0.7 in order to avoid quantizer clipping (quantizer full scale range from -1 to 1), i.e., I,1( ) 0.7u k  and Q,1( ) 0.7u k  

for all k . This limitation is maintained also when increasing the blocking signal power levels, which means that with increasing 

blocker input power, the useful signals are scaling down and become more and more sensitive to, e.g., quantization noise. The 

stability of the modulator within the amplitude range has been confirmed by extensive simulations. 

The interference rejection ratio simulation results are illustrated in the following figures. In addition to the proposed STF 

design, also frequency flat and mirror-frequency rejecting [19] STF designs are simulated for reference. In Fig. 12, the results are 

given for the 16-QAM waveform, considering first I/Q mismatches only in the feedbacks of the Q M stages. The gain achieved 

with the digital post-compensation is clearly visible, the compensated interference ratio reaching up to 3 dB with both frequency 



 

flat and the proposed STF designs with higher relative blocker powers. However, it is clear that in this special case, the mirror-

frequency rejecting STF design of [19] has better performance than either the proposed or the flat STF designs combined with 

digital post-compensation, exceeding the results of the proposed design and compensation by around 5 dB. This is because the 

mirror-frequency rejecting STF design combats exactly the effects of the feedback branch I/Q mismatches. The digital compensa-

tion does not bring additional improvement with this mirror-frequency rejecting STF design because the mirror-band information 

is lost before the conversion. However, one should note that this first simulation scenario is unrealistic since only feedback branch 

I/Q mismatches are considered while the other coefficients of the  modulator as well as the preceding radio receiver I/Q match-

ing are assumed ideal. 

In Fig. 13, similar results are given for the QPSK signal and feedback branch I/Q mismatches only. The biggest difference 

therein is the drop in the post-compensation gain. This happens because the QPSK signal has a lower power level compared to the 

16-QAM signal and thus smaller SNR making the input noise components dominant error sources over the input signal originating 

MFI. The good performance of the mirror-frequency rejecting STF is again clearly visible, exceeding the other simulated options 

by up to 20 dB at relative blocker level of +20 to +30 dB. 

Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 illustrate then the corresponding results of a much more realistic scenario with I/Q mismatches in all the 

Q M coefficients and also 30 dB image rejection ratio for the preceding receiver chain for 16-QAM and QPSK waveforms, 

respectively. This is indeed the realistic scenario for which the proposed transfer function design was developed and combined 

with the digital post-compensation of the MFI of the whole receiver. As expected, there is significant difference between the re-

sults in Fig. 14 (16-QAM and mismatches in the whole receiver) and Fig. 12 (16-QAM and only feedback mismatches). The per-

formance of the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design has dropped by more than 20 dB when considering the relative blocker 

level range up from +20 dB. At the same time, while significant additional error-sources have been introduced compared to the 
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Fig. 12. Interference rejection ratios for a 16-QAM signal with two-stage Q M, using 3-bit quantizers at each stage, as a function of blocker 
signal power. The proposed STF, frequency-flat (“Flat STF”) and mirror-frequency rejecting STF [19] (“Reject STF”) designs are simulated. 
Implementation inaccuracies are considered only in the feedback branch coefficients of both the stages. 
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Fig. 13. Interference rejection ratios for a QPSK signal with two-stage Q M, using 3-bit quantizers at each stage, as a function of blocker 
signal power. The proposed STF, frequency-flat (“Flat STF”) and mirror-frequency rejecting STF [19] (“Reject STF”) designs are simulated. 
Implementation inaccuracies are considered only in the feedback branch coefficients of both the stages. 

previous scenario, the performance of the proposed STF design combined with the digital post-compensation has dropped by only 

3 dB. This is because the post-compensation, when combined with proposed transfer function optimization, is able to mitigate the 

MFI independent of the exact location of the error-source. The gain achieved by this post-compensation with the proposed STF 

design is from 6 to 14 dB on the relative blocker level range from +20 to +50dB. In parallel, also the frequency-flat STF design 

has around 6 dB gain as a result of the post-compensation. With the highest blocker power levels, the quantization noise and its 

conjugate component become eventually the dominating error-source because of the effective down-scaling of the desired wave-

forms. The digital compensation applied is not able to mitigate this interference as efficiently as the input signal originating MFI. 

Overall, it is anyway clear that the combination of the proposed STF design and the digital compensation algorithm has the best 

performance in this realistic and challenging scenario considering the whole simulated blocker level range. 

The results for the QPSK signal in Fig. 15 show similar characteristics compared to the 16-QAM results. The clear drop in the 

performance of the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design is visible as well as increased post-compensation gain for the proposed 

STF design due to the increased role of the input signal originating MFI because of the additional mismatches and nonideal image 

rejection of the receiver front-end. The achieved gain is now between 4 dB and 6 dB, the latter being with higher blocker powers. 

These results support the conclusion that in this more realistic scenario, considering practical error sources, the proposed STF 

design combined with the digital post-compensation outperforms the earlier solutions, taking the whole simulated relative blocker 

power range into account. 

Overall, when considering the practical simulation scenario with mismatches in the whole receiver, the results show significant 

increase in the interference rejection ratio with the proposed transfer function design complemented with the digital MFI post-

compensation discussed herein. The gains are most evident in good SNR conditions. With low SNR the noise components 
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Fig. 14. Interference rejection ratios for a 16-QAM signal with two-stage Q M, using 3-bit quantizers at each stage, as a function of blocker 
signal power. The proposed STF, frequency-flat (“Flat STF”) and mirror-frequency rejecting STF [19] (“Reject STF”) designs are simulated. 
Implementation inaccuracies are considered in all the coefficients of both the stages together with image rejection ratio of 30 dB for the 
preceding receiver chain. 
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Fig. 15. Interference rejection ratios for a QPSK signal with two-stage Q M, using 3-bit quantizers at each stage, as a function of blocker 
signal power. The proposed STF, frequency-flat (“Flat STF”) and mirror-frequency rejecting STF [19] (“Reject STF”) designs are simulated. 
Implementation inaccuracies are considered in all the coefficients of both the stages together with image rejection ratio of 30 dB for the 
preceding receiver chain. 

(nonconjugated and conjugated) become the dominant error source. Although the mirror-frequency rejecting STF design copes 

well with the feedback branch mismatches, its performance drops significantly, e.g., by 20 dB in the previous 16-QAM example, 

when also other mismatches are introduced. In parallel, this drop for the proposed STF design combined with digital compensation 

was only few dBs, showing particular robustness in the realistic reception scenario. This gain in received signal quality, achieved 

by the suppression of input signal originating MFI by means of the digital post-compensation, is of significant importance in 

challenging radio conditions typical for CR receivers. The results confirm that the proposed STF and NTF designs facilitate such 

gain via preserving mirror-band signal information to be exploited in the post-compensation algorithm. Thus, also the interference 

generated at the receiver front-end circuitry can be mitigated, easing the requirements for those components. 



 
VI. CONCLUSIONS 

In this article, a novel frequency-agile multiband transfer function design for single- and multistage Q Ms was proposed, 

combined with digital post-compensation of MFI originating from implementation inaccuracies of the preceding radio front-end 

and the Q M itself. This allows the compensation to be done independently of the location of the actual error source in the 

receiver chain. This is essential for practical implementations of such a receiver, especially in challenging signal conditions typical 

for CR systems. The computer simulations showed significant interference rejection gain, achieved by simple post-compensation 

algorithm presented in the literature, proving the digital post-compensation approach to be feasible also with Q M (in addition to 

the traditional ADCs without noise shaping). This is an important step towards robust receiver implementations using quadrature 

 ADC, allowing the promising multiband and reconfigurability properties to be exploited in practice. The proposed design can 

be implemented without additional analog components and is straightforwardly reconfigurable in dynamic conditions, e.g., in case 

of frequency handoff because of a primary user appearance. In addition, facilitating the digital post-compensation of the receiver 

front-end originating interference eases the demands for the implementation and matching of these circuits. 

In addition, a novel closed-form transfer function analysis method was presented, based on the matrix-representation of I/Q 

mismatched Q M coefficients. In this way, the four transfer functions (NTF, STF, INTF and ISTF) of the Q M can be solved 

for any modulator order or number of stages. Furthermore, a closed-form equation for the output of such modulator under coeffi-

cient mismatches was presented. This allows the designers to examine the effects of inherent implementation inaccuracies in more 

detail already before measuring the actual implementation. 
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